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PREFACE

The 5th Annual HERDSA Conference was planned around the theme, "The Promotion of Higher
Education Research and Development": in fact a reaffirmation of the objectives of the Society.
Consequently no restrictions were placed on the subject matter of papers provided they fell within the
general scope of the theme. In the event, the papers accepted did fall within a few broad categories as
will be seen from the table of contents. The keynote address by Malcolm Skilbeck, Director of the
Curriculum Development Centre, focussed on 'The Changing Student', a reminder to those present
that education is in a state of flux calling for increasing flexibility and adaptability on the part of
teachers generally. Papers were also canvassed within the specific topic of 'Field Experience', and it
was gratifying to receive contributions from the strongly innovative medical faculty at the University
of Newcastle, New Scuth Wales.

A new feature at the Conference was a session on Adult and Continuing Education, organised jointly
by HERDSA and the Australian Association for Adult Education. Barrie Brennan, Chairman of the
AAAE, provided the keynote address to this section which was convened by Dr. J.A. McDonel! of

Monash University.

One pleasant aspect of the conference was the considerable overseas representation. Thailand provided
a significant attendance and regiStrations also came from Canada, Germany, New Zealand and the UK.
At a time when the values and concerns of higher education are being closely examined and debated,

when demographic and socio-economic factors pose unpredictable challenges, it was particidarly
pleasing that Senator J.L. Carrick, Federal Minister for Education, should have agreed to attend the

Society's annual dinner as Guest-of-Honour. I am also indebted to Senator Carrick for providing a
foreword to this volume.

Finally, I would wish to place on record my appreciation for all the support and help received during

the course of planning and conducting the conference. It would be impossible to individually name all
those involved but I should like to particularly mention my associates on the Organising Committee,
and Dr. Bill Hall and his staff at the Mount Gravatt CAE. Future HE R DSA Conference Conveners will
be fortunate indeed if they encounter the same degree of co-operation and expertise.

Derick Unwin,
Queensland Institute of Technology,
Brisbane, July 1979.

III
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Foreword

Senator The Hon. J.L. Carri5k
Federal Minister for Education

The post-war decades in Australia which have seen a huge and unquestioning demand for niore and rnore educ-
ation, particularly at the tertiary level, have been replaced by a current period ol growing questioning of the yen,
relevance of education. There has emerged an increasing 4wareness that the enormous expansion in educational
resources has not produced a parallel increase in quality.

The rapidly growing and youthful Australian poPulation of the past which gae rise to a burgeoning of student
numbers has been replaced by declining birth rates, lower immigration, an ageing population, and a steady state .
of student numbers. A post-war nation which had little unemployment overall now faces significant unemploy-
ment largely concentrated amongst its juveniles) A nation which is so vitally dependent on its capacity for over-
seas trade now confronts the full force of international competition and the need to lower costs and increase
skills, particularly within manufacturing industries.

In our questing for the appropriate reforms and solutions the Government has undertaken four major probes
two of them, the Williams Committee and the Crawford Committee have already reported and their findings
1))are in the process of detailed analysis. Two others the Aiichmuty Committee, inquiring into teacher education,

a the Myers Committee on technology will report within the next nine to twelve months.

Collectively, the four c'inquiries constitute a uniquely comprehensive review of education, vocation and tech-
nology. They will tell t.t''' much of what would be required in sophisticated skills. It is for us to ensure their proper
perspective in the overall goals of individual development and fulfilment.

The Williams Report is an essential and an effective starting point. It poses a wide range of probing questions
over a very broad spectrum and offers some very useful commonsense recommendations. Most importantly,
it starts us thinking, discussing and questioning. If it did no more than this, it is a very valuable addition to our
collective storehouse of educational wisdom and experience.

The Williams Committee has not recommended significant structural changes. It has placed its full emphasis upon
reform by constructive evolution. BeLause it has not sought radical changes in the direct sense, it has not heavily
captured the media headlints. Ne,:iertheless, taken in their orchestration, the Williams reforms will make a massive
impact upon the whole education spectrum.

The report emphasises the special nature of universities and seeks to preserve and strengthen universities in their
discrete character. With this I fully agree. It recognises the tremendous pressures on universities in recent years
in the field of primary degrees and somewhat to the detriment of other university activities, particularly research.
The report advocates the establishment of a number of postgraduate centres of research at universities. This is a
matter which deserves close sympathetic consideration.

I share the Williams Committee view that there should not be simply a seeking of student ambers and that all
students enrolled at an institution should be judged as having a reasonable prospect of success. Failure should be
regarded at least is much the responsibility of the institution as of the student. It is good news therefore to read
the recommendations regarding training programmes for academic staff in the theory.and practice of teaching.
We have for too long been somewhat coy about insistence upon proper communication by tertiary lecturers.

It is fundamental, too, that eqective programmes of course evaluations should be developed throughout the
tertiary system. Only "by such approaches can we be sure that we are upgrading quality in our. institutions.
Australia has a tertiary education system of,workl standard. Against that background, we should not be reluc-
tant to confess the defects that are there and that can be rectified.

Research work has a significant contribution to make to problems within industry and to urgent social and econo-
mic quistions within the community. At a time when research activities are themselves under scrutiny, I commend
the work undertaken by HERDSA and its members and the valuable contribution which their activities have made
in the research field.
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'The changing student

Malcolm Skilbeck
Curriculum Development Centre, Canberra

17

This paper is concerned with the attributes of studen'.s likely to bri entering higher education In the future, and In particular with a few
crucial characteristics. These include matters of cognitive anti Ihtelactual development, policy changes and social climate.

The curriculUm, organiSation and pedagogy o, secondary schools is In the process of significant review andchange. Teachers In tetiary
Institutions will need to come to terms with students possessing different comfratencies, Vearning skills, interests and aspirations.

The 'unity' of the student Is emphasised and the suggestion made that a greater degree of co-operation and understanding between thesectors of education is desirable.

1. Introduction: A period of stability?

The problem of tertiary education in the next decade may be less that of th,?.. -

changing student than the unchanging staff. After more than a decade of rapid
expansion in the tertiary sector - of student enrolments, numbers and types of
ifittitutions, courses and course programs and faculty members -.we have now
reached a relatively steady state. This sttkte is described in the.cautious
language of the Wirliams Committee as a set of projections of which the 'host
likely pne envisageslittle growth in the university sector, not Very much more

'-in th 4. college of advanced edlitAtion secto'r and'rather more in the TAFE sector.(1)
However, while student and staff numbers may not increase dramatically, there
cou.ld well be highly significant qualitative changes in the learning
charactertistics di-'the tertiary students and in the teaching abilities and
interests of the staff. For example, the proportion of students entering
tertiary/institutions with soine,Measure of nor-school experience is increasing

more students take a break between school,and college or university.
'Moreover, reasonable predictions have been made about a steady increase in the
number and proportion of students returning to full or part-time stUdy after,
substantial periods of work or child-raising experience, dnd institutions are
changing to accommodate this shift from an end-on to a more periodic or

. continuing process of education. Both of these trends are commended by the
Williams Committee as they are by many other educational bodies and agencies
and may be expected to gain increasing institutional, financial, ideological
and other forms of support.(2) Such changes in the composition of the student
population raise questions about the suitability of present methods of
selecting and training tertiary teachers and the appropriateness of their
as§umptions'and attitudes.

Assistance of colleagues in the CDC, especially WendyEdgar, is gratefully
acknowledged. .
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Because we are not .oppressed by the pressures of quantitative growth, we are in

the position now of being"able to address ourselves to some of the qualitative

issues relating to staff, stbdents and their invractions a fact which is

clearly -,4f hot always very strongly - communicated in the Williams Committee .

Report 'and which underlies the terms of reference of thQ current national

inquiry into teacher education and the counterparts of that inquiry.in tFie

states.

Just as the Williams Committee has been cautious and modest in its statements

about trends and futuredirections of the post-secondary,educational syst'am,

it behoves us to he extremely careful-in making generalizations about student

characteristics'and in drawing inferences from such trends as we may be able

to detect. The focus of my paper is not the student you have in your

tertiary institutions, "ETit ttiose yOu May expect to receive, mainly dire e from-,

secondary schools but increasingly also'the mature studets. I am bound to

admit at the outset that'the empirical data I have been able to assemple on the

subject of my paper, "The Changing Student", are much more limited and patchy

than I had hoped would be the case. The research evidence is neither available

in significant quantity and variety nor, as far as I have been able to ascertailT,

have pany6tudies of secondary school students been conducted which would be of

,great iplue to course designers and,other decision makers in the tertiary

sector. No doubt ihere 4e a gfeat deal of local and specific knowledge of

particular cqhorts of prospective students aYailable to individuals, to

departments and even perhaps to whole institutions through their local and

historiCal experience, but this is not quite the.same thing as systematic

knowledge of crucial learning', characteristics and attributes of the high school

student pop'ulation as a whole. Also, as you are well aware, there is a folklore

about tertiary teaching which can act as a serious barrier to open-mindedness

about students and to critical and creative thinking about new approaches to

teaching. The Secretary of HsEiR.D.S.A., Derick Unwin, and I were colleagues

together sometIspars ago at A British University where I was chairman of the

university teading methods committee. This was a rare concession to a

professor of education, Fade, I suspect, only because the'actiAty of

university teaching ranked so low as an object of concern in the institution

and hence conferred no status or power on either the committee or its chairman._

'One of the many difficulties faced by that committee was persuading several--

senior and anfluential members of ttie university that their fixed ideas,

stereotypes eyen, of students and .of appropriate-Ways of teaching them,

:Wiiiantdd any kind of consideration whatsoever. The committee was seen by

them as,a concession or token. The very high failure and dropout rates in

Australian tertiary institutions and the admitted failings in,tourse design in

at least two of.its,three subsections makes that particular difficulty easier

to address-here witAut exciting the derision of your acadeinic colleagues.
.y

In considering at this conference teaching and learning questions with a focus

on anticipated "student characteristics, although we may have less data on

students than.we might wish for, weinay be able to pool our knowledge and -

experience, expose some of the areas where more knowledge is needed, determine

'some of the tasks tertiary teachers must confront in the design of learning

situations, and consider how some of these tasks may be carried out%

Since I cannot address myself to all characteristics of likely, future students

that may be relevant to the organisation of teaching and learning situations

in tertiary institutions, I have selected a few of what I regard as the crucial

characteristics, concentrating on those where I. am not reduced entirely,to

speculation and hearsay. In addition, I Want to draw to your attention

assumptions being made in the secondary sector and some trends in that sector

2
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which may have,a Significant impact in the future on the
expe:Ciations studentsAring to the tertiary sector.

2. Cognitive and intellectual Characteristics of prospe

I shall start with a range of cognitive,and intellectual
includidg study skills and'attude's-edd what might be te
and modes of'attack in relation. to learning task's.

qualities and

tiVe,students

Cs.
,

. , ,

. It,is widely hut'I think:erroneously believed that-standards of performance
in siveral main areas of academic earning.have declined in 'recent- years in

,Australian.achoola% Despite the n isy apd widely pubijcised pronouncementi on
the subject and notwithstanding the gut fee'lipgs of and even the test results
produced by some academics in'universities, I am not persuaded of the truths,

ot this claim. At least, the.Australian research evidence assembled and surveyed
by the.Curriculym Dyvelopment Centre during 1976-x,7 does not support the decline

,

thesis.:(3) Uhdoubtedly, students completing Secondary-schooling have had a
different kW of academic experience from that of' many of their tertiary

.? ,

teachers, although the actual changes in secondary school content, methods,of
. teaching, modes of'assessment.and scfiaol-academic climate are probably much less

thanlone might infer from all the innovation rhetoric of recent years. As for
, the dramatic Or perhaps. I should say sensatiodalist claim about particular .'
areas of Weakness displayed by atudents atypoint of entry to certain tertiary
courses where, a few months previously, those same atudnts had received assing
grades in external examinations, I am reminded of the English Puritan divine -

and schoolmastel John Brinsley who, more than 350 Years agog remarked:

"Finally, this I account the worst of cal,.that 'when I have taken a
great deale of paines, and have made my Schollers very ready in
construing and parsing;"yet come hnd examine them In those things 4
quarter of a yeere after; they will be many of them as though they
had never learned them, and the best farre to seeke: wherehywhen
Gentlemen.or others come in and examine them, or their friends try
them at home, in the things which they learned a quarter or halfe A
yeere before; they are ordinarily found so rawe, and to have so ,

forgottene that I doe receive great reproach, as thotugh I had taken
no paines with them or as they had profited nothing."

aracteristics,
ed entry behaviour

Whereas the educational right is apt to-blame slipshod teaching and low academic
expectationNfor deficiencies in student knowledge,-the left ia apt to.blame it
on the apparatus of subject-centred teaching and external examinations.
Perhaps it has moKe to do /ith the relative impbrtance of academic studies in_
the lives of students and fhe sitUatiopTir-aich formally organised knowledge7'
is acqui':ed and applied. If we ask the students themselves, their hnswers
frequently indicate that, for them relevance of study and learning to their life

. pattern is of central importance.(4) Studies of student "wastage" suggest that
we should be paying very close attention to ale context of learning and its
support structures instead of looking to blame some supposeddefect in the
learner himself, a point that would seem to have phrticUlar relevance in
Australian tertiary institutions where drop oot rates are extremely high And
criticism and student short-cOmings quite strong.(5)

My first contention, then, is 'that eVidence of a,decline in standards of student
lattainment is, at best, inconclusive. Changes there haJe been in secondary
schooling, for example to give greater emphasis to a wide range of study
skills such as locating information, interpreting, analysing, synthesising and
applying it, working independently and in small groups, working on self-selected
assignments and in self-defined situations, and relating sehool studies to
broader social contexts. Under the circumstances, it should neither surprise

3
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nor disturb us that other intel.lecival processes, -such as the manipulation of

predetermir'd and predefined data under conventional examination conditions,
should not be Improving and may indeed be declining somewhat. Competence in

essay writing, in an era of objective testing, and examination skills, in the

age of course work assessment, may beat a lower standard than hitherto, and
tertiary teachers can no longer take them for granted if indeed they ever could.

The quegtions to ask are.

(1) whether the teaching-learning processes.being fostered in
secondary schools have substantial educative value and -

(2) what changes in expectations and teaching practice are
required as a consequence in tertiary institutions? Tertiary

teachers need assistance in addressing themselves to these
changes and I assume that that is one of the functions.of
memhers of this Association. ,

Although I 'cannot readily document it, my belief is that there ha's been some-

thing of a shift in intellectual characteristics of students which may not be
receiving adequate notice. The shift is twofold. Firstly, the proportion of

students, completing secondary schooling and moving on some form of

tertiary education, who are functioning in Piaget's terms, at the intellectual
level of formal operational thinking may be somewhat less than a decade or so

ago. What leads me to suggest this is that research on cognition in the
Piagetian tradition is drawing attention to significant numbers of late
adolescents and adults, who have completed substantial periods of schooling but
are stlil functioning'at the cognitive level of concrete operations.(6) This

finding4as further relevance given that the research suggests that concrete
operations persist longer in such subject areas as history and lliterw-ure or,
more broadly, the cultural sciences than in the natural sciences. Yet the

expansick in the tertiary sector, especially in the CAE's, has been
disproportionately great in the'area of the culture sciences. Thus, it would

not be surprising if tLachers in tertiary institutions were encountering large

numbers of stzdents for whom intellectualistic assumptions in the phrasing of
questions, thZ*Use'of language, models and theories, and the application of
processe. of logical and abstract thought, are just not valid.(7) As I

remarked a moment ago, my view on this is necessarily tentative, given the
limited nature of.the:evidence, and I feel in any case that the relationship
of Piaget's theory of cognitive deVelopment to diffefent forms of understanding,
knowledge, language and ways-of life has been only partially explored. However,

it is to my mind at least an issue for consideration as to whether many
tertiary teachers are making invalid assumptions about the level of cognition

on which their students are functioning, blaming or criticising them (and their

secondary schools) for poor study habits, lack of application, weak motivation
and inadequate preparation and background whereas the problem has to do with

e tertiary teacher's need to understand better tl-c . nature and limits of

cognitive processes in his awn students.

I said that there was a second consideration relating to intellectual
interests and capacity to which I wished to refer. It is this, that a small

but important shift in Australian culture may be occurring. Several studies of

youth add many coMmentaries on Australian life have drawn attention to the

predominence of sRort and Other physical recreational and leisure interests of

adolescents in our society.(8), In the 1i.ght of this evidence, it may be
wishful thinking to suppose that the broadening and loosening of the school
curriculum, the,..rapid expansion of the arts in sodiety and of interest in non-
material culture such as travel, a wide range of leisure pursuits, etc., is
shifting youth from its overwhelming leisure interest in sport and popular
entartainment.(9)

12_
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I am not offering the opinion that Australia, in the past ten years, has

witnessed the growth of a powerful and pervasive intellectual culture, but

there is certainly greater cultural diversity and increased interest in the

elements of a wider expressive culture, and these are strong centres of an

intellectual culture, all of which are impinging on tertiary student life.

This, however, is a gradual shift, affecting social climate, assumptions and

values in complex ways which do not necessarily show in expressed intellectual

interests or attainments of students. I draw attention to this shift because

I believe it is of great, longer term significance and because it provides a

powerful resource for tertiary teachers to draw and build upon.

3. Some changes in social climate, policy and resource provision

I turn now to some of those changes in students which are likely to occur over

the next decade as a consequence of policy changes, ti-1 allocation of resources,,

and soCial climate Shifts. These changes and shifts relate to the so-.called

multicultural society, social class, sex, political and social attitudes,

values, and the age composition of the student paPtlation.

Whilst in none of, these areas are ry major shifts occurring that are having

marked effects on students in the latter years of secondary schooling - nor are

they recommended to occur by the Williams Committee - trends have emerged and

are.likely io grow which should bring about a significant reorientation of our

thinking and action. Also, other official reports than that of the Williams

Committee have promulgated a view of Australian society in which shifts will

occur affecting student attitudes, values and understandings.(10)

SoMe of the data on the ethnic mix of Our society, suggest that certain groups

of'students in secondary schools are, at present, at a distinct disadvantage.

These include many groups of southern and eastern European origins, aboriginals

and certain Asiatic groups. On various measures highly relevant to educational

opportunity and outcome, suchas intelligence quotient, social class and"

command of the English language; these groups, who comprise a significant section

of the secondary school population, but a disproportionately small part of the

tertiary sector, are found to be in a disadvantageous position.(11)

The Federal Government's recent initiatives, for example through rapid adoption

of the recommendations of the Galbally Committee, and through establishing the

National Aboriginal Education Committee, are,part of a wider movement to improve

the educational, social and cultural opportunities of members of these groups.

If suCcessful, such initiatiAes will result, over the next decade, in changes

in the traits and even the composition of the student populations of tertiary

institutions Which-could_be fan-reaching. Fon example, the_ enccuragement of a

matie towards cultural pluralism as comparedVith the older policy of assimilation

should lead to an active promotion of ethnic,languages, ethnic vaius and

belief systems, ethnic social and,community structures. This encouragement

will not be confined' to ethnic groups since if Will be accompanied by

deliberate and vigorous attempts to promote the concepts, beliefs, institutions

and practices of multiculturism throughout the whole Australian society,(12)

Official and unofficial groups, -SoMe government sponsored or directed, have

been meeting over the past year to try to define the general nature and

direction of a policy for multicultural education. I will draw your attention

to just four of these: the UNESCO cbnference on Teacher Education for

International Understanding, which strongly commended extension of a multi-

cultural dimension throughout teacher education institutiong and programs, the

Repoit of Ihe Ethnic Affairs Commission of New South Wales,the as yet

unpublished"report of the Federal Portfolio of Education group on Education

for a MulticUltural Ss iety and the establishment, in 1976, of the National

Aboriginal Education Cs4nittee.(13)
5



Documents and initiatives such as these betoken strong moves to sustain and
strengthen forces and &blips in our society which in the past have had
relatively little official encouragement and support. Their implications for
the ultimate composition and value structure of the student population of
tertiary institutions are what I want to draw to your attention, since there
is a real challenge here to the dominant model of the student and his value
system on which many tertiary teachers may be operating at present. This model
will be further challenged by the experience secondary school students are now
beginning to have of curriculum materials focussing on cultural pluralism and
ethnic diversity.(14)

There is not space for me to refer in any detail to the other policy, resource
distribution and social climate changes which I mentioned above. As a massive

0
simplification, I might say that, until recently various monocultures
dominated our secondary and tertiary institutions: in the universities, these
were related to academic and social selection and stereotyped views about
appropriate roles, especially sex roles; in the colleges of advanced education (
they were related to a relatively narrow range of applied disciplines,
possessing a modest social status; sex role stereotypes also prevailed; in the
technical sector, monocultural dominance was expressed in aggressive
vocationalism, the residue of social selectiOn "higher up" in universities and
colleges, and sex role stereotypes. I hope you will overlook the crudity of
this characterisation, since my point is not to make anything of the past but
to suggest that a range of pressures and forces is so affecting the whole
tertiary sector as,to produce a much more blurred and indeed.complex
institutional situation, which has its correlates in student characteristics
both for the present and the immediate future at least. The situation
incorporates many interesting changes, such as the change, by stipulative
definition, whereby technical and further education colleges are translated
into the tertiary sector, but not, for example, salaries, conditions of service,
institutional provision, per capita expenditure, etc. Another change is the
determination, this time by the Williams Committee, that the "practiCal"
"vocational" bias of colleges will continue, whereas universities will become
more research and higher studies oriented despite evidencesto the contrary that
such distinctions don't address themselves to the nature of staff and student
experience and roles in the institutions themselves, nor to community
perceptions of them.

Another factor, to which I have already referred, is encouragement being given
to two categories of students who hitherto have been underrepresented in
tertiary education or in certain sectors of it, namely women and mature
students. Australia, in common with many other societies, is experiencing
what appears to be a long-term if irregular shift of women ifito traditionally
male dominated professipns such as medicine, veterinary science, engineering,
law and a wide range of applied sciences. At the same time, encouragement is
being given, through various.forms of government action, including schooling,
to girls and women to express and assert rights, and to achieve a standing in
the learning environment by which traditional roles and stereotypes are
substantially changed. This is often a matter of image and self image, of
relationships between the sexes, of assumptions and values more than it is of
specifiC changes in student behaviour that will manifest themselves in
classroom situations but it should not be underestimated because'of that.

A related change is the move, in schools, to introduce courses in human relat-
ionships, sex education, social education and other ways of changing student
awareness'and understanding and developing in them new skills. The
clearest recent affirmation of the need for the shift and what it might entail /

in broad social terms is the Report of the Human Relationships Commission,
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,a document which is, perhaps, somewhat ahead of its time but whose basic
orientations seem to me to be likely to command increasing support at least
amongst secondary school teachers - and students.

A more obvious change, perhaps, than the sex role change in students, is that
whereby the age composition of classes in tertiary institutions may be
expected to become more diverse. As far as I have been able to gather, the
discussion and recommendations of the Williams Committee point in this
direttion, inasmuch as support is given to extending the scope and
practicability of external studies programs and widening access to
universities, colleges of advanced education and technical colleges to students
not easily accommodated at present. Like many others of the Committee's
recommendations, these need interpreting and my interpretation is that whilst
there is a disappointing lack of direct attention given to the concept and
processes of recurrent education (perhaps because the Committee declared its
unwillingness to recommend any major structural changes) where it does touch on
what might be considered as related issues, it does go positively. My point is
that recurrent'education, external and extension studies, and part time courses
are a major component of tertiary education and are likely to increase as costs
of full time study rise, demands for middle life traiaing and retraining
increase and expansion occurs of the two sectors where ideas of recurrent and
part time study are more strongly entrenched. Tertiary teachers, in these
sectors, can expect student maturity and variety of experience to become more
important 'considerations in course planning.

4. Changes in the schools

Changes in the schools themselves as a source of new or different character-
istics of tertiary students are extremely difficult to document, assess and
predict. The reasons for these difficulties relate to the,paucity of research
evidence on so-called operational curriculum, that is the learning experiences '

of students in school settings, as distinct from the visible or manifest
curriculum as indicated in course outlines, syllabuses and textbooks, An
eNample will make this point clear: a new course in,,say,integrated science,
may ostensibly encourage students to engage in problem solving, lateral
thinking, subject integration, discovery methods, practical work, field studies

ketc.,,but teachers may adopt a subject centred, instructional, classroom-based
mode of teaching despite the structure, content and recommended approaches of
the materials themselves. Such a gap, between the intentions of course and
material makers and what may be the objectives,of teachers and classroom
reality is apparently'quite wide in many Australian secondary schools. We
should not be misled by the rhetoric or by the ready availability of glossy
teathing-materials.(15) A further complication in offering a descrip ion o
current secondary school practice is its increasing diversity.- The move
towardgschool-based curriculum development, although very uneven and frequently
half-hearted, when combined with the growth of school assessment as a component

. of overall evaluation of student performance, has made generalisation about
curricula, teaching and learning practice exceedingly difficult. However,
the movement shows no signg of abating and we may expect that students coming
to tertiary institutions in the future will have had more diverse learning
experiences even within the same area of study than has been the case in the
past.(16) Whereas basic skills of learning and study may be very widely
distributed, the learning content and the structures of learning situations
which students,have experienced may be expected to vary considerably. The
policy of multicultural educationwill compound this, by encouraging greater
sub-cultural diversity just as the wider society move towards cultural pluralism
is encouraging a wider range of acceptable values, norms of conduct and life
styles. There are, of coursei: counter forces: for and in the schools, a .
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reaffirmation of ideas about common learnings, core curriculum and general
education; in society at large, strong conservative reaction to value
pluralism and the alternative life-styles movement.(17) Through tlAg activtty

of the Curriculum Development Centre, support is being given both co school

1101

based curriculum development initiatives and to core curriculum,.- several

national level projects one of whose effects is to increase commok' reness, .

knowledge and experience amongst educators in such areas as science, sociil

science, mathematics and language. Predictions of the outcomes of these and
other influences on student learning characteristics would be indeed hazardous
and I shall content myself with drawing your-attention to them as'factors at

work in secondary schooling and its support services.

,5. Some assUmptions of curriculum developers about secondary students

It is relevant, in this context, to draw your attention to some of the
assumptions that underlie the work of curriculum developers, including those in
the Curriculum Development Centre and the directions in which their work is
tending. . A brief summary will suffice to indicate that the curriculum, the
organisation and the pedagogy of.secondary schools are under significant,
comprehensive review and change, and student learning tasks are being perceived
very differently from how they were a decade or so ago'.- at least by the
educational developers.

When preparing this paper, I asked several of my colleagues to identify and
comment on the assumptions they make about the nature and needs of secondary
students when rrepariag curriculum materials and to indicate learning
characteristics which they are attempting to encourage. Nowhere have these been
specified as part of an educational philosophy which the Curriculum Development
Centre is fostering. Nevertheless, there is considerable consistency in their
responses, all of which point tawards generally progressivist views of the
educational process. Thus, an enlargement of mind is being encouraged, whereby
students are expected to be aware of and sensitive to their own environment and
society; to diverse cultures within Australia and to Australia's place in the
international order especially the South-East Asian and Oceanic regions.
Visual literacy and skill in all formi of language use, including oral, are
being encouraged as are a broad social and technological approach to science,
critical thinking, problem solving, group learning and mathematical competence.
Students are being expected to treat a very wide variety of learning materials,
in different media, as sources of knowledge and underStanding: they are being
encouraged to develop and use laboratory, workshop and field skills and
techniques. It is assumed that they need to work on a Tfide range of concrete
materials and learning tasks; that these should be stru.tured, sequenced and

.articulated, but not tightly, as in the mode of progr. d learning. Learning

' materials and tasks are being designed which foster curiosity, elicit and blind
on interests and encourage students in a sense of their own capacity to organise

and manage learning, with the guidance and approval but not necessarily
. directions of the-teacher. In these materials and approaches relatively little

attention is being paid directly to the needs of exceptionally able children or
.those with particular learning difficulties - mainstreaming rather than an
individualised or sectionalised approach is generally adopted, However, the

openness and divergity of the envisaged learning situations is such that
individualised learning could be a strong feature if teachers are willing to

organise it. The model of teaching isYessentially, not one based on
instrucfion in uniform situations - such as a teacher expounding in a
classroom 7 but one of a diversity 'of learning tasks in a yariety of guided

learning situations. The envisaged model of student behaviour is open,
inquiry-centred, humanistic and centred in social and personal competence and

expression.
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I am not saying, of course, that this is how,secondary schooling in fact is
organised! But the assumptions and approaches of the curriculum'developers are
also, on the whole, thOse of teacher educators, of some parents and parent
groups and of many teachers, educational consultants, researchers, administrators
and so forth. They are spreading into secondary education and I see no likeli- "-

hood of this trend being reversed.

2-

Teachers in tertiary institutions will need to come to terms increasingly with
students possessing'rather different learning competencies, research skills,
group learning skills, motivations, interests and aspirations from those of
their predecessors. I don't wish to over-emphasise this since an aspiration
of an educator and the felt experience, competence and sense of purpose of
students.have usually been established by research to be remote from one another.
Perhaps what I should say is that those tertiary educators who value the
approach to learning and teaching which has been implicit in this paper will
find increasing support for their-views and, perhaps, a growing,stream of
students who have experienced structured, richly varied inquiry approaches to
learning.

Although it seems most likely that secondary schools on the whole are still not
imparting an intellectual.culture'to their students, as I have indicated there
is at least a move in this direction. When:polled, secondary school students
usually request of their schooling: greater relevance to their everyday
interests, to social and political concerns and to the vocational requirements
of society. They ask for experiences that foster social skills and
competencies and provide scope for their expressive interests and for teachers.
who Share their interests and outlook on life.

6. Some leads for tertiary teachers?

I don't knpw how common it is for tertiary teachers to include an analysis
of student interests, competencies, expressed educational preferences,
experiences and purposes in their course making.(18) Certainly, some of the
books and rePorts on tertiary education, not ieast the Williams Committee
report, pay scant if any attention to the curriculum issue of who'are'the

41 students, what are their preferences, interest and needs, and how should they
actively participate in their own learning.(19) Yet, in the design and
implementation of successful curricula, the ascertainment of the characteristics
and needs of students is a central task. It is gratifying that the Williams
Committee has recommended that serious attention be given to helping tertiary
teachers to plan and design courses. One of the first steps to be taken, if

41 this is not to-be a barren exercise in resource management, is to assist
tertiary teachers in ascertaining, analysing and interpreting the learning
characteristics and needs of the students they are to teaeb---Ys4a-r-Assciation,
it seems to me, has in this regard a major responsibility and opportunity.

The differences between the.secondary and tertiary.levels are considerable
although now blurred in some respects in Australia by the'treatment of
technical and further education as part of the tertiary sector. Procedures
appropriate to the one level are not necessarily of value at another. Yet the .

basic principles of curriculum design and development and indeed of teaching
itself are not fundamentally altered by the institutional and administrative
barriers between levels Of schooling. Tertiary teachers might very usefully
combine with secondary teachers, especially in considering problems of
transitiOn from the secondary to the tertiary sector, and with the wider realms
of work and social experience in considering the needs of mature students.
The curriculum development movement in the schools has thrown up many questions
andissuesandhasexploredanumberofprecedures in relation to defining

41 1 I
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student need and designing and developing course materials and learning

situations. There may be something for tertiary teachers to learn from this
experience, just as secondary school teachers could usefully learn some aspects
of pedagogy from primary school teschus. The student, after all, is a unity,

from his earliest to his latest educational experiences and has been changing,
in an internally coherent way, from the beginning. As tertiary institutions

move to establish the mechanisms and processes af training in systematic
curriculum development which have now been enjoined upon=them by.professor
Williams and his colleagues they may find a considerably enlarged scope for
collaborative effort with the secondary schools from whom their clientele is

drawn.
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'Research. in Adult Education

Barrie Brennan
University of New England

z

Thopaper initially discusses questions of definition and Interpretation, I.e. in relation to the terms "Adult" and "Education". The
second part of the paper discusses a series of categories outlining need areas for research In adulteducation. Trie final section discitsses
pouiple future outcomes and directions for adult education research in Australia.

RESEARCH IN ADULT EDUCATION

Let me first say how pleased I am that HERDSA has recognised the growing

importance of adult education with a section of its conference.being devoted to

the field. I am further pleased that your organisation has recognised the

Australian Association of Adult Education (AAAE) as being representative of,the

broad field of adult education.

C.

As I assume that most of the members of this audience would not identify them-

selves as adult educators, something better be said in the way of definition.

Defining "adult education" has bedevilled academics, students, practitioners,

legislators and administrators, as well as Conferences such as this, for a long

time.

So I 'plan to dodge the issue partially. I will simply assert, like the critics

of IQ tests who used to say that IQ was what the tests measured, by asserting

that adult education is what is represented by the membership of the AAAE.

-Rut_because this is a learned audience, I will refer you to two references in

which the discussion of the terminology can be read, rather than listened:to,

and more critically asSessed. There is Chris Duke's "Australian Perspectives on
Life-Long Education" Australian Education Review No. 6, published by ACER,

particularly the first chapter (I think his thesis as well as his definitions

will be of interest) and the C19 Instrument Document.on Adult Education produced

by UNESCO. This document formed the basis for an audit of Australian Adult 1

NNEducation in 108 discussed below. .

Bet-ouse of my understanding of the audience for this paper I want to Make two

commen,ts. In these comments, I am assuming an audience of people involved in

-tertiaryNinstitutions concerned essenfially with offering degrees and diplomas,

NN
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'credit-type! education. I want then to comment on education and the adult.

The title 'tertiary' imPlies a model of education that consists of three tiers.
Associated with this model is the concept of education as an apprenticeShip, a
term that may not appeal to those in tertiary institutions. Time does not per-
mit a detailed examination of the.concept. I would therefore fefer yeu to a

, paper by David Armstrong published by the AAAE in the proceedings of a con-
ference "Educating the Whole Person: Towards a TotaLyiew of Lifelong,.
Learnine. In addition, to filling out the definitional problem, it may help
to sharpen "up your thinking on your institution's view of ,its role in the
educational process. .

It is from this 'tiered' point of viewthat tertiary, institutions, I be/ieve,
have problems with adults. Serting arbitrary age levels for adults, e.g. 21
or 25, in relation to special matriculations makes for as many problems as it
solves. A second aspect of the 'tiered' point of view is to look at adult
students as undergraduate, post-diplomates, post-graduates, etc. What is left
out in these typical descriptions are 'experience' and 'level of motivation'.
It is difficult to account for experience of to know what experience can be
described as relevant or valuable. It ts disastrous for the adult student-when
this is not taken into account, particularly in thelieaching situation.

A distinction is Sometimes made between adelts' level of,aspiration (where they
may be over-reaching themselves) and the level of, motivation. In most of the
descriptions of the educational process, it is assumed that one of the important
functions of the teacher role is to motivatethe student. May I suggest that
for many, adult students, the new problem is to use their level of motiiation
(and their experience) to contribute to the learning process.

I do not knpw to what extent the institution with which youre associated has
had experience with adults coming into.courses and not just those from an
extended adolescence. 'May I suggest that this should lead to a re-examination
of course structure, learning'and teaching stYles. May I also suggest that
they may seek oLedit-type programmes because they see that as being the way
they can achieve their objectives. If.these programmes do not deliver the
goods, I would'suggest that they are likely to exercise their option.with'their
feet by leaving. foo often that is reflected in institutional statistics as a
failed adult student. I would suggest that it may be the course or the teaching
that have failed. A failure to examine this possibility in the long run may be .

a grave nmission for tertiary, credit offering institurions.

In searching for a basis for a discussion of research in adult edutation, I
found that there.was a paucity of material both of a research nature and that
which discussedresearch findings or need areas for research. This is apparent-
ly not a new problem for in "Adult Education in Australia", published in 1970,
Berry Durston in his discussion on "Training and Research" noted (page 174) "the
paucity ofresearch".

However, it may be useful, 'having referred-to the 1970 stuvey to use the areas
defined by Durston as a basis for comment, and add some.other categories.
Ref. "Adult Education in Australia", Ed. D. Whitelock, Permagon Press Australia
1970. Pages 180-18f.

Durston's first category of research need was bibliographical studies. This.
remains an important need. In the research area it is important to note the
areas of work, not only so that new areas can be defined but also so that scarce
resources are not wasted on replications. For the new adult educator or the -
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small but grIwing group of students of adult education, annotated,:biblio-
graphies in Apecial interest areas of adult education activity are also needed;
e.g. adult literacy, agricultural extension, education of married women.

One important indication of progress in the 70's is evilent in Durston's
second category, namely surveys. The Australian Association of Adult Edutation,
with the,financial support of UNESCO and the co-operation of state and federal
departments and a wide range of voluntary'agencies, was able to complete a
provision and needs survey of adult education in Australia in 1978. The survey
gocuments have been published by the Association and are available from the
Canberra Secretariat. 'One of the important lessons emerging from that exercise
was that it is a major opeTation and requires substantial.resources. To this
end, the AAAE Executive have made representations for a repeat activity for
1980 with greater governmental support.

A third,category of research needwas defined as methoda and-techniques. While
attention may be 'drawn under this heading to the importance of amall groups in
adult re'arning or the value of audio-visual materials in adult education, there
seep to me to be two very impprtant emerging needs in terms,of methods and
techniques. The first is self-directed learnirig. If we afe to accept (and
yhile the degree may differ, the general point seems to me to be true) the
point made by Allen Tough;about the importance of the 'individual learning
project' ,in the life of,:the adult, then.the.means of facilitating this vast
amoUnt of learning must receive priority, Ref. Allen Tough "The Adult's
Learning Projects", OISE Research Series No. 1, Ontario, 1971. Secondly,
because of Australia's strange geo'graphy and demography, special research
attention needs, _in my view, to be.devoted to distance learning. I mean this
in terns of the isdlated person in the mining community fh WA, the $heep
station back of Bourke buf also those who are isolated because of the urban
sprawl, physical handicap, etc.

Durstonalso mentions evaluation; His emphasia'is on 'objective' evaluation,
i.e. of the learning. I agree. However, whether it is because of,the
re-discovery of the fact that educationalists are accountable or because of
tighter economic conditions, all educators, including adult educatdrs, need.to
become aware that judgments are .going,to be made aboUt their educational pro-
grammes by organisations, buraucracies, resource allocators, prospective .
students; etc. While it is vital that the participants of adult education
should see the growth of their own learning, others who judge adult education

'from.different perspectives need to be shown how the activity is "valuable".

In a rapidly ,changing society, there are those who want to play down history
and historical research. I would not agree and therefore agree the Durston's
.tall for historical research in adult education. The historital perspective on .

such sdrcalled current problemS as adult literacy, education and leisure,
industrial training, parent edutation, would add a dimenaion to the discussfon.
Further, the developnent of sitnificant adult education agencies, e.g. WEA's in
various states, YMCA, Churches, eVen Universitis, would give some perspective
to the discussion of the newly emerging agencies arid 4ftstitutions:"

Another Durston category could be given the title of the "governance" of adult
education. Who really makes the important decisions? How is the system con-

.- trolled?. Is there really a system? What is the contribution of the yoluntary
sector? What'are good models for the structure and size,g,f,adult education'.
agencies? These questions require answers.
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I would like to take a sentence fromI'Durston's discussion and raise it to a
special category. We need ta know much more about adult educators themselves. ,

Who are they? By what titles are they known? Where are they? Where have they
come from? Are they planning to stay in the discipline (or profession) or move'
out and, if so, where? Apart from being valuable information inNitself, I feel
that this research should be a prior condition before ins-itutions begin the
process of putting the aspiring, would-be adult educators through pre-service
and in-service courses. As a potential growth market, there are many
institutions ready to embrace the field of training adult educators. Let us
not leave out the part-time volunteer. You ma37 be interested to know ,that the
AAAE has aworking party looking at the problem of training adult educators.

Beyond'these categories, and to be fair to Durston he mentions.this factor, the
adult educator needs to be aware of research that is going on in other discip-
lines. Can I sdggest further that the adult educator can,probably suggest
important areas of research. Those working in the community with family groups
will surely point to the need for research in the area of the changing family
pattern and structure ig our society. Those working in large organisations,
will probably point to the need for research in the field or organisational
change and the introduction of innovations. Those working with unemployed
people,.will surely point to the need to research The social and economic' ,

implications df having a permanenX and large pool of unemployed in our society.
So the story could go on.

To this Point, I have looked at the question'of definition, made some general
observations find discussed some need areas in adult education research. My
final point is an attempt to SUggest tome reasons why I believe that if the
present situation is allowed to continue then sopeone carrying out this same
operation in ten years will commenti,again on a similar,large area of need and
report on little,having been done. ',,However, I hope to finish on a more
optimistic note, suggesting.some directions in which a solution may be found.

I believe that there has been little progress_sinde 1970 because of two factors.
The first is a very personal impression and the,second the subject for high
level philosophical debate.

think part of the reason is because of the nature of the adult educator.
,They are doers rather than researchers. Over a number of years, interest
groups at conferences that have,had an academit research thrust.have been
avoided. Others with,a mbre practical bent, one tha't can be applied in their
working situation; e..g. industrial democracy, media workshops, have been over-
subscribled.

There is a more recent example. From a small working group at the last AAAE
Annual Conference in Hobart, the idea emerged for a conference on 'Innovations'.
There was no problem getting people to attend; despite the Albury-Wodonga
location. By contrast, with a,longer lead .time and widespread publicity and
personal communication, and a special series of workshops, the response to this
Conference has been poor.

*

There may be other examples,.there may be other reasons for what has happened,
but it seems to me, quite subjectively from Thy knowledge of the beast, that the
'adult educator is a doer, a qier out, a learner by experience, and not much
interested in academic research.

An alternative point, and this leads to the,more serious level of debate, is
that the adult educator may not be interested in the sort of research that is
16
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seen as being represented by HERDSA, the scientific, hypothetico-deductive

kind. I do not want to engage in the debate at length. Nevertheless, can I

suggest that.the action-research model (or models) may provide a betyr

4 -vehicle for the adult educator, as he/she is involved in live-instituticIs, in
a-changing environment where,variables'cannot be held constant and where abjec-

tivity cannot be gained and subjectivity needs to be recognised and accounted

for.

Therefore, I do not see the profession ol idult educators responding to the

eed areas fgr research outlined above, pi-rticularly because they appear to,be

re within the traditionAl field of research. One would then look to the

tertOry institutions. "

On,the surface, or on a detailed scrutiny, the tertiary institutions would not

seem to If able A willing to.set adult education research as a priority.
,Universit1qs seem to be reacting to reduced funding by retreating from 'mar-

ginal actiVities' such as adult education. One half of one percent does not

- give the CAE's much room to Tihnoeuvre.

the notion of lifelong education and discover the *adUlt.

Finalry, if my assertions abont adult education rese"arch needs-rind the adult

educator are correct; then there may be a role for HERDSA'in the on:going

scene. HERDSA may have an important dissemination function to trhe scattered

adult eduCators out there who want to.know about what is going on in research
_Dor who can suggest fields where research is needed. By Conferences and

particulatly publications, this function'may be carried through.

There is, however, pne bright hope iq the Williams Committee Report, or I see,

it as a bright.hope. The' call in t:le Report.for Universities to make their
stand in research may re-kindle an intprest somewhere in the hallowed univer-
sity decision-naking halls to seek to deyelop research facility in

adult education. I would see its function as w rking in the areas outlined

above. I would see the problem ds being that universities are retreating-from

adult education. Perhaps there is the possibility bhat-OaMpiZAducation".

factiltx., facing the declining demand for schoof-teachers, wil; take seriously

fl

I feel Confident thatklhe AAAE, through its Executive, publications and con-
ferences, would be intebpsted in working with HELDSA on this problem.

At the organisational,level, I trust this initial contact has been useful for

both organisations and hope that it will be the beginning of an on-going con-
tact and dialogue with advantages to Tesearch and adult education.

lb
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Staff delielepment for experience-based
learning -

Dave Boud
University of New Sputh Wales

John Pascoe

Sydney Teachers College

.,
The aim of this paper Is to describe a project designed to assist people who supervise students or trainees in experience-based learning
situations and to discuss some of the implications for staff development in tertiary institutions more generally.

,

It focusses on what is meant by...experience-based learning and contrasts this with what is often vicarious learning from books ant.
lectures. 'Two aspects of the roleof supervisors in xperience-based learning are discussed: the authoritative aspect In which the super-
visor acts as an xpert practitioner, and the facilitative aspect In which the supervisor acts as a guide nd assists student to plan and
monitor their own learning.

The project concentrateeon the facilitative role. A Staff Development Guide, a set of traininaimaterials for use in workshop settings, has
been produced to provide activities which aim to develop skills in the facilitation of learning. The Guide is currently undergoing field
trials In New South Wales, the ACT and California with a variety of secondary and post-secondary groups.

What is Experience-based learning?

In his Miscellaneous Essays, Thomas Carlyle wrote "Experience is the best

of school masters but the school fees are heavy." This comment on the role of

experience tit learning both highlights its importance and hints at its potential .

problems. In recent years there has been a renewed examinatiOn of the role of

experience in education. Tkip terms 'experience-based' and 'experiential' are

now used to distinguish first-hand learning through direct experience of various

kinds from learning that results from studying a discipline or subject primarily

thrOugh reading, listening to lectures and discussion.

High on the list of problems associated with learning from experience are

those associated with time. It is clearly inefficient to leave learners to

discover anew all that has been established in the past. Books have long been

O a major storehouse of human knowledge'and learning via the wriptten and spoken

word has been a major feature of education. Experience-based learning aims to

provide students with an approptiateblende-f-direetexper-i-ence and traditional

study to enable;the learner to benefit from the advantages of both without

exacting the high price that Carlyle observed.

Experience has always played an essential rle in learning. The finest

lecture or book is of minimal value to a learne, who has no experience of the

concepts being discussed. Traditional study by reading, lecture and discussion

builds upon concepts that the learner has acquired from experience. In other

words, a minimum of experiential learning has always been necessary and iiri certain

areas'of study, the school or academy has had to make provisiori for such ex-

periences. Excursions, visits, practical work and laboratory activities are just

some of the ways that experience was provided.
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The current increase of interest in the use of experience-based learning in
education should not be regarded as simply an alternative way of bringing about
the same learning. The importance of experiential educational methods lies in
the fact that they result ifi a different.kind of learning.

Whqp what is required is acquaintance with a field of knowledge, emphasis
on trhditional study may be appropriate. The learner's first need is to become
familiar with.the discoveries, theories and views of those scholars who contribute
to the field. The traditional approach of readink, lectpre and discussion is
probably the most efficient and effective.way to provide this background in7
formation which then provides a.,base for experiential approaches in the future or
may be sufficient in itself if a theoretical knowledge is all that is,fequired.

For many areas of study now undertaken, such an approach is neither efficient
nor effective. Significant among these areas are the sciences and professionally
oriented Courses. The knowledge explosion.has resulted in a re-evaluation of
what should be learned in an educational programme. Eveh in areas where.it is
possible, tOlearn about a. subject or discipline is not enough. The point can
be dramatically illustrated by considering the problem faced by people at all
levels in the,area of electronics; Advances in materials, devices, design and
manufacture have occurred at such a rate that most of the specific knowledge of
the new graduate is obsolete a few years after graduation. When bodies of
knowledge are felatively dynamic or when ability,to apply knowledge in,real

situatibns is required something more than simply learning about ihe discipline
is needed. In such circumstances it becomes imperative that educational pro-'

grammes.'not only leaOo the acquisition of a knowledgs base but that they also
develop the student's"ability to manage his or her owfi learning on a continuing
basis. Until recently, learning how to research the body of information ,con-

tained in theliterature of a discipline was reserved for thoSe few perclOit of
students whoidid honours and research work. Now, the ability tO trace and
utilize infOrmation is an important skilt,for a large proportion of the workfdrce.

When knowing how to aPproach new learning tasks is added to the list of
outcomes exPected at the end of a course of study, experiential learning takes on
a new importance. Experiential learning puts the learner directly in touch with
the realities being studied. When properly managed, experience-based learning
involves,testing the dynamics of reality.to learn more about it and apply what
is learned to achieve a desired result. As a result, students gain insights
into themselIes as learners and problem solvers as well as into the phenomenon
under study.

Some problems in the supervision of experience-based learning

T' A

There is nothing new about experience-based learning - it can be found
many contexts at present, mainly in professionally orientated areas. For
example, clinical practice in the health'professioKs, field workjin the bio-
logical and earth sciences, community placement in the social sciences, and
various kinds of project and practical work everywhere. Many educational pro-
grammes make use of off-campus or out-of-school activities in order to provide
he learner with appropriate learning expexiences.

The apprenticeship model which has dominated the training of tradespgople
jplaces the learner in the work environment for the major part of the time. Formal
classes, often provided by an educational institution, have aimed to'develop an
understanding of theory and principles of practice which support wht work of the
skilled tradesperson.

A variety of approaches have been used in the training of professional en-
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gineers. The sandwich course requires a year or semester of field experience
_part way through the academic programme. , Another approach calls for a year of
approved professional experience as a requirement for graduation. And, of course,
part-time Study has been a common path taken by people working in engineering
who wished to gain professional qualifications.

5

For many students, the value of such field-based learning has been less than
might be hoped. Often, field-based learning meant learning in chaos with the
learner).acking the kind of supervision necessary to draw the most from what was
experienced.

Further discussion on experience-based learning and current developments
in Australia can be found in our collection Experiential Learning: Developments
in Australian Post-Secondary Education (Sydney: Australian Consortium on Ex-
periential Education, 1978)

Regardless of the location of the learning activities, the role of the
person supervising the learner directly influences the extent and quality of the
learning.

When the learning activities of an experiential learning programme occur
within the schoOl or campus, their supervision is usually managed by teachers.
If not specifically trained in education, these people at least identify
teaching as their control role. When off-campus or field-based learning
activities are arranged, supervision may be the task of a teacher,,or, a person
who works on the field, or a combination of thettwo. One arrangement involves
the coordination of field work by academic personnel with on-S'ite supervision
being provided by a practitioner.

Two major aspects of the supervisory role can be identified. These
apply equally to classroom-based,and field-based learning.

-

The authoritative aspect of the role is characterised by a focus
on the knowledge and skills that need to be learned for proficient
practice in a.particular field. There is a concentration on the
tasks to be performed and the outcomes that are required from the
student in terms of the content of what is to be learned. The
teacher or supervisor acts as an expert in the field and instructs
the student on what is required.

The facilitative aspect is characterised bijr a fucus on the process
of learning for an individual student and how a student can effect-
ively gain the knowledge and skills of the field. This aspect
concentrates on the needs of the student, provides assistance,,in
the idenification Gf learning goals, the planning of learning ex-
periences, the monitoring of progress and providing on-going feed-
back to the learner. The teacher or supervisor acts as a
facilitator of learning and a guide to how learning can take place.

For a student to learn effectively from experience the supervisor needs to
combine both aspects and be aware of the importance of both. The most desirable
outcome of any educational experience should be the development Of knowledge and
skills in the substantive content of the field of study, the.development of
knowledge and skills in learning how to learn about the topic of study, and of
decreasing dependence on the expert supervisor. If the supervisor emphasises
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the-authoritative role then there is the danger that students might develop
specific technical skills at the expense of knowing how to manage their own

-learning and if the facilitative role is over-emphasised there is the danger of
the student failing to develop some of the content expertise which practitioners
may regard as essential.

An extensive discuss'.Qn of authoritative and facilitative interventions
is given in Heron, J. (1975) Six category intervention analysis Guildford,

Surrey: Human Potential Research Project, University of Surrey.

Supervisors are often faced with some role conflict between the needs of
the situation and,the needs of the student. For example, in a hospital setting
the ward sister responsible for student nurses has to provide for proper patient
care and for providing appropriate learning experiences for the students'. This
can often be difficult to arrange at the best of times, but when the supervisor
has been trained almost exclusively in the authoritative role, student needs can
be lost altogether.

Mo.

.It is commonly the case that the authoritative aspect is more highly
developed than the facilitative, particularly when the supervisor is employed
principally as a practitioner and secondarily as a teacher. That this is also
the case for many tertiary teachers whose main task is teaching is outside the
scope of the present discussion.

Three reasons can be suggested for such an imbalance. Firstly, the train-
ing and experience of the practitioner typically encourages a focus on pro-
fessional performance with little examination of how professional competenue is
best acquired. Secondly, the relationship that develops between the supervisor
and trainee sometimes corresponds to a supervisor - junior-employee relationship.
In each case, to the.extent that the learner's attention is dominated by the tasks
themselves, so the opportunity for reflection and consolidation is reduced. The
higher order learning goals of experience-based learning can, as a result, be
overlooked.

Thirdly, the authdritative aspect of supervision is probably more comfortable
for the "supervisor. Performance on tasks and the outcomes of tasks are usually
more readily monitored than the students' ability to approach new problems and
initiate learning for themselves.

,The effects on the student of the facilitative aspect tend to be more
private to the learner, more individual and less directly observable by the
supervisor. Further,_the supervisor.usually has only his or her own experience
as a learner to draw ulion when attempting to assist others learn. To a large
extent, then, the facilitativeaspect can demand knowledge, abilities and in-
sights that many supervisors have not acquired.

, Both the facilitative and authoritative aspects of supervision are vital
in experience-based learning. There is a need to develop a more general aware
ness of the facilitative aspect of supervision and to provide the Qpportunity to
develop that ability.

Experience-based Learning and the Facilitative Role of Teachers - a materials

development project.

22

The need for resource materials that will assist people develop the
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facilitative aspect of the supervisor's role has resulted in a project on
Experience-based Learning and the Facilitative Role of Teachers. This project

originated in the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development in
San Francisco, 'and is presently being conducted in Australia in association with

the Sydney-based Australian Consortium on Experiential Education.

The initial product of.the project is a Staff Development Guide containing
instructions and suggestionS for activities-and readings for a series'of work-

shop\Teetings. The putiloose of these materials is to provide an opportunity for
teachers and others in supervisory capacities to learn about and to practice skills

involved in the facilitative role.

This purpose is achieved bY a combination of features:

1. The learning activities and readings are grouped into units,
each of which focusses on one aspect of the facilitative
role. The units are entitled: ,

I. The Nature and'Rationale of Experience-based
Learning and the Facilitative Role of Teachers

II. Planning With Students
ITI. Preparation For Field Placement
TV. Monitoring Student Progress
V. Assessing Student Progress

VI. Orienting Others

2. Learning is designed to occur through actiOn and.use, and is
supported by readings between workshop meetings. The com-

petencies to be acquired are most appropriately developed in
an experience-based setting with facilitative supervision.

3. The materials are structured, with directions provided both
for workshop participants and for a person who will act as a
training coordinator. As a result, the training coordinator
provides a model of the facilitative role through the manage-
ment of the workshop and field activities, and the participants
experience both the role of supervised learner and the various
aspects of the facilitative supervisory role.

4. Each Unit of the materials offers a variety of learning
activities. Training coordinators and participants are en-
couraged to adopt and add activities to meet the needs and
special interests of the group.

The activities range from reading and discussion to field
activities involving observation and participation. Insight

and practice:in aspects-of the faCilitative role are 'grAined
through scripted vignettes of interactions between students

and supervisors, rore plays based on,descriptions of problem
situations and discussions of participants experience.in
developing their facilitative skills. Workshop participants
are encouraged to keep a journal of their own experiences as

a means of encouraging reflection and heightening their aware-

ness of the kinds of difficulties encountered by students in

eiperience-based learning programmes. .

The central aim of the Staff Development Guide is to develop skills of
facilitation that enable the supervisor to work with students in planning,

Monitoring and assessing learning. The loal lying behind this aim is to assist
those being supervised to move towards greater self reliance in the management of

their own learning.
23



Sample page from Introduction to Unit IV MONITORLNG STUDENT

PROGRESS pp 173,174 in Jenks et'al op cit

Once teacher and student have progressed through the planning
stage, they are ready to engage in what is probably the most difficult
phase of any educational process---the learning activities themselves.
In experience-based programmes, this phase is further complicated by
the number of people involved, the fact that many experiences occur
away from the "school" site, and that what occurs at an experience site
is likely to be much more complex than what occurs in the classroom
situation.. It is to be anticipated, and even welcomed, that the
learning plan will undergo continuous revislon.

How does the teacher handle the complexity of the monitoring
process? It is a difficult question to answer simply. Here,
perhaps more than anywhere else, the sensitivity, creativity, and
ingenuity of the teacher will be drawn upon.

:Learning,Activities:

1. Teacher Perspectives on Monitoring
The groupinvites guest speakers to discuss monitoring
techniques in experience-based programmes.

2. Dealing with a Learner's Lack of Confidence
Teachers analyse facilitative behaviour on the part of
a teacher in a monitoring session with a secondary student.
Vignette.

3, An Unsuccessful Interaction
Teachers identify inappropriate facilitative behaviour in
a monitoring session with a post-seCondthw student. Vignette.

4. A Classroom Monitoring Problem
Teachers'examine some problems of monitoring students in a
secondary classroom-based project. Case study.

5. Relating Site Activity to a Student's Learning Plan
Teachers'select a strategy to deaZ with a problem and
identify the educational assumptions behind their choice.
Case study. :

6. Handling a Problem with a Resource Person
Teachers explore different problem resolutions and discuss
the ZikeZy effects of each of these on both student and
resource person. Vignette.

7. Handling Student's Personal Problems
Teachers exchange viewpoints and develop guidelines for
deaZing with students' personaZ problems.

8. Observing Monitoring Techniques
Teachers act as observers or participants in one or more
monistoring sessions.

9. Self-Assessment
Teachers analyse personal Zearning from Unit IV and specify
additional competencies required.

READING: Monitoring Student Progress

24
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. A principle which has guided the development of the Staff Development Guide
is that learner reSponsibility and quality learning go hand in hand. Two key
assumptions are offered as a guide to supervisors when.making decisions con-
cerning the learnerl

"Every.Iearner should be headed toward individual
responsibility. A modified.way of working with
students is needed, and being responsive to in-
dividuals and situations may be the key.

The teacher's (supervisor's). responsibility includes
the assurance that selected learning activities are of
high quality. Therefore, the teacher must be able to
select and monitor learning, activities wisely through
appropriate assessment of learner needs and interests,
providing feedback, replanning, extending and in-
tegrating learning."

(Experience-Based Learning and the Facilitative Role of Teachers:
Staff Development Guide, Field Trial Version, San Francisco:
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
Jenks, C.L., Murphy, C.J. and Simms, D., December 1978, p.39).

These same assumptions.are reflected in the tone and approacli'adopted in the
Guide itself. Throughout the workshop meetings participants are expected to
maintain a high degree of self-direction and responsibility for their own learning.

The Guide has been specifically written to exemplify congruence between
espoused principles and the kind of learning experiences provided for workshop
participants. Observation.of others in the supervisoiy role and direct ex-
perience in both the learner role and supervisor role all work towards develop-
ing the kinds of awareness and abilities necessary to enhance the facilitative
aspect of supervision%

Australian participation

The Field trial version of the Staff Development Guide is now being evaluated
in a wide range of settings in and around San Francisco and in Sydney and Can-
berra. This version is based upon the revision of a draft guide which was ex-
tensively revieWed in Australia and the U.S.

The Australian field trials will not only provide information for the
published version of the Guide, but will enable an evaluation of its flexibility
in assisting supervisors who work in a wide range of situations.

Trials are being conducted with people working in both secondary and post-
secondary education. In the secondary area, workshops based upon the Guide are
being run as part of the initial training.of teachers and.as an in-service staff
development activity for practicing Careers Advisors. In post-secondary
education, the Guide is being used in staff development activities.with a team
of tutors in a first year medical course and with clinical supervisors who work
with students of occupational therapy and physio-therapy. Workshops are also
being planned for staff developing a course for adult educator's, for Trainers
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and Staff Development Officers in the Commonwealth Public Service, and for
people working in the Outward Bound'movement.

.The revision Phase commences in the middle of 1979 and the final,version of
the Staff Development Guide should be available early in 1980.

. ?

Is a materials development project appropriate?

The idea of *developing educational materials centrally to be used far
courses and workshops is now rather unfashionable. Both in the-United Kingdom
and the United States the explosion of national curriculum development projects
of the 1960's has now subsided. There are-many reasons for this, not least being
that financial suppori for such projects has dwindled. This decline has occurred
for good reasons, the chief of which is that the high quality products which were
produced often did not find their way into classrooms in the form that was in-
tended. Teachers, not unnaturally, did not take readily.to materials which often
represented a fundamental challenge to their existing ways of teaching and in-
troduced material with which they had little experience. In other words,

teachers did not feel they owned these products and perceived them as a threat
to their professional competence.

If this is the case why, it may be asked, shoula the project on Experience-
based Learning and the Facilitative Role of Teachers choose an approach based
upon a package of materials? The main reason for this was the recognition that,
in most situations, these materials were not replacing sore pre-existing aCtivity,

or at least, were not replacing an activity which was perceived to be functioning

well. The main audience for the materials in.Australia has so far been groups
which have received little or no training in educational matters at all.

+1

What does this project contribute to the general_problems of staff development?

It is our belief that the project is important in at least one other way.
Apart from its worth in assisting supervisors in improving their competence, the
project provides a model for staff development. Staff development programmes,.
seek to produce change in actual performance. .For this to occur, not only must
new skills be acquired but these skills and the reasons for developing and
applying them must be valued by the participants in the programme. Valuing and
commitment to change come from the person and cannot beimposed from outside.,

There are two aspects of the approach adopted in the Staff Development Guide
that contribute towards commitment to change. The first is the experience-based

approach of the programme, and the second is the nature of the relationship
between the learner and the supervisor. The key points are well made in the

Guide (drawing upon the work of Argyris and,Schon*):

...field experiences simultaneously enhance the learner's
theoretical knowledge of the field, process skills in the.field,
and the ability to monitor one'S own behaviour, draw out its
implications and modify it.

* Argyris, C. & Schon, D. Theory into Pfactice: Increasing Professional

Effectiveness San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1974.
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Crucial to this process...are:. (1) the availability of valid
information from other persons, (2) free and informed choice on the
learners part for tasks to'lbe undertaken, (3) a learner commitmeni
to the choide and monitoring of the.learners chosen task by another.
Since the learner must be willing.to participate and critically
evaluate his or her own performance, the supportive.role of the
superviior is extremely important."
(Jenks et al, op cit, p31,32.)

The approach to the supervision of learning being promoted'by'the Guide
rests on three assumptions: ,

"....that you learn best when you are personally inVolved

,
in the learning experience, that knowledge has to be dis-
covered by yourself if it is to mean anything to you or ,

make a difference in your behaviour, and that a commitment
to learning is highest when you are free to set your own
learning goals and actively pursue them within a given
framework." (Jenks et al, op cit p.25.)

It is Our experience that when teachers and supervisors work in'a way
consistent with these astumptions in their interactions with students then
these assumptions become fair descriptions of what does, in fact, take place.

Finally, in our view, it is profitable to see all staff development actimities
in tertiary institutions as the supervision of experience-based learning. The
teaching staff for whom courses and consultations are provided are day-by-day
engaging in teaching, which under suitable conditions could provide valuable
learning experiences for them and lead them to the improvement of their own
teaching. Experience alone does not lead to learning though. What is re-
quired is a non-threatening setting in which teachers can reflect upon and
analyse what they are aiming to do in their classes and what.does in fact
occur, and be provided with the support they need to do this. The products

, of the present project provide a mechanism for conducting workshop activities
which focus on the facilitative role of teachers. What is required.in addition
is the institutional support which"can allow such workshops to take place and
can enable teaching staff to feel that the improvement of their teaching is
something whiph is important enough to be formally,recognised bk their in-
stitution as an essential part of the professional development of its staff.
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European approaches to staff development
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a

The paper glveS a survey of different approaches to staff development In Europe, especially the U.K., the Netherlands, Scandinavia and
West Germany. These approaches are discussed within their context and constraints of Institutions and systems of higher education In
the different countries. Recent developments of:concepts of self-confrontation are described as they are used In staff development.

Different lements of communication theory are used to analys, these approaches. Furthermore, It is discussed how concepts of
'traditional' microteaching need to be modified to be useful In $tafl development, based upon recent research in London, Copenhagen
and Aachen. The different approaches are related to and compared with models ofTeacher Education. Finally, recent activities to cope
with institutidnal constraints are described.

Introduction

During the 60's and 70's, the students' numbers in institutions of Higher

Education in most countries of the world among them all European countries

in creased dramatically. It brought about a considerable unrest and turmoil

affecting whole nations, as is well known to all of us. One of the Groups
particularly critizised were university tea0ers who appeared to stick unmovingly

and unmoveebly to traditional methods of teaching and management when everything

else around them seemed to have started changing. Hence, the necessity became

obvious to improve first of all teaching and administration in Higher Education.

Centres des:gned to introduce-innovations in teaching were established in many

universities, Some of them initially considered their task to be researdh and

'development on educational technology, but.they started moving into staff

training by offerink courses on educational technology (e.g. in the U.K. and the

Netherlands) Some other centres started by doing research into Higher Education;

,but they also extended their programmes into staff development in order to-link

with faculty inside the university (e.g. in Germany).

Nowadays, staff development programmes look very much the same in Europe wherever

they'are being offered, as a result of mutual contacts and international

cooperation. In the following paragraphs, I 'shall describe some features of these

programmes-taking into consideration programmes implemented in the U.K., Sweden',

Denmark, the Netherlands and W-Germanyr I am afraid, neither France or Italy, nor

any,of the,other European countries have joined into cooperating with the coun-

tries mentioned, in terms of staff development. Therefore, I shall report only on

these cOuntries discussing programmes I have been persbnally involved with through

cooperation or exchange of experiences. The programmes are listed in table 1. I am

referring to these programmes in this paper by Using the term 'we'. The HDZ Aachen

(Centre for Research and Development in Higher Education) my home institution
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offers one of the pFogrammes to be described here: simultaneously, it ,a been
involved in several.projects of interuniversity cooperation both on n 'ibnal and
international leyel: My paper has been written on this background.

I. Staff development courses; European experiences

The aims of.programmes

The aims of staff development programmes in the countries mentioned abouve have
emerged as the following

to make the participants aware of the problems of university teaching by
sharing experiences and common concerns

to offer information about teaching by referring to concepts of.educatiOnal
technology, lear'ning psychology, group dynamics etc (supported by written
materials, e.g. hand-outs references, occasional papers etc)

to practice various methods of teaching including innovative approaches (e.g.
personalized system of instruction, small group teaching, project orientation
etc)

- to bring about change in the structure of student-teacher communication toward
a more symmetrical process where both teachers and students think of them-
selves as learners

to stimulate as well as encourage the participantbLto support innovations and
reforms in university teaching, taking into account boundary conditions of the
'participants' professional lives within the university.

Not all of these aims summarized here are followed up irrevery course the
courses vary in detail from university to university, and their final design is
dependent on both the individual teacher who is in charge of the course, and the
particular group of participants he or she is working with. Obviously national
differences play nearly no role in it.

Approaches

Tu achieve these aims, the centres have adopted approaches combining residential
cOurses with seminars and study groups, supported by short workshops on special
topiqs.

A typical programme comprises
a residential introductory course lasting between 4 and 7 days, dealing with
teaching methods, course design, AV-media, students assessment etc.

- study groups meeting week4y for several months

a'series of workshops on simUlations and role play, improving lecturing, small
group teaching etc.

.Several centres offer also two-year part-time courses leading to a Diploma (or
M.A.)

International cooperation

As mentiOned before, some centres in Western Europe including HOZ Aachen- have.
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/started to ex hange-experiences and to cooperate accross borders, We hope, in this'

way,

to improve mutual understanding of our different systems of educatice

to gain additional stimuli to implement'innovations in teaching and learning

to increase knoWledge of each other's staff training methods

During the last few years, the following jolnt courses have been offered (or are

to be offered ill 1979/80):

a series of tri-national workshops run jointly by a Btitish-Swedish-Dutch team

(1976 -,78)

a German-British four-day workshob organized by the HDZ Aachen (1976)

a truly international course,run during the 4th international Conference

"Improving University Teaching", Aachen 1978

a German-Swedish course (planned for 1979)

a series of four-national'courses (planned for 1979/80)

involving centres in the'U.K., qpnmark, Netherlanimpand W-Germany.

Results of evaluation

These national and international programmes have been evaluated by questionnaires, ,

interviews, observatiors etc. The results show that

the information offered is appreciated by participants only if it is truly
relevant to their sioecific problems in teaching

most participants experience change of attitude and behaviour in teaching:

e.g. from teacher-centered toward student-centered approaches

several months after the course (or even later) participants report (and show in

their teaching) the impact of the induction course they attended: their
willingness to structure their teaching by using objectives, or concepts of self-
instruction; their eagerness to get students invblved in learning etc.

Difficulties encountered
'1

In ttle first instance, it is surprising to see eimilar approaches emerging in

countries which boast of having different traditions of language and civilization.

. I would like to suggest that universities show similar structures, and nourish

sifflilar beliefs, because, so far, Research is the main concern leading to promotion

and tenure. Thus, universities are agents of socialization through Research, as

supported by recent researbh especially in Germany. Hence, we have got to go
similar ways in order to cope w similar problems in our different countries. But

too few teachers feel compelled stimulated to.take advantage of what we offer,

and even less teachers can transfer experiences gained in our courses into their

teaching practice, hampered by institutional constraints.

Thuslwe are trying to move into two different directtons:
- that for a teacher, the,process'of improving his or her teaching should be a

stimulating and intrinsically rewarding experience

rflr
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- that the institution he or she is working in should reward improvement of
teaching and reinforce extrinsically.the teacher's individual concern about his
or her teaching.

In the following two paragraphs, I shall discuss these two points in more detail.

II Teachers concerns and the structure of staff development courses

Teachers' concerns

Concerns of university teachers have been recently investigated in the U.K. (1)
and Denmark (2). The findings suggest that

inexperienced teachers tend to be 'ego-centered' (one of thetr main concerns is:
not to 'loose the thread' during presentation and discussion etc)

experiehced teachers tend to be 'teaching-centered' (e.g. their concerns are:
teaching methods, students assessment etc) ,

Furthermore, the resul s show that both groups are basically concerned about their
teaching. AS one of ou colleagues has put it:'We want to do our job well, and we
spend time and effort discussing possible improvements with our colleagues and
sometimes even with our students. We are,conscious of our weaknesses and we are

sensitiveabout them' (3)

We_qen learn from this statement the importarice of taking into accodnt weaknesses
or anxieties of our colleagues whom we are intending to assist in improving their
teaching. It is characteristic of most of the courses considered here that efforts
are made to deal in earnest with the participants' actual situation in their
multiple roles as teachers and as researchers and administrators. Some of the .

- courses deal intensively with universities as agents of socfalization. The result
of this-is that during those courses creative and active partiCipation are more
common than receptive behaviour and the participants are involved in the instruct-
ion process to about the sarri degree as theyerson.s in charge.

Strategies and ideas underlying staff develOpment courses

A common'element to most of the various approaches to staff development is the
underlying rationale of assisting university teachers to improve their teaching
competence without implying them to be incompetent in ttie first place. Obviously
teaching is ideal for generating and maintaining mot'vation to improve copetence.
As the main strategy for achieving this goal, self-c nfrotation is being used.
AS Perlberg points out: (4)

"The discovery of discrepancies... between experienced and observed behaviour and
intentions or goals is both an activating and motivating force, '. leading to its

own reduction".

Following Perlberg and others,_ many faculty development courses offer university
teachers the concept of self-confrontation as a iool and technique to diagnose

' gaps betWeen reality and goals and to narrow these gaps. Self-confrontation implies
the transmission of informStion about the self from outside sources, e.g. through
Video, motion pictures, or any oral or written, verbal or nonverbal communication.
Within this concept of 'staff development, the person im charge of the course may
see his/her role as a 'consultant', rather than as an expert. The consultant
strives for a structure of communication which allows all participants to be
partners of communication on equal terms. We may calLthis mAion 'symmetrical
communication'.
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In reality, however, cooper5tion and symmetrical dommunication require a

continubus effort to be reached: a's people become aware of their 'nner drives,

motivations and rationale of acting, as well as of external constraints.Thus,

there are rules to be observed by the ebnsuTtant. The particiOants, however, ma

see the uSe of rules of communication as manipulation. Hence, it it. necessary t

lay open the strategy underlying consulting activitiss, as soon as it appears

sensible to do so.

At the HDZ Aachen, we are using three different categories of communicatiu, and

interaction structuring consulting activities: they ware suggested by our team

members Werner and Drexler (5):

A) interactions in preparation for mutual understanding:

the donsultant may induce symmetry of communication:,
(e.g. he/she may encourage those participanes who non verbally announce thefr

willingness to share in the discussion)

the consultant may ascertain comprehension:
(e.g. he/she may induce a 'controlled dialogue' by asking participants to repeat

statements of predecessors before responding)

the consultant may act strategically:*
(e.g. he/she may prevent discussions of issues likely to arouse conflicts)

the consultant may act in terms,of maintaining 'fairness' and 'tolerance':

(e.g. he/She may take care not to let any participant be offenced or injured by

unbalanced opinion:)

B) interactions temporarily abandoning cooperation and communication

The consultant may be forced to abandon his/her initial aim of integrating every
%

participant into his/her efforts to achieve sydlmetry of communication. He/she may

apply the stsrategy..of'keeping the participant superficially satisfied so as to'

prevent him from interfering: the consultant may go on talking with him without

-responding sympathetically. We may consider it a 'paradoxical' situation.

C) interactions which occur once symmetry of communication has been achievei.

In such situations the consultant can abandon all educational strategies: he/she

can communicate with the course participants openly and unreserved. Affective and

cognitive domains of learning are involved into the interaction process to the same

extent, partidipants are both active and respoilsive: as whole and responsible

persons a notion which resembles the concept of 'confluent education'. (6)

The role of students in courses for university teachers

It is important that students participate ,in staff development courses because they

deliver fundamental feedback. In so-doing they learn to articulate their own needs

and difficulties An studying, and thus, take over some responsiblility for improving 4

the teaching style of their own teachers. It is essentially left to the students'

activity, and creativity to bring about change in the structure of students-staff

communication.

At the HDZ Aachen, two groups of students are assisting'in running these courSes:

First,students who ai-e integrated into the course team; they may even be partly

responsible for the design and conduct of tlie courses, Second, some of the students

enrolled in classes run by participantS'are given the task of "simulating" the
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6
audience for their own teachers and so making the simulation of,teaching events

'possible. FurCiermore,- these students'join analyzing the "real" classroom events
and subsequently counsel their own instructors. The a6antage in giving this task
to students may lie in that they tend not to raise feelings of anxiety or
competition among the"teacher participants. This phencimenon may be due to the
students' supposedly inferior role within the university hierarchy. Furthermore,
students have proved to be shrewd (through sometimes awkward) judges of whether
the Icobrse teams stick to their aim in bringing about ch.ange in university
teaching, or whether they are satisfied by the apparent smoothness and hidden
ineffectiveness Of their courses. But we may consider involvement of s"udents in
staff development a feature special to W-Germany: in my country, students. are 20
Ai. 21 when they enter university education, and they finish with 26 or 28, with
their firstAegree.1Hence, student members-in my course team have,the same age as
lecturers or research fellows in the U.K.

Self-confrontation through Video

In some of'the\.courses considered here the framework for self-confrontation ot
university teachers has been adopted from Microteaching using Video-feedback. The

, cbncept of Microteaching is based upon the experience that training of teachers
it more effective if performed

in a 'labOratory' situation (rather than in a 'real' classroom)

with'small groups (rather than in front of a large class)

-tuding a brief sequence of 5-15 min (rather than a whole lesson)

presenting material which.may be easy to teach (rather than complex material)

'41-here are two more elements of Microteaching which in the programmes contidered here
are used in a modified'wayA
First, the training of isolated skills which we tend to replace by improving
teaching behavJqur in a more complex context of classroom interaction and'
communication
Second, the use of pre-str uctured or pre-defined criteria of 'good teaching' "as a

basis for assessing teacher performance in a microteaching exercise which we
try to replace by the participant's own intentions stated before the exercise in

-his/her own terms.

In the viewpoint of the HDZ team, both thess strategies are goyerned joy the
perception of 'symmetrical cbmmunication' as discussed before which, in these
exercises, we may put forWard (according to our roles as consultants or fellow
participants) by personal statements e.g. 'Personally, I felt threatened by the
way you asked us this question'.

Thus, teacOrp are challenged to,find out by themselves about how to i'llprove their \ .

.teachin-: They are, kowever, guided and assisted by the consultant. This patteri-r
sKows s me similarity wttivwhat in the U.S.A. has been widely discudsed as

".Competency/Performance.- Based Teacher Education Movement". (7) The mode] specifies
the competencies ty be demonstrated by the student and makes explicit the criteria
to be applied in assessing the student's competencies. Competencies refr..rred to
are attitddes, unterttandings, skills, and behaviours hich the'studen..: may help
to determine (7).

Al

The common goal of staff,development at described in this report, and "Competency/
Performance Based Teacher Education" idto increase competence anu to improve
performance of teachers (e.g. University teachers) in 'real' teaching situations
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through specially designed programmes comprising practical exercises.in teaching

simulations: it is not surprising to observe common strategies being used in staff
development as in teacher education. It can be argued, however, whether it is
possible - and indeed.acceptable to university teachers to explicitly define"
oriteria to assess university teachers competency. In our viewpoint, university
teaching seems too complex a process tb be described in behavioural terms, and
it would contradict the notion of symmetry of communication if we tried to define
in advance objectives to,be met by our colleagues in their roles as'course
participants. Nevertheless, there are certain skihs which can be trained accor-
ding to pre-set objectives, and many participants appreciate to de told what to
expect in courses or workshot.s they attend. Hence, several of the programmes
described here have integrated well-defined skill-training workshops into an
approach which as a whole - is open to negotiations with each new group of
participants.

III Institutional constraints and institutional rewards

Many s ff development'courses as described Where are well received by participants.
There criticism prevailing, though, that they cannot stand the test of every-
day teac ing in a normal university environment. The institutional constraints
mentioned among' the aiMs of our programmes are too strong to be withstood by a
lecturer who returning from one of our courses - would like to put time and
effort into improving teaching rather than developing further his.or her research.
He or she may be considered to have 'backed the wrong horse'. Hence, it is being
argued and we have tested in several innovative projects that it is necessary
to involve the departMentas a whole (teacherstudents, administrators and
technical staff) into revising its philosophy of education. For this task, the .

consultant requires a detailed knowledgerof the way the institution works both
in itself and in relation to its environment, and the consultant must be
acceptable to all groups inside the department.

As an example, I shall describe the work of one of my team members who came into
i

our centre (as an engineer) for some initial p-aining as a consultant.
Simultaneously, we ran a training course for etaff of the department of mechanical
engineering he came from; it was attended:by the majority of the *departments'
junior staff. He then returned to his department to work on improving teaching
while he kept close contact with our centre(. He ran introductory courses on
teaching methods for his colleagues; furthermore, he counselled and assisted them
in running their classes, which included assisting in preparing AV-materials and .
hand-outs, and classroom obeervations with subsequent counselling sessions. He also
ran his own classes like his colleagues, and he tried to stimulate 1A-thinking
of the department's philosophy of education in ma.ny informal talks:The 'buccess of
the project was due to three condition*:

the consultant was not working by tgmself, but he was supported by some of his
colleagues from within the department, from the start; the support was gained
through the HDZ's training coursetoffered previously.

within the department, there was
/
an increasing,willingness to discuss matters of

teaching in a cooperatiVe manne,r, as a result of the HDZ's training course

the support of the head of department had been gained in three steps

1) he complied to his staff attending our course
2) he then agreed to re-employing our team member (on our expenses) to assist

his staff in improving tbeir teaching
3) he finally asked us to visit his lecture (like those of his staff) to be

recorded for subsequentanalysis and counselling
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We have learned from ghis pro3ect and from similar projects that it is

possible, in this way, to have.some impact on, teaching in a departmental

environment.

Here we mayge7back to where we started from: It is not our task to teach teachers
how toteach better according to what we consider better teaching: we can, however,
support and assist teachers who want to ,improve their teaching and we can, in

-this way, contribute to making the departmental environment condubive and
encouraging to communication and cooperation on issues related to teaching and
learning. Rewards for teachers committed to better teaching may lie in obtaining
promotion or tenure but it seems unlikely that the career system in Higher
Education will change quickly. Rewards may also lie,however, in that they get
feedback and appreciation from students, from their colleagues and from their
head of department that they do their job well.
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Table 1

United Kingdom Sweden Denmark Netherlands W-Germany

Students enrolled

== ==c8)

Institutions
Considered here

(1975)

.

332 000

.

UTMU, U.o.London
IET, U.o.Surrey

113 000

Nat.Swedish
Board of Univ.
and Colleges,
Stockholm

60 000

.

Inst.for Studies
in HE, U.p. Copen-
hagen

120 000
-

.

D en D,Rijks-
Universiteit
Utrecht

g

836 000

- = ==--=.

,

HPA, U.o.Bochum
HDZ, Aachen

,

basic courses

,

UTMU: 5 days(res)

IET: 7 days Cres)

3 weeks (res) .6 weeks,8 hrs/week

(part-time)

5°days (res) HPA: 7 days (res)
and 12 weeks (part
time) 0

HDZ: 2 days and
8 weeks (part-
time)

.

Workshops 2-4 days (res)

4-8 weeks (part-
time)

Sweden offers ,

one-week or
four-week
courses for
staff after 2,
5 or 9 years'
service

1-7 days (res) 2-5 days (res) 1-4 days (res)

long courses
(Diploma or M.A.,
part-time)

.

2 years 1 year 1 year

1 year
(combined out of
courses as above)

remarks Courses based
upon recommen-
dation of the
Committee of
Vice-Chancellors
and Prinipals
(1971)

Courses compul-
sory for new
staff
(Since 19773

HPA courses are
jointly offered
by 7 universities
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Adresses Table 2

U.K.

Dr. D. Warren Piper

University Teaching Methods Unit, University of London, 55 Gordon Square,
London WC1H ONU (UTMU)

Prof. L.R.B. Elton

Institute of Educational Technology , University of Surrey, Guildford,
Surrey (IET)

Sweden

Dr. H. Jelling

National Swedish Board of Universities' and Colleges, PO Box 16334
S 103 26 Stockholm, Sweden

Denmark

Prof. J. Conrad

Institute for Studies in Higher Education, University of Copenhagen,
St Kannike straede 18, ON 1169 Copenhagen, Denmark

Netherlands

Dr. G. Ackers

Bureau van de Universiteit, Rijksuniversiteit, Maliebaan 5, Utrecht 2502,
Netherlands (0 en 0)

W-Germany

Dr, D. Brandt

HOZ , Hochschuldidaktisches Zentrum, Aachen, RolandstraBe 7-9, 5100 Aachen

Prof. G. Ewald

HPA (Hochschulp8dagogische Ausbildung) Ruhr-Universit8t, 4630 Bochum
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Preventing Industrial Conflict
in Higher Education

Tom M. Heffernan
Royal Australian College of General Practitioners

The working asSumption of the papqr is that industrial conflict can be avoided If a mutually fulfilling work relationship can be estab-
lished between administration and staff. In establishing such a relationship the administration would be expected to contribute to the
general welfare of staff, while Staff would be expected to contribute to the viability of their mploying institution. Trust should be
established between administration and staff if staff are seen to be furthering the viability of their mploying institution and If the
administration Is seen as truly Contributing to the general welfare of staff. An implication of such trust should in the avoidance of
conflict.

One section of the paper describes how staff can contribute to the viability of k heir employing institution. The first step in doing this Is
to develop indicators of viability. These indicators are developed by having various groups describe those activities and conditions that
they believe are indicative of the institution's capacity to grow, survive, and adapt. The pa er describes the questions and techniques
used to elicit these indicators as well as the strategy used to select the most critical indicato s of viability. Job descriptions for staff are
then developsid around the most critical indicators of viability.

A further section '1.st the paper discusses monitoring. Two processes need to be monitored, the first being the extent to which Staff per-
form those Jobs and tasks that are needed to maximise the viability of the enterprise, and the second being the extent to which the
administration provides those benefits and programmes needed for the fulfillment of staff visions. Both the non-perforrnance of tasks
and the failure to provide benefits are serious problems but they should never be resolved in a bi-partisan manner because bi-partisan
solutions further distrust and conflict. Mit final section describes how non-partIsan solutions to trine problems can be developed and
central to the reSolution process is an expanded version of the ombudsman concept._

'INTRODUCTION

The working assumption of this paper is that indust-rial conflict can be avoided
if a mutually fulfilling work relationship is established between staff and
administration. Each section of the paper presents concepts that can be used in
practice. These concepts were developed because the working assumption of the
paper was found correct, given comments made in the literature which indicated
that conflict seemed to be avoided when administration and staff had established
an acceptable interdependence or a mutually fulfilling work relationship
(Cooper and Bartlett, 1976).

The concepts prebented follow a certain logic, they describe the particular
responsibilities of staff and administration with respect to establishing a
mutually fulfilling work relationship. The first section of the paper describes
the responsibilities of stafi with respect to establishing this relationship.
The second section describes the administration's responsibilities and the
third section describes the joint responsibilities of both staff and administra-
tion. The final,section describes personnel and-organisational factors that
may limit the possibility of establishing a mutually fulfilling work relation-
ship.

STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES

Staff are responsible for stating and clarifying their expectations regarding
benefits. This will provide the administration with guidance as they deliberate
how to use those resources-that have been set aside for staff benefits. These

expectations could be of two types. They could involve the improvement of
benefits based on staff evaluation of existing benefits, or they could involve
an expansion of benefits based on a staff decision that the administration
could play a greater role-in the promotion of the general welfare of staff.

It's likely that a work relationship would be fulfilling, at least from a
staff's point of view, if existing benefits were imprOved and new benefits were
added for the purpose of promoting the general welfare of'staff. With regards

4 6
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to the evaluation of existing benefits, the most critical problem is the
setting of evaluation criteria while the most critical problem in the expan-
sion of benefits is being able to distinguish between what is and w:lat ic not a
legitimate contribution to the general welfare of staff.

When has the general welfare of staff been fully realised? Ideally when staff
can say that all that they expect for'themselves and others has been realised.
Practically when staff can say that reasonable progress has been made with
respect to fulfilling their expectations or visions. By implication the
expansior. of benefits must first begin with the stating of staff visions.

A staff vision may be defined as a response to the following question, "As a
member of staff of (insert the name of the enterprise which employs the staff
member) what do you really want for yourself and others?". A benefit may be
defined as a contribution which the administration can make to the fulfillment
oi a vision. As an example of a vision staff might say that their most impor-
tant expectation for themselves is "to be able to maintain a productive
relationship with my family and friends". The establishment of an effective
but inexpensive staff counselling service would be a benefit related to that
vision. Other benefits could include a salary increment that would enable
staff to purchase counselling services or the provision of development
programmes in'which staff can learn counselling skills that they themselves
might employ.

In developing benefits from visions staff must first ask themselves how should
a specific vision be fulfilled (this describes a programme for fulfilling the
vision) and then ask themselves how might the administration contribute to this
programme (this will outline possible benefits). For example, staff may have
stated that their most important vision for their colleagues is that they
perform research that is socially responsible. When asked how this vision
should be fulfilled, staff may have said that they should be provided on a bi-
annual basis, a listing of research topics that are consistent with the
emerging needs of society. Appended to the list should be references to Work
already done in which progress and problems are outlined and also appended
should be a listing of likely funding.sources. The provision of these lists
could be seen as a staff benefit.

Staff should realise that the administration may not be able to contribute to
the fulfillment of all their visions. The federal government, as opposed to
the administration, would need to be the promoter of the following vision which
staff may hold for others "to realise equitable treatment of minorities".
Although the administration can contribute something to the fulfillment of this
vision, such as affirmative action in hiring and promotion, a more pervasive
contribution would need to come,from government. Some work has been done on
the sorting of visions according to jurisdictional considerations, i.e. among
the federal government, the state government, the community, the institution
and the individual (Hodson 1974a; 1974b).

Staff should also realise that there may be conflict
visions of older staff may conflict with the visions
types of conflict are possible. Before benefits can
conflicts need to be resolved so that priorities can
also addresses this point.

among visions. The
of younger staff. Other
be conceptualised
be set. Hodson's work

-Why might staff be interested in an evaruation of existing benefits? Their
interest may be contingent upon their role. If staff set evaluation criteria
their interest might be high. Staff interest might be low if someone else
whom the staff don't know or trust sets criteria. Staff usually have little
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knowledge of those consultants who might he contracted
evaluating benefits; and staff are usually cautious of
When staff interest in,an evaluation 's law, the final
credibility and this lack of credib ity can gradually

permissive of industrial conflict.

411

411

to set the criteria for
the administration.
report will have little
grow into an attitude

If the choice is made to have staff set the criteria for evaluating existing

benefits then the staff need to be more than simply consulted. They need to be

assisted in going from general to specific statements of criteria without the

end result being a trivialisation, that is something measurable but something

irrelevant. For example one of the existing benefits might be an on sight
health services system. Jo evaluating this system, one general'Statement of

criteria,from staff might be "that the system employ well trained doctors", and
a staff generated specification of this criteria might be "that the employed
doctor can help me manage stress that Is generated by the criticism of my work".

A trivial specification of this criteria would be "that the employed doctor will
have taken at least one course in doctor patient communication". The number of

courses taken is easily measurable but it is only weakly related to competence.

Law staff interest in an evaluation of existing benefits can be generated by

errors other than the failure to sgt relevant criteria, but these errtirs have

been well documented elsewhere and need not be discussed here (Benedict, 1974;

Hutchinson, 1976).

THE ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSIBILITIES

The administration is responsible for describing its expectations regarding

work. One type of work expectation will come out of the evaluation of existing

work. A second type of work expectation will come (Alt of work to be performed

in the future. In this section the emphasis will-be on the developing of future
work expectations because less is known about this than about the eYaluation of

existing work.

Future work should contribute to the viability of the enterprise. ,Individual

job descriptions outline the contributions of individual staff members. It's

logical to assume that the ddministration will be satisfied if the future work

of staff contributes to the viability of the enterprise and a satisfied
administration should be less likely to take initiatives that may result in

industrial action.

Matching,job descriptions to viability first requires the identification of

indicators of-the enterprise being viable. This in turn raises.the question of

technique and then raises the further question of who shall identify the

indicators. With regards to technique the following four questions could be

used to elicit indicators of viability. What things indicate o you that the

enterprise is viable? What things indicate to you that the enterprise is

capable of adaptation? What things indicate to you that the enterprise is

capable of survival? What things indicate to you that the enterpnise is

capable of growth? The last three questions are an elaboration of the first
and would be presented as a set after the first had been answered. It is

assumed that viability can be defined as being able to grow, survive, and adapt;

and that the issues of grawth, survival &Ind adaptation cover most of the

specific concerns of practicing administrators. It has been found that when

asked, these questions identify issues of actual concern'to the administration

(Heffernan, 1979).

The answers to these questions provide an outline for the future work of staff.

Suppose that when the staff of a university were asked the question "What

things Would indicate to you that the university (the enterprise) is viable?"
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they responded by saying "It first needs to demonstrate its relevance tO the

community, it then needs to foster excellence in the research and teaching of

its faculty, and it finally needs to have its operations accepted as administra-

tively and economically efficient". All three answers, which are each an
indicator of Viability, have clear implications for staff tasks: The demonstra-

ting of community relevance.could invclve the review of curriculum, the analysis

of community needs OT the establishment of community focused liaison and

consulting services. Each of these tasks could involve a substantial number

of staff. Task areas could also be identified for the,other two indicators of

viability identified-by staff.

In using indicators of viability to outline future work areas, two pitfalls need

to be avoided. The first is not giving enough'consideration to the work needed
to bring about a given indicator and the second is not giving enough consider-

ation to the support needed by those who are to perform ihe work. Suppose that

students identify adequate career counselling as air indicator of the university

being viable. This indicator obviously implies the development of a counsell-

ing system but careful consideration needs to be even to the purposes of that

system. Fundamental questions need to be answered in the light of existing

knowledge. Should students be counselled out of careers.that are oversupplied?
Should students be prepared for more than one career? Should a student's
career preference be challenged and if so how and to what extent? If such

considerations are not made, the system might fail because it has been conceived

of in a way, that is inconsistent with what we know has worked or,with what we

know is required.

Once the.nature of the counselling system has been decided upon the administra-

tion can now make rough estimates as to the person or team who will implement
the system and ehen once this is done the problem of support must be addressed.

The administration should ask themselves what types of resources and support

will be needed at each stage of the team's operation. Th'is could include

equipment, time, money, informatifin, guidance, training, secretarial assistance,

or access to people. If,this is not done the team may fail in their work due
to lack of support and such failure will not in any way raise the credibility

of the administration who asked the team to perform the work in the first place.

There is another problem that the administration should be awate of and that is

having too small a list of indicators of viability. The danger in this is that

it limits the range of work options that can be offered to staff and staff

interest in working for an enterprise is effected by the range of work that

they can anticipate themselves becoming involved in. This danger can be over-

come by having indicators of viability identified by the general public,

clients of the enterprise, staff, administration, funding agencies, and allied

professions. Sampling techniques can be used when it is too costly to contact

each member of each.group. The interviewing of opinion leaders is another

economical form of contact.

JOINT RESPONSIBILITIES

There are three responsibilities that must be shared by both staff and adminis-

tration if conflict is to be avoided. They both must react; a consensus regard-

ing what benefits are to be exchanged for what type of work. They then need to

develop and agree to implement a system for monitoring the provision of

benefits and the performance of work, and finally; they must devise and comnit

themselves to a method of resolving conflict which involves industrial action

only as a last resort.. There are particular problems with respect to carrying

out each of these joint responsibilities.
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Biases may get in the way of reaching a consensus regarding the equation of work
and benefits. The administration may be biased towards expecting a higher level
of performance than is possible given real staff potential. \Staff may be biased
towards expecting an unrealistic level of benefits. Breaking these biases may
depend on each side demonstrating to the other that they are cognisant of their
limitations and have conceptualised steps for overcoming them. The administra-
tion should be willing to be realistic if the staff can demonstrate that they
are willing to try to increase their potential, The reverse should also hold.

Distrust may get in the way of development of a monitoring system and it may
also disrupt the development of a system for resolving conflict. One way of,
quieting distrust would be to have both sides consider implementing an expanded
version of the ombudsman concept and the expansion of the concept would'invOlve
the ombudsman being given the power to test solutions rather than simply present
them. This changes the ombudsman's role from stateman to active empiricist.
He/she must devise a number of workable solutions And prepare for testing them
against a range of criteria that have validity for both staff and administra-
tion. The "answer" thus becomes a solution that is holistic and workable -
holistic because in design it.accommodates the desires of both staff and admin-
istration; workable because when tested it actually meets these desires. Given
a conflict situation,*the staff or the administration's rejection of a solution
-that is non-partisan and which works should be seen as an act of bad faith.

LIMITATIONS

There is one personnel factor and one organisational factor that may limit the
possibility of avoiding conflict. The limiting organisational factor is the
present level of tension and the limiting personnel factor is the inventiveness
of both the staff and the administration.

Before a mutually fulfilling work relationship can be established the existing
level of tension needs to be diagnosed and if it is high, staff and administra-
tion need to enter into discussions with the intent of identifying and resolv-
ing the disagreement. There isn't a great need to discuss how to approach and
manage these discussions because how to negotiate seems to be one aspect of
industrial relations about which we know quite a bit. 'but there is a need to
talk about how to manage moderate amounts of tension because moderate amounts
of tension are more prevalent a condition than open conflict.

Moderate levels of tension can be lowered directly or indirectly. The direct
approach involves resolving the problem that generated the tension, while the
indirect approach involves demonstrating that the likelihood of future conflict
can be decreased. When it is believed that future conflict can be pievented,
trust is raised and present tension is lowered. The demonstration involiies
explaining the concepts mentioned in this paper. The administration may b
willing to put aside the past and look more to the future if they accept t4iat
staff will be contributing to the viability of the enterprise. The staff may .

also be willing to look more to the future if they can anticipate receiving
benefits that will promote their general welfare.

The administration needs to be inventive with respect to overcoming constraints
on the objectives that their institution may pursue. If administrators are
inventive enough to diversify the functions of their institution, then a broad
range of work can be offered to staff and this should increase the interest of
staff in working for the institution which in turn should decrease their
generation of conflict. There is no reason why the inventiveness of the admin-
istration cannot be directly increased through training and the conducting of
such training should be seen as a valid component in the prevention of
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industrial conflict.

Being able to maintain a diverse set of functions also increases the total'
amount of satisfaction that can belexpected by the clients of an institution.
This is likely given the fact that institutions are now being asked to satisfy.
A greater number of needs of a greater number of clients and the adherence to
singular or narrow functions is incbnsistent with this request. However,
constraints are not easily overcome and the administration may need training in
how tp seduce those corstraints that confine their institution to a singular
identity.

The staff needs to be inventive with respect to overcoming their own biases.
Most staff tend towards "purism", which is a commitment'to what is.correct
rather than to what's workable. Although thistendency facilitates the perfor-
mance of research, which to be of quality must be correct rather than acceptable,
it is inoperative outside .the experimental setting, especially in the workplace,
where what you do must be a mixture of personal desires and actual possibilities.
Staff may need training in how to invent outputs that are as rewarding to them
as professionals as they are to their administrators.

The staff's inventiveness can also be increased through training and this should
raise the credibility of the staff because the administration can anticipate
more practicality and less purism. Thus training the-staff in inventiveness
should also'be-seen as a valid aspect of preventing industrial conflict in
higher education.

In conclusion, there are situations in which conflict cannot be avoided. Theae
are institutions in which either the administration or the staff or both are
unwilling to censure those of its, members who act in bad faith. Voicing a
complaint is not in itself a censurable act. What is censurable is an elitist
advocacy of dismissals, restrictions, strikes or disruptions as the only
acceptable solutions to a contentious issue. Leaders of both -staff and adminis-
tration must be Filling to respond quite directly to mischief and,the constit-
uencies of these leaders should withhold their commitment if this directness is
lacking. One who is interested in applying the concepts discussed in this
paper is advised not to apply them in institutions where the staff and the
administration are not willing to contain bad faith.
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Intervention and staff development

, Ray McAleese
University of Aberdeen

The degree to which those responsible for staff development Intervene In teaching/learning Is central to an understanding of this work.
The staff developer can be responsive to the 'needs of his colleagues and the institution or take an active evangelic role in Improving.
teaching.

The6degree to which he intervenes or adapts his clause of intervention is determined by a complex set of forces only some of which he
can control. This paper examines the roles thP.i a staff developer can adopt and discusses the way In which he becomes an adaptive
interventioilist.

Introduction

0
In this paper I am going ta develop the idea of the 'ailaptive interventionist'

in staff -deNelopment. But. before I proceed, it is necessary to make one or two
assumptions abbutfthe circumstances that are being de'scribed. Staff development

can be defined as:

"Activities provided for teachers that intend to
improve notonly their teaching( but all'aspects of
their work."

And a staff developer is:

"kmember of .... staff whose main ?unction is neither
wholly research nor teaching but establishing,
maintaining and improving the quality of teaching
(and learning) in the (institution). (McAleese, 1978a)

These definitions restrict the remit of staff developer considerably and it is

now more common to include in this work, all itspecti of the lecturer's work and

111 career develoRnent (study leave, secondments , etc.) HoweverT-the sense in

which I use die term is the restrictive A unlversity definition .(see McAleese

and Nisbet 1979) as opposed to the more _;eneral higher and further education

sense (Harding and Greenaway, 1978).

In using the terns staff developer, trainer, I am using a characterization of
what may be either an individual or a corporate activity.
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The Peconeassumption is about the nature'of isotervention itself. By
intervention,.I mein

"The degree to which the trainer (staff developer
orcorporate tertiary unit) challenges, critically
examines and analyses the overt and covert rules
assumptions and policy of the host organisation".

In other words - intervention is being an irritant to the institution.
Intervention means a definite policy of-going out and.looking for business,
of suggesting changes and obtaining,empirical evidence to help change practice.
Lt has as it$ focus a commitment to -hahge. Intervention is central to staff
development work-for it is a contini4m that at one ehd has "maintaining the
statusjpo" and at the other "sugges ing radical policy changes". Very few
examples exist in Australasia, of a t rtiary unit acting as an institutional
irritant. When the Centre for the Sttiy of ligher EdUcation was reported on,by
a staff-ptudent body,(Assembly) three ears ago the author made this point:

"It would be unfair to call the Centre a failure -

that word should be reserved tO describe the almost
inevitable outcome had it. in fact attempted to question
seriously the established verities - but the correct,
notation on its record must surely be "recorded absent"
(Borthwick, 1977)

The same point has been made to me by several \academics - "Why don't you stir it'
up a bit iore?". The answer tO this question and rational behind the CSHE (up
to the point when Borthwick wrote his report) is far from simple. Staffs
development is a political activity.that like other such activities depends on
the possible'. The circumstances that govern wh4t is possible are complex.

This paper attempts to characterize this interventiou in the person of the
'adaptive interventionise.(McAleese, 1978a).

To develop the idea of the adaptive interventionist I am going to first analyse
the roles that the staff development trainer Undertakes and then discuss

.e intervention. The analysis is based on a five year action,research analysis of
my own work in the University of Aberdeen. I will tPckle this under,these
headings.

General Training Tacticth
Barriers To Change
A Job Description

General Training Tactics
\

\

fwo general training tactics which have emerged in'Aberde\en may fe described
.here unddt the headings: Seeding and Weaning.

SEEDING

In seeding the staff development trainer attempts.to achieve a multiplier effect
by having training work transfer from one client to other individuals. Just as
the chemist uses a particular type of crystal to grow larger crystals (the
initial one ii a 'seed' for growth),.so the trainer ex- cts a multiplier
effect with his work. Miller (1977) calls this tactic die 'snowball effeat'.
Writing of the role of an Australian tertiarY education unit, he says:
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"I am hopeful by involving some lecturers ...
I shall enable them in turn to assist tHeir

colleagues ... In other:wOrds I am'hoping to

initiate a 'snowball effect". *Miller, 1977)

As a tactic it is well recognized; in the 'Letter to"a Vice-Chancellor',

Dundonald Minor (1966) gives this advice to his Australian mentor:

"We Must accept the fact tivt- this tzaining
cannot cover more than a minority of all
those who are passing through their pro-
fessional education - from this minority
the principles of training will be diffused

,

more widely".

If a trainer could onry achieve whathe set put to do or was permitted to do

with one individual then-training would not be cost-effective. As it is,

training is labour intensive. The tactic'iadopted has to be one of working with

an individual who will turn out as a seed for further training and new ideas.

This seems a simple and obvious tactic when it is set out in this general way,

but it is fat from straighforward in practice. The crux of the problem is the

identification of the 'seed' individuals. It is not sufacient just to rely

optimistically on the hope that these individu will somehow emerge. The

tactic of seeding in the abstract, is intentional, in tibat-t'an individual is

identified with the intention that he will Provide a multiplier effect, but in

practice this may be both impossible and undesirable. While it is possible to

theorise about, the characteristics,of good 'seeds', at present such theorising

has a low predictive'capacity. 'On ethical grounds it is rot desirable to 'use'

colleagues in an instrumental fashion. Further, 'a distinction needs to be made

between induction work with new and inexperienced staff, which is concerned with

improving or changing the system. For reasOns referred to below, (in particular,

their status in departments) such individuals do not provide good seeding

material. If one takes innovative work, example, then one of the aims is to have

a transfer of training or a carry over to other members of Vie department.

The tactic that appears to be most effective is to choose a high ._catus low

threat departmental member for the seed. Such an individual, in terms of social

interactions, is central as opposed to peripheral.- Their high,status need not

necessarily be due to seniority and would seem to be most effective is based on

their personality. Low threat means that they are not perceived by,the 'counter

innovationists or adherents of the status quo as being important. (A tempting's

metaphor here is the Wooden Norse!) Other possible combinations of status.and

1perceived threat are not effective. For example, the high status and'high

threat indiVidual will be regarded with suspicion and even hostility by his,

co1league4. The low status low threat person will be peripheral in departmental

decision,making and therefore unlikely to provide any multiplier effect. The

/ combination of low status and high threat (for example, the radical 'outaider')

\ is obviously ineffective for this particular tactic.

X.-further consideration with regard to seeding is the 'level'. of entry' into the

system: what te the best level of entry into the system for an innovative

force? In management training some authors (for example Argyris, 1961) suggest

that innovations must come from the top. While this may work in a strict line-.

management situation in irwustry, the conventional departmental structure in

universities permits less control over 'line-employees' by the head of the

department. Nevertheless, there is an advantage in access t the decision-

making in a department, and therefore status is important, though too high a

stfifus may 'mean high threat. It would seem therefore in practice at least that

the level of entry question is answered in staff development with ihe high

..
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status, low threat lecturer.

WEANING

In weaning the trainer progressiv4y removes himself from the centre to the
periphery of the innovative proces. This is not the Same as being pushed to
the periphery by the institution. This tactic is one of adopting, in the
microcosm of a project, a marginal role, not being forced into a permanent

,

institutional marginal role. McAle se (1967b; 1978g) suggests the weaning
model for the media consultant in d veloping countries. In staff development
the tactic is s

t
ilar. Unless the trainer is able to remove himself to the

periphery of th innovation, therefore encouraging the client ta take over the
leadership, then there is likely to be'a deperidency relationship created between
trainer and client. In such a relationship (i.e. dependency)-the innovation takes
place only in the,pressence Of the trainer, that is the 'catalytic tactic'.
Because a dependency relationship is set,up between trainer and client, the client
is unable to be weaned to self-sufficiency. ,In practical terms innovative work
with a client, for example an the design of laboratory practical books, is not
transferred to.the design of lecture handouts, in thSt he tends to return and ask
for help. To achieve faeaning, the trainer must progressively provide less and
less input and give the client more and.more say in the innovativework.

Weaning is of course the same principle that is used in counselling. In the
counsellor-client relationship there is a contract that the counsellor is going
to withdraw from the contract.- eventually. Unless the client can once again
become fully involved in making his own decisions, a dependency situation is
created. Two.questions apply equally well to counselling as to staff development
.consultancy. First, when does one begin to withdraw'support? Second, how does
one decide? There are no clear answers in staff development although the bond '

between consultant and client is likely to be as strong as between a counsellor
and a cliert. When, is answered in terms of the original contract. If the
contract (that is, agreed terms of reference),is clearly explicit then no problem
exists. The consultant withdraws when he has achieved the agreed goals. However,
when the contract is implicit or ill-defined, the consultant needs to continually
re-negotiate the terms of reference. As this is the commonest form(of consultancy,
the parallel with behavioural counselling is very strong (see for example,
Krumboltz and Thoresen, 1976).

The situation sometimes arises where the explicit contractyecomes only an excuse
for some other work. The client asks for a simple answer and when this is

, provided, more complex questions arise until.the real reason for-theeenquiry
becomes apparent. This situation is often used by the media basic conaultancy
services. Technical support is often a precursor to asking for teaching support.
Some consultants use this knowledge to.always look out fc,r a hidden or implicit
need. This situation can be called the 'platform ticket problem'. In this the
client buys a platform ticket to get on the platform, then he makes up his mind

. to go somewhere and gets a free ride. In counselling this tactic is often. used
by clients anxious about working with the counsellor. They use a simple reason
to gain access, then as they are about to leave they give the 'real' reason for
their visit.

H ow, is a matter of becoming physically more distant (fewer meetings, etc.) and
using more non-directive tactics in the working relationship. In practical terms
this may mean leaving some loose-ends 'untied, but the termination of any
consultancy will,Anevitably leave samething unfinished. In contrast to
counselling, staff development consultancies have less clearly defined end-points.
Indeed there can often be a carry-oh to another project. The problem for the
trainer is to know when to say, 'NOw you are on-your own'. There is no simple

a
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answer beyond being aware of signs of-dependency.

One further complexity may arise in terms of dependency when it is not the client
who becomes dependent, but the consultant. It may be possible in a particularly
successful consultancy to resist its termination. While consultants should be
more aware of the problems, they are often no less susceptible to dependency-
creating situations.

Barriers to Change

There is a tendency for those experiedcing job frustration or finding the process
of innovation too slaw, to explain their static position by erecting barriers
they have had to cross. For example:

"All the forces which contribute to Stability
in personality or in social systems can be
perceived as resisting change. From the
standpoint of an ambitious or energetic change
agent, these energies can be seen as

, obstructions".

(Watson, 1970) (my emphasis).

'Barriers' or 'resistance' or 'opposition' are conflict terns that are easily
applied to innovative situations. Whether this is a good metaphor or not Will
be considered below, in the meantime, assuming that it is possible to see
innovation frustrated by forces either within'or outside the control of the
innovator, what are these forces?

1

There are two groups of forces, those external or.outside the control of the
trainer, and those internal or within his control. The distinction can also be
made between those that relate more to the system (external) and those that
relate to the trainer (internal). External barriers consist of: the system's
propensity,to maintain a status quo (homeostasis); the system's preference, for
a new state of organisation, once it hag changed (dependency);
preference for accepted form of behaviour (conformity); the-special
of some individuals in a system (vested interests); and the
of a system to outsiders (outsiders). Internal barriers relate
trainer does his job. McAleese (1978b; 1978c) suggests barriers

the system's
interests

natural resistanCe
to the way the

in using
\ probabilistic conditional knowledge (knowledge); of making gross simplifications
\ in detailed arguments (trivialisatiod); and misusing facts,

ness of knowledge). The barriers will be discussed one at a
external barriers. '

ideas
time,

(appropriate-
beginning with

\HOMEOSTASIS: Social systems are usually seen to be in, what Cannon (1932) called /

,lhomeostasisl. In biological terms, any living system has a mechanism that
!regulates its functions to 'normal' levels, this is homeostasis. For example, if
heart iate is elevated by exercise then the human bo will tend to reduce this
F /

rate to a resting or 'normal' rate as soon as possible. It is argued that the
same is true of any system. When an educational system is affected by some
eternal force,then its natural reaction is to attempt to maintain the status
qUo or if this is impossible to return to the status quo soon as possible.
Indeed some authors have taken the biological metaphor fu her with some types
of 'innovations. McAleese (1977) and Mitchell (1977) among others,, have used an
extension of this metaphor to describe the disemination of educational technology
knowledge. They suggest that systems resist the infection presented by the
innovation in the way the human body resists biological infection. This concept
of homeostasis is basic to an understanding of barriers to change. Watson (1970)

.

points out that the other external barriers occur as a result of hom bstasis.
.
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DEPENDENCE: When a system is unable to resist an innovation it is changed by it.
This new state becomes the 'norm' and the system acts as if it were dependent on
it; in the way humans show dependence on drugs. This dependence is a
resistance; in that further changes (i.e. removal of the innovation) are
resisted, thus maintaining homeostasis. An example of this may be seen in the--
dependency relationships that can be created between a trainer.and a client.
After initial resistance, the client 'needs' the support of the trainer. When
considering media innovations this is a useful analogy. If one takes,,for
example, closed circuit television then the dependence'can be seen. Many
universities resisted closed circuit television in the form of central television
s rvices. However after the 'infection' had become accepted by the host (in a

biotic relationship), the removal of the irritant by other interests is
resisted by the system as a whole.

CONFORMITY: Systems tend to conform to norms. The trainer will be told, "that
is not our 'normal' practice"; we don't 'usually' do that." Such norms often
non-existent but erected as barriers. The system may 'sense' that it needs to
resist a chlmge and to justify it, and claims 'normal' practice. Changes in
assessment 2rocedures often identify conformity. It is argued that the normal
practice has been, for example, to have term-essays marked by two markers. When
asked about the practice, members of staff are not keen on the idea, but as a
departtent there is opposition to'not double-marking term essays.

VESTED INTERESTS: An organisation is made up of individuals who have their own
goals, interests and positions to protect; such is social organisation. Vested
interests can be found in any part of the system; the department, the
institution, or the individual. Such interests have to be 'protected at all
costs'. These-interests are related to.the homeostasis of the system for they
are part of resistance to change. For example, some work was concerned with
redesigning laboratory practical books. One of the sugiestions was to abandon
the practice of marking such books. Apart from educational reasons why this
practice was doubtful, the organisation of marking was a problem as it took one
individual,a lot of time to make sure each section was marked and double-marked
by the relevant teachers or demonstrators. A vested interest becane apparent
when the change was opposed by the ekrganiser of the,marking. He felt that the
marking was a worthwhile exercise. This might be seen as imple conformity;
however, it became apparent that the organisation of the marking conferred an
the individual a certain status in the department. He opposed the innovation
not simply to maintain the present system (conformity) but to protect his vested
interests.

THE SACROSCANCT: Some areas in innovation are more open to change than others.
Watson suggests:

"The greatest resistance to change concerns
matters which are connected with\what is held 1

to,be sacroscanct. Traditional ceremonies
are apt to persist despite doubts as'to their
educational impact ... The closer as reform
comes to touching any of the taboos or rituals
in a society the more it is likely to be
resisted."
(Watson, 1970)

In universities two particular practices are considered sacroscanct: the

lecture and assessment (in particular the three-hour examination). Attempts to

alter or modify either practice is usually met with opppsition. Such resistance

is most difficult to overcome. It is as if the 'ego' of the institution was
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threatened, when alternatives to lecturing or formal examinations are suggested.

Such resistance often has its roots in legitimate fears about a deterioration in

existing practices. However, quite often opposition to innovative methods is

irrational and can only be explained by assuming that some ideas are, like

Caesar's wife, 'above reproach'.

REJECTION OF OUTSIDERS: Resistance to change is resistence to change from

outside'; that is it is outside the normal practice of the system. The

trainer is often seen as an outsider. He has, what.Stonequist (1961), called a

'marginal role'. That is, a role in an organisational setting which is

peripheral to ne main functionings of the institution. Such individuals may be

rejected as 'oltsiers' even though they work very hard and otherwise further the

goals of the system. Goode (1960) suggested that 'marginal individuals' are

subject to role stain. They lose direction because of being outsider with no

clearly defined central role in the institution. Hendry (1975) observes that:

"Where (the individual's) role is not
central to the goals and function of the
organisation ... he can be subject ...

'role pressures'."
(my emphasis)

The trainer experiences-this role marginality when he is treated as the

'outsider'. The host system creates a resistance to the individual by shifting

him to the periphery in decision making and support for his activities.

Resistance is common in'all situations.

"Research, development and engineering
units are familiar with the way in which
a new project is hampered if it is seen

as N.I.H. (not invented here)"

(Watson, 1970)

Outsiders in institutions are treated as peripheral as are their ideas, their

values and practices. In a different sense some teachers resist the 'outsider'

in the form of audiovisual resources m'aterials and textbooks. No 'resister'

will accept that a tape-slide programme, made in another university, is better

than the one that he can make; even though his endeavours to make one will be

considerable and will result in duplicated effort. This resistance'to externally

produced material is one of the principal reasons why transfer of innovative

material from department to department, or faculty to faculty, is so difficult

to achieve.

Homeostasis, dependency, conformity, vested interests, the sacroscanct and

rejection of outsiders cah be thought on as External forces on the trainer.

Internal forces are at work as well. These forces mainly concernthe status of

the trainer's job with respect to how he treats his training tactics and 'his

knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE: The quality of knowledge about training and teaching practices itself

is one of the primary barriers to the trainer from within. It.is often assumed

that-a trainer is an expert in his subject like any of his other colleagues. A

chemist 'knows about' Chemistry, so a trainer 'knows about' training, change,

educational innovations, good teaching practice, etc. This is.not the case; the

trainer's knowledge is probabilistic and conditional. Ned Flanders has quite

rightly pointed out that knowledge about teaching effectiveness and the training

of teachers is 'probabiliatic and conditional' (Flanders, 1977). McAleese

(1978d) has made the same point about the state of educational technology



knowledge. In staff development'the trainer does not have a handbook of known
facts or established relationships to call upon. -When asked by a client "What
do you know about the effectiveness of continuous assessment?" he can only
reply, "Well in some circumstances (this) may happen, in other circumstances
(something else) may happen ... it all depends on what you want to do ..."
There may-be situations where the technologist is working with 'harder' data and
less dependent on valuejudgnents, nevertheless he experiences a resistance to
this ambivalence or 'posturing on a fence'. Lecturers are apt to say, "You are
an expert in education ... don't tell me it all depends ... what is the
('correce) answer!" This internal problem is exacerbated by the expectations-
of clients who may see the trainer as a provider of answers in all teaching/
learning circuMstances. Such elcpectations show a misunderstanding of the nature
of educational knowledge and practice.

In practice, knowledge About scientific relationships are no more concrete;
however doctors seldom have to gersuade an ill man to take a medicine even
though both may know that its effects are uncertdin. Such expectations are
superimposed with beliefs. There are few instances where the trainer encounters
such expectations.

TRIVIALISATION: Often in avoiding the pitfalls of probabilistic knowledge the
trainer falls into the trap of trivialising relationships or findi gs. In this,
the trap is laid with a question relating to a prObabilistic judgm t. "Are
multiple choice exam questions better than short answer exam questi ns?" A
trainer finds a 'trivial' position when he unequivocally says 'Yes, multiple
choice questions are better'. He knows quite well that the real An ger (if
there is such a thing) is more complex, but.how does he give a simp e answer to

-such a question without trivialising the concept? The real problem ies with
the Iluestion and the expectations of the questioner. No client shou d expect a
simple answer, however in reality they often seem to do, so some cli nts''
expectations are characterised in a response I Five heard more than ce
"Come on, all I want to know is which.is better, not the pros and cons of the
argument ..."

Another aspect of this problem relates to the general way reseachers and
experts' communicate with each other. There is often a shorthand form of
communication which is characterised by technical terms that represent very
complex ideas (some'call this jargon!) For example, the distinction between
paradigm, model and archetype are often confused. The real distinctions are
clear according to 'experts' At least (see Black, 1962). This.situation -has
arisen in staff.deve/opment when talking about a 'paradigm' of teaching, I have
used the term 'model' inappropriately, but more conveniently, as using paradigm
would have needed a complex definition; whereas 'model' had an apparent
implicit and explicit denotation.

APPROPRIATENESS: Sometimes the trainer has to give reasons for something or
argue a case, for example, continuous assessment. An internal barrier exists in
using inappropriate knowledge. Some knowledge is culture specific, some 'context
specific; when it comes to choosing explanations for aftions or making
recommendations a trainer must select appropriate knowledge. For examgle,
research on assessment and assessment methods relate to many different
circumstances other than university teaching. Knowledge about marking schemes
for essays based on public exams (e.g. High School Certificate) may not be
appropriate to term essays.
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A Job Description for the Staff Development Trainer

The trainer is in a marginal role; he" is eclectic in his choice of work, has

enthusiasm and drive, and is flexible in his approach. Such and individual may

41- seem difficult to tie down, but it is possible if one describes his work in

terms of the roles he plays. Such a job description can be distinguished from

a model in that a model needs to explain and predict actions, processes, etc.,

whereas a job description attempts to separate out the various elements and

identify: "The purpose, scope, duties and responsibilities of a job" (Johannson

41
& Page, 1975). The trainer can be seen as encompassing the sub-roles of

organiser, teacher, researcher, facilitator, counsellor,and consultant. The

trainer is acting as a strategist in his role as organiser; he is a tactician

in his adoption of the other sub-roles (teacher, research etc.).

,ORGANISER: As an organiser the trainer has to cope with the day bY day

organisation of staff development. In many instances this role may be delegated,

particularly with regard to simple clerical-work. In larger organisations,

delegation of simple decision-making occurs, for example, details regarding dates

for courses, general outlines of work undertaken, meetings, etc. Organisation

would seem to be the least personally rewarding role, but one' that links together

the other sub-roles. In:that sense, it is strategic rather than tactical. As an

organiser, the trainer is concerned with formal courses and system engineering.

RESEARCHER: Instances where the trainer is solving general;problems concerned

with training or development or where he is attempting to establish relationships

between teaching variables can be roughly classified as 'research'. This

scholarship' has two maim functions. Firstly; it establishes and maintains the

scholarly credibility of the trainer in his university. Whether this is

desirable or not is of little importance, as the trainer must work in a real

situation where expectations of what is important or who is important have to be

encountered. In universities scholarship is prized and half a lecturer's time is'

normally allocated to such work. In order that the trainer be 'pares inter

pares' he must take part in the 'academic market place'. )Such activities not

only enhance his perceived status, but probably bring hip closer to his

colleagues in terms of shared experiences and may build a bridge between like-

minded individuals. Secondly it permits the trainer to solve problems associated

with his work. Self-confrontation and the use of systematic observation feedback

instruments in Aberdeen came into this category. In his sub-role as researcher,

the trainer may find himself either carrying out research-based studies or

providing new data for consultancies.

TEACHER: Early attempts at providing staff training emphasised the teaching role.

Indeed the provision of training in most universities is dominated by the formal

course (e.g. Initial Teaching Course). Teaching'in formal courses is a basic

aspect of the trainer's work and a role that usually emphasisesrmaintaining the

status quo'. It may therefore be contrasted with an 'innovative' role which

the trainer subsumes in consultancy, research or system engineering. The main

characteristic of formal courses is that the trainer can arrange the content and

the outcome of the teaching. If one takes Glaser's distinction between training

and education, then the teaching function can be characterised as having fairly

clear objectives which the trainer determines and sets apt to minimise individual

differences (Glaser, 1965). Such teaching, according A Glaser, should be called

'training'; i.e. training has specific objectives and sets out to minimise

differences. The Annual Teaching Methods Course as a whole has specific

objectives, as do each individual objectives session. However, .the trainer's

aims are being constantly modified by,the needs, expectatlons and responses of

trainees. 53



In distinguishing staff training from other foims of training (induptrial,
military or sports) the key feature is the specificity of objectives. In
industry, clear behaviour objectives can be written for many training problems.
The same is true in the military context. In staff development work such
specificity is seldom reached, objectives are nevertheless determined by the
trainer.

The roles of facilitation, counselling and consultancy overlap to a greater
degree than the previous three. However, to clarify the job description, they
are separated.

FACILITATOR: The concept of facilitating activities is closely associated with
Carl Rogers (e.g. Rogers; 1969) i.e. helping learners to achieve goals. Among
the characteristics that Rogers considers important in facilitating learning are:

a) helping elicit and clarify goals

b) organising resources for learning

c) using the facilitator himself as a resource

d) becoming a member of the learning group

e), being alert to emotional and attitudinal feelings

f) recognising and accepting the limitations of the facilitator.

He suggests that several characteristics are counter-facilitating:

a) a 'phoney' approach to teaching

b) an overeagerness for the achievement of goals

c) the facilitator being more concerned with his own problems.

Patterson (1973) suggests that the facilitator structures, listens, accepts,
understands and responds.

"The,facilitator is not a leader in the usual
.sense of the word. But his role and function
may be defined quite like that of anumanistic
teacher who .is attempting to make pbssible
self-initiated learning, explanation and the
achievement of personal meaning"
(Patterson, 1973).

Rogers and Patterson's characteristics for the facilitator are too broad for the
staff development trainer as they are primarily intended to operate in humanistic
education and encounter groups. Nevertheless the concept of facilitation is
important. Some of Rogers' ideas are more properly sAbsumed under counselling
(e.g. being alert to emotional and attitudinal feelings; see below) or f

,consultancy (the trainer using himself as a resource; see below). In

facilitating staff development, the trainer is not a leader "in the usual sense
of the word".(Patterson, 1973), more, using the less precise term, a 'catalyst'.
That is, providing a guiding hand to help clients achieve their goals. The
trainer as a facilitator can elicit and clarify goals; however the goals are
not his, but his clignt's. In ttlis role the trainer is operating in the area
called 'Consultancies' as oppoPed to, for example, providing formal courses. A
consultancy is made up of different phases and the trainer may adopt different
roles. However, the role of facilitating staff development is the most
impOrtant.
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.COUNSELLOR: The distinction between counselling and facilitating in staff
development is largely the difference between a one-to-one situation and a group

situation. In his counselling role the trainer is normally working with one

client; in his facilitating role a group or a department. There are of course

other differences. The main 'one of these being the focus on personal problems,
as opposed-to more general teaching or 'educational' problems.

A trainer shifts into his counselling role when he detectg an emotional tension
in a consultancy. Take, for example, the situation where a lecturer'enquiries
about the design of a student evaluation form. The role which the trainer tends

to adopt is that of consultancy. However, there have been occasions where the
design of the questionnaire has been a 'platform ticket', in that the lecturer
is more concerned about some tension that exists in his teaching. The

explanation and possible resolution of this tension leads the trainer into a

counselling role.

A clarification should be made at this point about the use of the term
counselling. There are major debates in counselling literature with regard to
the authority of the counsellor; in staff development, authority is absent in
the trainer's counselling role. Again the term is frequently used synonymously
with psychotherapy. There are major differences between the trainer's counselling
role and psychotherapy. Counselling is the way the-trainer helps a client; the

help is psychological and derives from the nature of the staff development
relationship between the two. There is no attempt to extend staff development
counselling into clinical counselling. The limits of the counselling are the
tensions related to teaching. Where such tensions have wider implications, the
trainer has to refer to more specialised agencies.

CONSULTANT: The term consultant is difficult to pin down. Many authors use

synonyms or related terms; for example, expert, advisor, change agent, change
therapist, problem-solver and catalyst, to mean 'consultant' (see Bolam, 1975;

Hoyle, 1970). Unfortunately, authors use the term in a generic sense to include
many sub-roles. For example, Juarez (1969) subsumes: analyst, advisor,
advocate, system linker, organisational linker, technical innovator, educator
and leadership trainer. McAleese (1978c),subsumes: organiser, teacher, resource -

person, evaluator and facilitator. The sta4f development trainer when subsuming

the role of consultant is an expert resource person. That is, he is someone who

has a professional command of a field of knowledge and who will identify
alternative strategies and suggest priorities. He is responsive to the needs of

hls clients in providing information. The trainer may have to help define
objectives and to identify probleMs but as a consultant he is distinguishable
from the facilitator in his giving of advice. Lucio and McNeil (1962) come close
to a description of the consultancy role when they say:

"A consultant is an instructional specialist
assigned to promote the improvement of teaching
and the curriculum by advising with teachers ...
and others. He is especially concerned with the
discovery and use of instructional aidg, materials,
teaching,guides, methods of teaching and resource
units. .He has little or no authority for decision -
making".
(my emphasis)

Consultancy in staff development can mean answering questions, providing
references, designing questionnaires or writing reports. The distinction

between the role of consultant and consultancies is the distinction between a
role the trainer plays, and a generic term to describe a variety of activities.
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A Framework for Understanding the Staff Development Trainer

From the above job description it is possible to'suggest a framework that links

together the various sub-roles of the trainer's job. Figure 1 gives an

illustrative account of one part of stch a framework. The staff devefopment

trainer has six intersecting sub-roles. When teaching,,he has common elements

with organising, facilitating and researching. That is, the roles are not

homogeneoUs but have degrees oroverlap with related sub-roles. Likewise, some

sub-roles have little communality. As a counsellor the trainer has common

elements with facilitating the counselling. Figure 1 indicates not only the

degree of overlap between sub-roles, but suggests the relative importance of the

various sub-roles in the job description. The size of the circles reflects the

relative importance of each of the sub-roles to the overall job description.

The sub-roles decrease in their relative importance as follows: facilitator,

organiser, consultant, teacher, researcher and counsellor. In other words, the

trainer will find that he subsumes the sub-role of facilitator more often than

that of organiser, and so on.

Figure 2 shows schematically a further aspect of the framework, the relationship

between the trainer's sub-roles and the type of work undertaken. If one

considers the type of work undertaken then it is possible to identify the

contribution of the vatious sub-roles.

Formal Courses: Mostly teaching and organising, with minor contributions from
coungelling and facilitating. In some cases, particularly in discussion, the

trainer is a consultant or expert in his field. Only researching is not

included.

Research Based Studies: Concentrated on researching.

Consultancies: The trainer is principally a facilitator, with the role of

consultant next in order of importance. Researching and counselling are

included in about equal proportions.

System Engineering: Mainly a facifitative role with organising and consultancy

contributing to same extent. The 'political' side of system engineering is

split between organising and facilitating.

In each area of the trainer's woik there is a degree ofrole shift:- that is,

the trainer subsuming different roles at different points in his work. He may

start as a consultant and finish as a'counsellor. If one examines Figure 2 one

can see that in terms of the variety of roles adopted, formal courses require

most role shift followed by consultancies, system engineering and research-based

studies. As was suggested above, the trainer adopts role shift due to external

pressure (political, etc.); role shift cih itself cause internal tensions in

the trainer. That is, tension due to uncertainty as to the selection of the

'most appropriate role; tension due to dissonance between the client's

expectations and the trainer's tactics. There are inherent tensions between_

the trainer's sub-roles themselves. The principal tension is between the role

of facilitator (non-direct support) and organiser (interventionist); that is,

the degree of intervention (see Figure 3). Two other tensions occur to a lesser

extent. Between consulting and researching there is a .process-product tension.

In consultancies the trainer is concerned with maximising the gains in the

processes of the work; in researching he is goal directed towards finding OUL

some relationship or achieving a product. Finally a tension exists between his

counselling role and his teaching role. As a counsellor he is subject or topic-

free, while with teaching he is concerned to help his staff know more about some

topic or some aspect of teaching (i.e. content).
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The framework presented hirre may be used to describe the staff development
trainer as an adaptive interventionist. (see also McAleese, 1978a) Such a
trainer will spend most of,his time in consultancy work with formal courses,
research-based studies and system engineering following in that order. In

formal courses he is most adaptive, and in general he finds that his piincipal
sub-role is that of a facilitator. This framework is not a model. It merely
illustrates the way in which the adaptive trainer meets his work, and the way
he shifts his tactics depending on a complex set'of variables.

Conclusion

The characterisation in this paper has been that of the staff development

trainer. The analysis is as pertinent to a Centre or a Unit; whatever it may

be called;. We all have to answer the question "Where do you stand with regard
to intervention?" Are we a stamp of institutional approval, with our locus in
the status quo of the institution, or, are we located at the periphery of
conservatism - in a radical position. Wherever we find ourselves, the -

circumstances thaf_brought us there are complex. Some we can control', some we

cannot. An awareness of the situation must be a necessary condition for our
survival.
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Figure 1: Sub-Roles Adopted by the Adaptive InterventiOnist
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Learning in general practice-
the Newcastle experience

A.L.A. Reid
University of Newcastle

The paper proposes answers to the questions:

1. Why should students work in general practice?
2. What are the broad aims of such an attachment?
3. What specific objectives are to be achieved?

The paper goes on to describe a new approach to learning In general practice, substituting an active, critical involvement on the part of
students for the more usual passive observer role.

After a brief overview of the organisation of the practice attachment the paper describes a session for a student In general practice in the
second year of the course. Working Paper XV of the Faculty of Medicine details the aims and specific objectives for student learning in
general practice. Reference Is made in this Paper to a selection of these objectives illustrating how they may be used to focus the
student's attention on the process of the general practice consultation.

Comment is made on the training of general practitioner supervisors, assessment of stUdents, and evaluation of the attachment.

The paper describes the educational philosophy of a new medical school,

outlines the ways in which that philosophy has been derived and implemented,

and takes as an example the approach to learning in general practice, tradition-

ally a rather ill-defined experience, using a carefully defined set of educational

objectives. Finally, it describes the process of assessment and evaluation of

that "Field Work" experience.

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

The Medical School at Newcastle does not offer courses of lectures.

Indeed, it does not provide any discrete course of study, and students do not

undertake set laboratory exercises. There is no division between the sciences

basic to medicine and the clinical disciplines. Both are totally integrated

throughout the 5 year course through learning in order to solve and manage

problems of individual patients and groups_in the population.

Newcastle, the first provincial medical school in Australia, has adopted

an analytic; systematic approach to plant4ng, implemntation, assessment and

evaluation of undergraduate education. Individual and small group work is

emphasised as a part of this policy to create graduates who are efficient

at problem.solving and can assume full responsibility for their own further

education.

C.Y
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0EG,PRAPHICAL LOCATION

Newcastle is a medium sized industrial city with a well defined surrounding
rural region and a total population of about 420,000. The Hunter Region, as
it is called, represents Australia in iicrocosm from the lioint of view of
population characteristics (occupatiOr;s, product, requirements, facilities, etc).
This makes the area.particularly suitable for studies in: community medicine,
one of the reasons for the choice of this area for- a neW medical school by
the Australian Universities Commission. ProfessoryMaddison was appointed as
Dean of the new Faculty in May 1974.,

DEFINITION OF AIMS

Before deciding on the educational strategies tb be adopted, it was
necessary to define as accurately as possible the c aracteristics which would
be desirable in a new medical graduate. As the fi st graduates would qualify
in 1983, they would have to be provided with_an educational background
suitable for the practice/ of medicine well into the 21st century:

These characteristi s were defined at Newcastle in a series of programme
objectives which express clearly, though in general terms what the graduate
is expected to be able o-do at the end of his undergraduate course. These
objectives number forty-five in all: a selected few will form the subject of
a later part of this paper.

The programme objectives are listed under the following headings:-
I.

Objectives related to: (1) the student'S own learning

(2) scientifie method and procedure

(3) clinical diagnosis, investigation and
management

(4) attitudes and perSonal characteristics

(5) community medicine

\ (6) the Doctor/Patient relationship

As with the other1 policy decisions of the Faculty, these objectives
were drafted by the Dea and discussed, altered and finally ratified by a
consultative committee.\ This consisted of medical academics as they joined
the Faculty, non-medical' academics, the Regional Director of Health, and
senior members of the medical profession practising in the region. Finally,
these objectives were published as a viorking paper of the Faculty (1976)1 -
there are now fifteen of these working papers outlining the policies of the
Faculty.

\,

1

In setting out a serieS of detailed programme objectives due acknowledge-
mentwas made of the traditional pessimistic view that such exercises are very
time'consuming (as indeed th' y were) and only produce a series of bland
generalisations with which e eryone agrees. The Faculty chose, however, to
adopt the philosophy crystalii.ed by Simpson (1972)2 that "a detailed, realistic
and behavioural statement of isbjectives is needed if we are to be able to
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have any reasonable expectation that our courses are going to have the effects

on our students that we want them to".

We do not yet know the end result, but it can be firmly stated that, at

this stage, two and a half years after their formulation the objectives continue

to be central to the development of the course.

EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES

Having defined, as meticulously as possible the end result, and bearing
in mind the exponential rate of growth of medical knowledge, it became obvious

that tilt_ education of students should concentrate as much on the process of

learning as on the content. Facts which are learned will become outdated;
the student must learn how to acquire new facts and competences to adapt to

changing needs and circumstances.

The process of medical diagnosis is now recognised as a true problem solv-

ing exercise; it is almost exclusively hypothetico-deductive in operation.
The word 'now' is used to emphasise that this was not formerly recognised.

Traditional medical education stressed an approach which closely resembled
the inductive, although physicians quickly reject this approach in actual

practice.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that medicine should be concentrating

its attention on prevention of disease and the promotion of health. In this

context todays's medical students should learn to think about the health of

communities and groups of people, as well as about individuals.

It was with these thoughts in mind that the following programme objectives

were developed:-

At the conclusion of his undergraduate course the stueent will:

1. Have demonstrated his ability and his willingness to achieve
and maintain responsibility for his own learning and for the
continuing evaluation of his own performance as a physician

2. Have demonstrated his ability to adopt a problem solving approach

3. Have demonstrated his ability to assess the structure and
functioning of companity health services in relation to the
needs of individuals or specific groups

4. Have demonstrated his ability and willingness to apply scientific
principles to the study of the behaviour of individuals, groups

and institutions

5. Have demonstrated his awareness of the importance of the practice
of medicine in both community and hospital settings

These are but a sample of the programme objectives which form dhe

foundation for the Faculty's analytic and systematicapproach to planning.
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IMPLEMENTATION

The Faculty has developed a course where the relevant basic and clinical
sciences are studied in order to solve and manage either patient centred
clinical problems, or problens of groups in the population. Clinical pioblems
are presented from the first term of the first year. They are studied in
groups of eight with a non-specialist group tutor. Through the exploration of
these problems the students identify the knowledge, understanding and skills
they require in order to solve and manage them. Each problem is structured
round a set of educational objectives and deals with matters ranging from the
molecular nature of disease to its effects at a community level with, of course,
varying emphasis depending on the nature of the problem. The problems and
their underlying causes, for example chest pain and ischaemic coronary artery
disease, are selected for their frequency in the population, their seriousness
and their preventability.

This group study of clinical problems not only provides the basis for the
learning of the sciences relevant to medicine, but also provides students with
active participation in the process of problem solving and in group dynamics.

In parallel with this probletn solving strand, students study and practice
'Professional Skills'. These are the comprehensive set of skills necessary
for the practice of medicine and include interviewing and examination of patients,
counselling, critical appraisal of scientific papers and design of experiments.

While the study of these skills is initially based at the University and
at the teaching hospitals, one programme objective requires students to be able
to determine the type of medical care that is most appropriate to the immediate
needs of the patient, at home, at work, in a general practice, a health centre
'or a hospital.

It is thuS necessary to give students experience of the practice of
medicine in a variety of settings, including general prdetice. It is particul-
arly important to do this at a relatively early stage of their career before
they become set in the ways of hospital specialist medicine. Attachment to
general practitioners is therefore commenced at the beginning of the second
year of the five,year course.

ANALYSIS OF GENERALIPRACTICE

To ensure maximum benefit from the educational experience it was necessary
to attempt to define the ohjectivesThf such an attachment. These objectives
have been evolved from an analysis of general practice experience and are
detailed in Working Paper XV (1978)3 of the Faculty which answers the questions:-

1. Why should students learn in general practice?

2. What are the broad aims of such an attachment?

3. What specific objectives are to be achieved?

4. How can students be helped towards these objectives?

5. How will we know whether they have achieved the objectives?

The rationale which underpins the attachment of students to general
practice has already been touched upon in relation to the Programme Objectives.
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THE BROAD AIMS OF THE ATTACHMENT are:-

1. Students should become familiar with the range of delivery of

health care. By starting with patients in the primary health
care situation, students can learn to assess whether their

needs are best met there or in some alternative setting, for
example a hospital.

2. The student will learn to appreCiate those features which .

make the general vactice situation unique. Here patients

often present with problems which are undifferentiated: ill

defined either by their nature or by the fact that they have

not yet developed. Many other conditions are seen almost
exclusively in general practice and rarely in a teaching

hospital.

.3. To give the student an opportunity to practice his interviewing
and examination skills on patients selected for him and to
present his findings to the general practitioner. This allow's

the student to operate in a more private situation than in a
hospital, and the practitioner, from his own knowledge of the
patient, may draw attention to aspects of the patient's
problem which might not emerge in a hospital setting.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

As a result of his learning in general practice the student should be

able to demonstrate certain competences, which, although not the exclusive
province of the general practitioner, are exemplified in special ways in

general practice.

The competences relate to:-

1. The selection of appropriate health care

2. Treating the patient as a whole person

3. Efficient problem solving

4. Referral for special investigations or specialist management,
or to allied health professionals

5. Recognising and managing specified common conditions

6. Prescribing drugs and other forms of conservatiVe treatment

7. Critical examination of medical records

8. Continuing education and self evaluation

Under each of these headings are developed a list of specific objectives

which state not only what the student is expected to demonstrate but how he is

to do this, for example, in relation to referral for investigation, the student

must demonstrate that it is important to make a critical selection of invest-

igations which will be helpful to the patient, non-invasive where possible,

and cost effective. In order to do this the student will list and critically
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evaluate investigations ordered and be able to find out and 'sum up the costs
involved.

Before going on to consider this in more detail, it is necessary to
describe the situation in which the student is involved in general practice,
the amount of time he has there, and how he spends-that time.

TIME SPENT BY THE STUDENT IN GENERAL iRACTICE

This paper is concerned with the second year of the course. During
the three university terms of that year, each student spends one halb-day
session once a fornight with his general practitioner supervisor. In all,
-therefore, he can be expected to attend for a maximum of twelve to fourteen
sessions in his second year.

During a session ehe student will interview and examine a patient whom
the doctor has pre-selected for him. This patient should suffer from a condition
which the student has studied as one of his 'working proidems'. This sounds,
and at times is, difficult to organise, but with fore-thought on the part of'
the supervisor it can usually be arranged. For example, if a patient visits
regularly for supervision of hypertension it may be quite easy to ask the
patient to come,sa little early for the next appointment and to arrange this
for a time when a student is present.

For the remainder of the three hours which he spends with the practice,
the student will sit in on consultations and analyse the process he sees.
He will,,in addition, be called by other members of the practice to see
conditions which occur frequently in general practice and rarely in hospital -
a patient with measles for example. He will also talk with the other members
of the staff and perhaps with the local pharmacist, but his major task'is the
analysis of the consultative process. It is here that the specific objectives
of attachment come to the fore.

THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

In a traditional attachment, a student may sit and observe what is going
on in the consulting room and learn very little. ,What he does learn depends
upon his own motivation and on the doctor's willingness to teach. In this
situation, neither party may really know exactly why the student is there,
except that it is obviously a "good thing", so that even the teaching may be
wide of the mark.

As a contrast to this the student at Newcastle has to analyse what is
going on, noteit, and act upon it. The general practitioner will probably not
have to do any 'teaching' whatsoever except perhaps to explain why he took the
action he did. His most difficult task is to avoid the type of teaching to
which he is himself accustomed, and to adopt a socratic discourse approach
returning question with question and thereby encouraging the student to observe,
think and deduce for himself.

An example may clarify this:-
,

.A 48 year-old high school master comes to see his doctor about his
indigestion: it emerges that a friend of his recently had'similar symptoms
and was found to have cancer of the stomach.
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The doctor has treated the man for several years and remembers that he

As inclined to react to stress by the development of psycho-somatiè symptoms.

His records show that he had identical symptoms to the presebt ones this time

last year (associated with school examinations). The patient had forgotten

this. Last year's symptoms had responded to simple reassurance and treatment.

After examination and consideration of the issues inyolved, doctor and patient

agree to apply the same remedies again and let adlittle time go by with the

assurance of investigation of the symptoms should things not settle down.

This brief sketch of A mundane consultation cannot, of course, expand

on all the issues involved. The unsensitized student might well dismiss the

incident s another-example of a neurotic wasting the doctor's time. .

An examination of the process with a set of objectiveg transforms the

consultation. Using a single sheet of paper which lists the objectives as a

reference, the student will see that Ws patient exemplifies several issues

on which to comment. Thus the student should be able to demonstrate an

appreciation that (for example):

1. In this case the general practitioner was the most appropriate

person for the patient to consult first. He should be able to

list alternative sources of primary care with their accompanying

advantages and disadvantages

2. Personal knowledge of the patient was crucial to the outcome

3. It is frequently safe and appropriate to make use of time as

a diagnostic tool

4. Psychological and social factors played an important part in

the production of this patient's symptoms

5. It is important to-phow consideration of the patient as a

thinking, feeling person by involving him in discussions

regarding management and being open to change of plan in

the light of the patient's feelings. In this case open
acknowledgement of the anxiety about cancer and a careful

evaluation of the symptoms led to a solution comfortable to

the patient

Having read all these issues into the consultation it is to be hoped

that when his time comes the student-become-doctor will not dismiss his patient

as neurotic with a script for tranquillizers, a request for a Barium X-ray and

if, as expected that is normal, a referral of the by now highly anxious patient

to a consultant physician, and perhaps even a psychiatrist! An absurd extra-

polation? Perhaps: but it must happen not infrequently and account for a

substantial proportion of the costs of health care.

Having seen this case, and a number of others during his session, the

student may elect as his 'task' which will constitute part of his assessment,

to:

"Discuss three or more cases in which the general practitioner's

personal knowledge of the patient has helped to clarify the

patient's problems and to assist in working out with the patient

their appropriate management".
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ASSESSMENT

There are some thirty-two specified objectives and a similar number of,
tasks which the student must perform in relation to these. Each task seeks
to draw upon experiences derived from a number of consultatiOns. In writing
up a task the criteria for success are that the report should express its
message clearly and concisely, in two hundred words or leis. In order to
ensure that the cases are not all made up (though even that might have some
educational value) the superVisor is asked to initial these tasks and also
the student's notes on patients he has examined.

Informal, formative assessment of these processes will take place
frequently between student and supervisor. .Assessment will take place in the
middle of the second rum of.the year. The two parttime Academics responsible
for this general practice attachment will require four satisfactory 'task'
summaiies and four case notes at this stage and eight of each by the middle
of the third term.. Assessment in this, as in other assessments it Newcastle,
is criterion based and graded as either satisfactory or not satisfactory. In
the event of a non-satisfactory performance, opportunities will be given for
remedial work; but continued failure would be taken anto account in considering
a student's progression through the course.

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF GENERAL PRACTITfONERS AS SUPERVISORS

The innual intake of medical students at Newcastle is sixty-four.
The requirement is thus a minimum of thirty-two general practitioners with
practices suitable for students. The position of supervisor carries no
financial reward and no academic title; -it involves extra work and planning
and the possibility of damage to the practice caused by patients' reluctance
to have students present at consultations. All the maiTy interested general
practitioners in the area were interviewed by the two part-time 'Fellows in
Community Medicine' who are themselves general practitioners part-time. In
addition, a comprehensive handbook was written explaining exactly what was
required of supervisors.. This was reinforced by two evening training sessions
which dealt partly with the mechanical details of the attachment, and partly
with expectations, and anxieties concerned with the attachment both from the
supervisors' 'and the students' viewpoint. The educational purpose of the
attachments and the methods to be used were reviewed and discussed. These
sessions were very well attended: indeed, the general enthusiasm for the
attachment is uniformly high.

These tpitial contacts will be supplemented by encouraging the students
to discuss problems with supervisors and by continuing close contact with
the Faculty. The processes of evaluation will ensure further contact.

It would be naive to suggest that all supervisors are ideal role models
who, as a result of their training by the Faculty, are good non-directive fac-
ilitators of student learning. The students, however, are accustomed to

self-directed learning which has been fostered by their problem solving
training. At this early stage of his career a student is still at heart a
patient, a consumer of medical services. Our students are sometimes critical
of consultations which they see both in hospital and in general practice.
They are encouraged to put themselves in the patient's position and, if they
were unhappy about a consultation, to ask themselves why this was so.
0



EVALUATION
;

, Newcastle lays great stress on the evaluation of the educapional process.
Indeed the Faculty possesses as one significant portion of its structure a
'Division of Medical Education and PrograMme Evaluation and students are
expected to participate in a constructive appraisal of Iheir'educational
experiences as arAssential part of their education towards the ability to
adapt to, and participate in change;

Evaluation of the general practice experience addresses itself to the
questions:-

1. Is the practical organisation working as it was intended?

2. Can the arrangements be improved?

Answers to these questions are sought by means of informal and formal
contact with both students and supervisors during the attachment, by use of
a log book in which all incidents relating to the attachment are recorded,
and by questionnaires.

3. Did the attachment work out in the way we expected?

3.1 Was there any conflict with the broad aims of the Faculty?

3.2 Is learning in general practice coherent with other learning
in the Faculty?

3.3 Did the arrangements bake the best possible use of the
facilities available?

3.4 To what extent have students progressed towards the attain-
ment of the objectives?

3.5 Has the choice of supervisors facilitated, enhanced or
prevented the attainment of the objectives?

3.6 Do the objectives and designated tasks facilitate learning?

4. What have the students learned in general practice that they
could not have learned as well, or better, elsewhere in the
course. Do they consider it a worthwhile part of their studies?

Answers to these questions will again be derived from the sources already
mentioned. In addition a video-tape will portray a consultation which might be
in either a hospital or a general practice setting. Students will'be asked to
identify the setting and to list the observations on which they have based
their selection.

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS

Although the criteria differ slightly from question to question, a
satisfactory'reaction to the attachment by 80-90% of the students is required

for the scheme to be deemed successful.
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INtEGRATION WITH THE REST OF THE UNDERGRADUATE COURSE AT NEWCASTLE

It has been emphasised that there ii close integration between the problem
solving aspects of the medical course and the practice of professional skills
both in hospital and in general practice. Another strand of the course was

touched upon in relation to the Programme Objectives: this relates to the

study of the problems of groups.

A group may be defined as the inhabitants of it geographically defined area,

or asa number of people with a similar occupation, or with a common problem;

the aged for example. As a sub-strand of this 'Group Medicine' activity,
students are called upon to study a family over the course of two and a half

terms. This family attachment is organised and facilitated through general
practitioners who introduce the student to a family with a member who has

some chronic medical problem.

The development of Group Medicine at Newcastle forms the subject of the

paper which follows.

CONCLUSION

This paper is conceived and delivered in the context of a session

devoted to Field Work. The experience of a student in a general practice
is closely analogous to other forms of field work. Attachments to general

practice, in common with many other types of experiential learning, have
tended to,be haphazard. The present programme is designed to provide the
student with clear guidelines as to what he is expected to achieve, what
he can do to achieve it, and how to assess his achievement.

This approach is consistant with true scientific field work: the

geologist looking for minerals is more likely to succeed by a careful study
of the terrain and identification of the strata likely to be productive,
than is a casual hiker picking up rocks. It is to be hoped that the medical
student, similarly armed with an analytical approach, will be enabled to
unearih that which is of value in the general practice consultation, and that
this study of process as well as content will be of lifelong value.
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Field experienee in community medicine -
Development at Newcastle

Andrew Hill
University of Newcastle

This paper d scribes the establishment of an innovative course In Community Medicine which deals with the delivery of health care to
groups of pe pie in the community, In contrast to the more traditional understanding of Community Medicine as the care of the
individual In he community (General Practice). Field experience is central to the educational process of this course and student learning
is focused aro nd an active involvement In meeting some of the health and social needs of communities in Newcastle.

The paper goes on to discuss methods of assessment. student reaction to the course, and proposals for field experience In the health care
of groups other than geographic communities. In the second year of the curriculum, this will be concerned primarily with workers as a
group (occupatIonalt health) and the needs of families of the chronically disabled.

In ihe previous paper, Dr. Reid outlined the essential components of
the Newcastle curriculum and the methods by which'students achieve the levels
of competence expected of a newly graduated doctor. The educational strategies
involved in this currimlum focus from the outset on the practical application
of knowledge rather than its acquisition as an end in itself, and the learning
of medical information takes place in the context of solving problems presented
by patients. To this end students are interviewing patients and learning the
skills of hittory taking from the third term of their first year, a stage
which students in ottker medical faculties do not normally reach until late ip
their course.

Learning the skills of those aspects of medical practice which are per-
formed outside a hospital_setting also takes place in real life contexts
rather than classroom situations, and field experience in this aspect of the
eurriculum occupies a significant proportion of student time. Dr. Reid has
discussed the educational process as it affects one aspect of Community Medicine,
that of general practice, which may be defined as the delivery of health care
to individuals in the community. In this paper I will focus on the educational
issues arising from another aspect of community medicine, the delivery of health
care to population groups.

INDIVIDUAL MEDICINE AND GROUP MEDICINE

Of the forty-five Programme Objectives that outline the competences
expected of a graduate from the Newcastle Faculty, thirteen are listed under
the heading of community medicine. This number represents a sizeable proportion
of the skills that a graduating doctor will have acquired after five years work
and reflects a commitment by the Faculty to the development of a more community

oriented medical training. Dr. Reid has already noted three,of these objectives:
a mention of others will indicate some of the competences expected of a

Newcastle graduate. For example, at the conclusion of his undergraduate course
the student will:
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1. have demonstrated his understanding ofithe importance
of environmental factors in the causation-and maintenance
of illness, and in its response to treatment.

2. have demonstrated a positive, consistent and informed
attitude towards the prevention of illness and the
maintenance of health, at both individual and population

levels.

3. have demonstrated his awareness that major changes in
individual and community health are likely to depend as
much or more on change in the behaviour of people as on
the manipulation of the physical environment.

4. have demonstrated that he has the necessary knowledge to
make an effective contribution to the identification and
solution of community health pfoblems and to evaluate the

results of his intervention.

These broader aspects of medicine have an entirely different focus
from that of most medical practice: rather than dealing with individual patients,
this branch of medicine is concerned with population groups. In an early state-
ment of its programme of "Learning Objectives for Undergraduate Medical
Education", the Faculty distinguished between these two branches of medicine
as individuaZ medicine and group medicine (Working Paper XIV). In that working

paper Individual Medicine is defined as:

"The delivery of health care to an individual and his immediate

family or associates. It Includes all those aspects of medimine
where an individual patient can be identified and presents to the
doctor, even though the individual can be characterised as a

member of a defined group".

Most present day medical practice concentrates on individual patients

in a wide variety of settings such as general practice, specialist practice

and hospitals. Concern with the health care of groups however is the focus

of other branched of medicine; preventiv6 medicine, epidemiology and

occupational health. This second type of medical Practice., known as Group

Medicine, is defined as:

"The health care for a community or group in situations where
the care of a single individual is not the primary consideration.

A significant.number of,health problems can only be resolved

through the organisation of appropriate resources and the develop-

ment of community-wide preventive strategies. This broader view

of the practice of medicine will contribute in the preparation of

future doctors to adapt to change and to participate in change.

The distinction between these two types of medical practice is not

merely pedantic. There are important practical' reasons for emphasising the

existence of a perspective in medicine that is concerned with the needs of

population groups rather than the needs of individuals. To quote the working

paper again:

"The demand for health care already exceeds the financial ability

of even the world's wealthiest nations to satisfy it. It is likely

that demand will continue to outstrip the supply of'resources;

rational decisions abOut the most needy areas for deployment of
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these scarce resources cannot'be made at the level of
indiVidual medicine, which is still the most overwhelming
preoccupation ot contemporary medical education".

The skills required for the practice of these two types of medicihe
differ and separate sets of objectives were developed to define the necessary
competences expected of a Newcastle graduate. The objectives for individual
medicine outline the basic skills required for the diagnosis and management
of the medical problems of individuals. The objectives for groilp medicine
outline skills that are concerned with the major aspects of delivery of
health care to population groups. There are five major aspects of group
medicine detailed in these objectives:0 identifying needs for health care,
identifying health care resources, meeting needs for health care/reducing
the need for health care, and assessing process and outcome of health care

(evaluation).

GROUP MEDICINE IN THE CURRICULUM

Individual medicine forms the major, part of the curqculum. Students

work through medical problems presented by simulated clinical patients at the
rate of approximately one per week, in sequences o-ganised around the major
bodily systems. Student learning ce4tres around the analysis of a problem
presented by a patient on a videotape, with additional details of the case
described on paper. There is continual'emphasis on students learning within

* the context of a real life problem.

Simulating the health problems of population groups within a classroom
situation is an unsatisfactory method of developing student competences in this

field. Student learning in group medicine therefore takes place in real life

contexts. Throughout the curriculum, there are bpportunities for stuaents to
participate in projects which expose them to a variety of population groups and
their specific health needs. These groups are defined in terms of the charac-
teristics which the members of the group have in common, such as age, sex,
ethnic group background, occupation or geographic location. In each case
students are required to analyse those aspects of life-style and environment
specific to a particular group which determine their health status and needs;
to identify resources available for meeting.those needs, to identify strategies
for reducing health care needs; and to evaluate the process of health care

that particular group. For the early part of the curriculum
students undertake group Medicine in parallel with.but separate from their
individual medicine activities. In later years these two strands will be

integrated as .far as possible.

The first group medicine activity takes place in the context Of geo-
graphiC communities. There are a number bt reasons f.or this choice. Although
modern communities lack the social cohesion foghd in traditional villages the
members of a geographic community nevertheless share-a living space, fdcilities,
and services. The locality is also an index of socioeconomid status and there
is a considerable literature describing the inequalities of health status
between class and status groups in western society. Those higher on the status
scale tend to have better health, greater chance of living to retiring age, and
better access to health care facilit4es (see e.g. Powlps 1977). , Tudor-Hart
expressed these inequalities in the 'inverse care law': "the availability of
good medica' care tends to vary inversely with the need of the population served"

(Tudor-Hart 1971). We endeavoured to expose students to these inequalities in
health care by allocating them to a range of communities in Newcastle that
typified the class and status differences within Australian society.
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EMENTATION IN TERM 1 1978

The first student intake to the Faculty took place in 1978. Group

medicine in that year was highly experimental for all concerned, as there
was no precedent in Australian medical education for the activities which

ensued. Coe and Pepper's description of the Community Medicine programme at
the University of St. Louis which significantly parallels that of Newcastle,
did not become available until the end of 1978 (Coe and Pepper 1978).. For
staff and students the experience was very novel.

The aim of the first year of group medicine was to give students an
overview of the cycle of health care delivery to population groups, ranging
from the identification of group health needs through to the evaluation of
Strategies aimed at meeting those needs. Each group of eight students was
allocated to one Newcastle community. The eight communities selected for
student activity displayed some diversity: one new, and two older middle-class
areas; two inner city working class localities; one suburb comprised pre-
dominantly of housing commission dwellings; one older inner city community
that was rapidly becoming renovated and social mobile; and a subutb witA a
long tradition as a mining community.

The task of students in first term was to analyse the structure And
function of the community with a view to identifying significant health needs.
The analysis was presented at the end of term in a joint report and a presenta-
tion to the entire student body. Students were expected to work in pairs in
researching one particular aspect of the goup's task,' but the reports of the
four pairs of students were added together to form a coherent joint report.

The objectives for term 1 1978 indicate the work required pf,the students.
They were as follows:,

When presented with a locality (such as a post code area) the student
will, in,combination with another student, prepare a joint, report
accurately describing the first of the following items in any one of
the remaining:

a) a problem list of some of the basic health needs of the
community perceived by several people interviewed by the
student.

b) the basic demographic structure of the community, using
readily available census data, bearing on the above basic
health needs of the community.

c) the main institutions available for health care of thai
community and the needs which they currently set out to
meet.

d) the major social'and economic features of the community
which have a bearing upon health.needs.

e) examination of the ways which might be used to prevent the
health problems either by community-Action or by individual
a'ction, weighing up the pros and cons oE each approach in

an elementarST way.
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Data available to students included census material, information gathered
by private research bodies and academic research work on particular communities.
Students also contacted the health care facilities in the communities including
both professional and voluntary agencies. Most groups undertook small surveys
in order to determine residents' perception of their health needs. Students
were time-tabled to spend three hours per week on group medicine, with as much
time again usually involved in further research.

The reports presented at the end of term 1 varied considerably in quality,
but overall diSplayed a sophistication which was surprising considering the youth of the
students. The high standard was partly explained,by the presence within nearly
all the groups of at least ve older student who had some background in a relevant,
field such as social work, nursing or psychology. With the exception of one
group, all the reports satisfied the objectives. The students were weakeSt:in
their analysis of health problems, tending to list the opinions of health.pro-
fessionals or a few community residents without any detailed analysis. The
analysis of community health needs .however, is complex and demanding and some-
thing which many full-time community health practitioners have yet to achieve.

4

CO I ITY ACTION I TERNS 2 AND 3

Student acti ies in terms 2-and 3 developed from their identification
of significant health is within each locality under study. The students
were required to fully docum nt the particular health problem in their locality,

---and-to_plan, implement and e aluate a limited strategy of community action to
meet this need-.---Two of the_ c mmunities studied in term 1 were found to-be la
ing in any overt health issue at could be easily identified in the

favailable.x The two groups alloc d to these communities were then rans erred
at the beginning of the second term to.two of the inner city class
localities which were studied-by stu ents in term 1. These v o groups continued
to work separately from the group whi h preceded them i community, but
were able to make use of the first te i reports.

A.brief outline will demonstrate the w ge in $he activities par-
formed by the students in terms 2 and 3. Two student groups working indepena-
ently in an inner city locality established discussion groups for women. One
of these groups attempted to raise the participants' awareness of health issues
pertinent to women by instituting classes and discussion on contraception,
gynaecological problens and sex education generally. The other group focused
on the suburbs primary school and established a mothers' group concerned with
parenting problems: they invited speakers including a dentist, paediatrician
and a G.P., to lead discussion with _the mothers on problems they were having
with theiechildren.

Groups working in the two communities with significant numbers of
----housing commission dwellings were also Successful in their activities. One

group established a playgroup far isolated young mothers living in a large
housing commission complex of flats. Many of these women were unaware of
other mothers in the same situation prior to'the establishment of the play-
group. The students identified the lack of contact between young mothers
With Similar needs for support and recreation outside the confined areas of
the housing commission dwellings. During term 3 a successful programme was
implemented that brought these women together and established thestructure of-

.

a playgroup organisation. The group continued to thrive after the students'
withdrawal at the end of the third term. The nutrition of primary school
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children became the focus for the other group working in a suburb with a

large number of Housing Commission tenants: working with the school's

canteen committee, the group developed a programme for improving the

childrens' nutritional intake by eliminating foods with low nutritional

'value from the school tuckshop. In both instances the students were

successful in a limited piece of community action that had significant

preventive health value.

The other four groups were less obviously successful in their efforts.

One group working in an old established cotmunity identified the isolation

of many old people as a significant health issue. The influx of many younger

people into the areashad disrupted the traditional social networks which had

'
provided support and care for the aged residents. The students attempted to

implement a 'job swap' scheme whereby residents exchanged services without

monetary gain in-order to stimulate;contact between community residents. The

scheme got off to a tentative start.but floundered after'students withdrew at

the end of term 3. Another group of students became involved with an aged

peoples' group within a church organisation in an attempt to stimulate

independence among the groUps' members. -There were some small succesqes in

this direction, but little could be shown to have changed following the

students' withdrawal.

Youth unemployment became a significant issue for another group but

their attempt at increasing the awareness of local G.P.'s and health pro-

---fessionals of the likely health problems of the unemployed met with some

resistance, The final project,to be mentioned was,perhaps the most ambitious:

a student group working in an inner city industrial locality were concerned

about the lack of organisation to focus the involvement of residents in their

ity. In common with communities bf a similar social composition, there

s=an nability of residents to collectively influence decision making and

the dist uti n of resources, including those of health care, in the community.

The students ex: -. various strategies for setting up such an organisation,

and in the process pr.duced same excellent reports discussing community struc-

.ture and the relevanc of various community development strategtas. Their work

had reached the point o dentifying a small group of people willing to be

involved and of a number o community issues around which such involvement

could be organised, when t e year ended and their activities had yet to bear

fruit.

Students were assesse on a joint repoit presented at the end of each

term. The report analysed e issue on which thestudents were working, and

outlined their participati. in the strategy devised to meet that need. Some

-/ of these reports were major .ocuments of over fifty pages in length, although

the average length was close to twenty-five pages. The reports were assessed

by tutors of groups other an their own. Student performance was judged on

the quality of analysis o their project and the reasons for its success or

failure. No group was jud ed unsatisfactory simply because its project had

been unsuccessful. In eac term there were two groups whose efforts were not

judged to be satisfactory and in both cases the students were required,to

revise their reports and present them again.

EVALUATION BY STUDENTS

Papers describing novative courses in higher education frequettly

make a point of eiphas ing the positive reaction by students. Unfortunately,
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I cannot report such reaction by Newcastle medical students to their group
medicine activities. Circumstances did not permit a rigorous evaluation in
the first year of operation of the course, but it would be less than honest
to deny student dissatisfaction and difficulty with this strand of their

curriculum. In attempting to understand this reaction by students however
a number of educational issues are raised that are pertinent to any consider-

ation of field exerience.

Student feeling about the course varied widely, and individuals changed
their views during the year but there was an-overall lack of enthusiasm com-
pared with other,curriculum activities. There were of course students who
responded positively throughout the year but they were in the minority. Most
students went through ups and downs as they tried to come to grips with what
turned out to bg a very complex unit of study,.and even more so when they
attempted to implement the strategy to resolve a community health problem.

The nadir of student reaction was undoubtedly the end of term 2 and the

beginning of term 3. By that time issues had been identified and students were
attempting to implement strategies of action. They soon found that attempts
at changing long established patterns of behaviour invariably meet with resist-

ance and inertia. The-early enthusiasm of many students for social action was
gradually dissipated by .the inevitable frustration caused by community apathy.
Professional community workers deVelop an immunity to frustration that could

not be expected in the students. Expressions of dissatisfaction were frequent

and widespread.

411,

The end of term 3 saw a distinct improvement ih student response to
group medicine. By then the strains of action were over and a more balanced

view was possible. At the final group medicine review session of the year,
there was considerable opposition to our proposal to alter the 1979 course to
accommodate the changes which had seemed necessary following their earlier

response. The students then expressed the view that although the work had been
difficult, skills had been acquired which could not haye been learned in any

other way! In an evaluation conducted at the end of term 3, students rated
group medicine in term 3 as one of the most positive aspects of the whole year's

work.

The balanced view was expressed in a comment contained in a course review.
published in the student orientation handbook written by 1978 students for those

entering the Faculty in 1979;

"Student reactions to group medicine were so varied that I am
reluctant to tackle this area of the course. It would be fair

to say that this was the most traumatic area of effort spent
for most students. Th@ need to work ag a group towards commonly
decided goals can be side-stepped in any strand of your course but

this one. I feel the diversity of projects finally preaented by
the different groups in 1978 does credit to the students but a lot
of difficulty had to be overcome before the final report on the

final day. I am sure you will run into students with nothing
positive to say for group medicine but you will also meet students
who found it one of the most rewarding tasks of the year".

8 5
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AMBIGUITY AND ROLE MODELS

There are a number of possible reaeons for the students' negative
reaction to group medicine, and a prime one relates to the very nature of
field experience. A significant reason for instituting field experience
within professional training is to prepare students for the ambiguities of
real life in which their professional practice will take place. Learning
in the field is More effective in this regard than learning in the class-
room, which can never adequately simulate the complexities of everyday lide.
The experience of ambiguity is therefore a necessary preparation for the
frustrations inherent in the practice of group medicine. Professional
community health workers for example regard frustration as an occupational
hazard; a limited experience of frustration is necessary for students
learning the art if they are to be adequately trained.

These difficulties are particularly pertinent to medical students.
The ambiguities of field experience are heightened when *contrasted with the
apparent certainties of individual medicine. The exact structure and function
of the body stands in,marked contrast to the variability of human behaviour.
Many students have an image of doctoring ag the application of an exact
scientific knowledge to,the problems of individual patients, a situation in
which they are very much in command: The delivery of health care to population
groups in the context of social and political uncettainty is therefore likely
to rank poorly in their priorities.

This view is reinforced by the role model provided by most medical
practitioners, which presents the doctor as a practitioner of individual
medicine. Most students perceive the prime goal of their training tá be a
qualification in individual medicine, and therefore perceive skills in group
medicine as less central to their training. Three of the tutors in the 1978
group medicine course were medical practitioners, with backgrounds in epidemi-
ology, internal medicine and medical administration, but who lacked experience
in direct community action. The o,ther tutors were eithef social scientists or
social workers whose lack of a medical background may have contributed to
student perception of the course as less relevant to their needs. The absence
of role models in group medicine is a significant factor in student reaCtion;
a reaction that is likely to persist until the health care of groups achieves
greater status and prominence in medical practice.

OBjECTIONS,TO OBJECTIVES

A prime difficulty identified by students concerned the specificity of
objectives. Some students expressed the view that their task'in the community
was ill defined. They believed the responsibility of identifying a health
issue and attempting its resolution was too great a burden. They would have
preferred a greater degree of structure in the exercise, including a definition
by the Faculty of specific problems with which they could work.

As Dr. Reid demonstrated in the previous paper, objectives have a
significant effect in determining student activity in a field experience. In

the general practice setting, objectives transform the witnessing of a con-:
sultation from a passive observation into an active learning,process. The

general prac'tice situation however only involves'three people, and the activities
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which take place there are reasonably predictable.

Thousands of people are involved in the life of communities and the
activities of such large numbers of people are by no means predictable. It

is not possible to predict with any precision .the details of social life that
will be encountered by eight students entering a community. The broad issues

of likely relevance are available.from demographic statistics: for example
paediatric problems are likely to be a prime health problem in a new housing
estate containing a high proportion of young married couples. However the

preci§e details of issues and appropriate strategies can only be ascertained
from a detailed study. Any advanced study of this kind to pave the way for
student activity would short-circuit a very important aspect of a student's

own learning process. More specific objectives would also have restricted the
students' activities to a narrow range.

.
The objectives for term 2 are a case in point. Students were asked to

demonstrate in a report that they had:

a) identified a significant health problem in their locality
for further study and described it accurately.

b) identified and clearly described in a scientific manner
reasons for the problem, including-those which are routed
in the structure and function of the community.

c) correctly applied to theoritical bases for various forms
of community action to resolve or reduce this health
problem.

d) identified the practical possibilities and :limitations of
implementing such courses of community action for the
resolution of the health problem.

e) identified further resources required to implement such a

programme.

given documentary evidence that the group has gone some
distance towards implementati6n oT a plan to resolve the

problem if this is appropriate.

Two examples of student' activity will illustrate the diversity of work
which was judged to indicate,satisfactory achievement of these objectives.
Mention has already been made of the grouPin a locality where the lack of

community organisation was an issue. Their wcirk- involved a sophisticated

conceptualisation of community processes and considered such broad issues
as power, urban planning and community decision making. All these issues

were dealt with in the context of considerations of the distribution of
community resources, includini those of health care. Their focus was thus on

community-wide processes. 4

At the other extreme was the work of the student group on the nutrition

of primary school children. Their successful campaign to improve the nutritional

qualify of food sold in.the school tuckshop was concerned purely with school,

except in dealing with educational authorities located outside the community
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in the Regional office. The focus of their action was considerably narrower
in community terms than that of the first project, as they dealt with a
specific issue within a single community institution. The first group was
concerned in contrast with broader issues that involved all community insti-

tutions.

The scope of each of these two projects is markedly different, yet both
, demonstrated an achievement of the objectives. In both instances students°

identified a need and went some distance towards meeting.that need. The

difference between these two projects indicates the range of activities open
to students if objectives are defined in a flexible manner. A more rigid
definition of objectives by the Faculty would have hampered the problem-
solving process conducted by the students.

The experiences of term 1 in 1979 have already demonstrated this point.
In an attempt to accommodate some of the student dissatisfaction;with the
previous year we included specific suggestions of community health issues in
the objectives for the 1979 student cohort. Six of the groups were allocated
to the same communities in which students worked in 1978; two groups are

breaking new ground in other localities. Most students therefore are able to
draw on the work done by the preceding students. We suggested chronic,disa-.
bility ana problems of the aged as two community health issues for students to
assess in terms of unmet needs in their communities. The two issues are
writfen into the objectives for term 1 of 1979 has suggested points of focus
for analysis.

It is already apparent however that for most groups other issues have

come to-the fore. Only one group has focused on meeting the needs of the
chronically disabled in a community context, while the others have already
become involved in.different issuesj including community health education,
the heeds of,single parent families, and aboriginal health. The conclusion
we draw from this diversity of projects is that a certain.degree of flexi-

bility is necessary in the construction and interpretation of objectives
for field experience in Community Medicine.

GROUP MEDICINE IN LATER YEARS

Geographic communities are but one of a number of groups to be con-
sidered in the context of health care delivery, and the students will
encounter the health needs of others throughout the five year course.
Although group medicine activities will be integrated in later years with
those of individual medicine, there is one additional activity which students
undertake separately. This is an attachment to a family over the period of

ohe year.

Knowledge of the role of the family in the etiology, management, and
rehabilitation of illness is included in the Programme of Objectives as
competence expected of a graduate of the Faculty. The definition of individual
medicine includes within its provInce the family of an individual patient, but
the emphasis in this definition is on the family in relation to the sick indi-

vidual. Consideration of the family as a unit demands a conceptualisation of
the family as a group: the principles governing the structure and function of
the family viewed as a system are of a similar order to those governing the
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structure and function of other human groups. A learning experience in

relation to family factors in illness is therefore considered to fall within

the orbit of group medicine.

To add a medical focus to this attachment, families are selected which

contain a member suffering from a chronic disability. The chronftally disabled

are a gtoup whose continuing management needs are receiving incretsiLg attention

from the medical profession, as evidenced by-the 'Creation of Chairs in Rehabili-.

tation Medicine in a'nuMber of Australian faculties. To view the management of

a chronic illness in the context of the whole family is to add a new dimension

to its study. In the second year of the course these two areas of group medicine

are combined in a single activity.

Students are allocated to a family from the practice of the G.P. with

whom they have been placed. The families contain a member suffering from a

cheonic illness such as asthma or diabetes; or a chronic physical disability

'such as paraplegia or an amputation. We discourage the selection of any

families in which there is a terminal illness or an overt behavioural pathology

such.as alcoholism.

There are three general objectives for the family attachment. The first

is concerned with the family's internal dynamics and examines the effect of

the chronic problem on the family's roles and decision making. The second

objective examines the family's resources within the community and assesses

the extent to which these resources help them cope with the problem. The third

objective requires the students to analyse ele factors determining the family's

response to commuaication on health matters.

Students will spend on average two or three ,hours per fortnight with the

family in their own home. It is likely that some of the more capable students

will become in effect additional members of the family, while the less Capable

are likely to function merely as observers. As 1979,is the first year of the

family attachment, we have only just begun the exercise. At the point of

writing, students are stIll lining up their contacts with- the families. Pre-

liminary feedback from students is favourable: this may be interpreted as

suggesting that for medical students, a family is a more manageable unit of

study than is the complex structure of a whole community.

CONCLUSION

In this paper I, have described the first year of an innovative course
in Community Medicine that emphasises field experience as an educational

strategy. I Suggested that student reactions to this couKse were attributable
to both the difficulties of'community action and to ,the ambiguities inherent

in the nature of field experience. Objectives in this course provide a frame-

work for student learning but an excessive rigidity in their construction and

interpretation may diminish the educational value that field experience

uniquely provides.

Our approach is new and innovative, but ultimately we hope to achieve

a balance between student satisfaction and the necessary demands of a training

in group medicine. Only then are we likely to achieve the Faculty's aim of

8 9
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producing medical practitioners who are responsive to the communities
'they serve.

.
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Student responie to continuous assessment,
examination format, and peer marking

John Coulson
Queensland Institute of Technology

A mixed group of seventy-nine full-time and Part-time students studying for Associate Diplomas in Clinical Laboratory Techniques,
Health Surveying and Applied Biology, was studied.

They were brought together o study a core course In Microbiology. Since the students from the various groups clearly Identify their
future roles in the work-force as different, the relevance of the core course material was seen differently by them. The alms of the
teaching strategy were; to stimulate students to study regularly, to increase interest In the subject and, by Improving their understan-
ding, to improve their overall examination performance.

To help realise these alms the programme was designed so that examinations were conducted every two weeks. The papers were a
mixture of multiple choice questions, short answers and some practical work. The students were Involved in peer marking under the
supervision and guidance of staff. The academic performance of students was assessed on a numerical scale and their attitudes to the
examination wstem were assessed using a questionnaire with provisions for free comment.

INTRODUCTION

The course on which this investigation was carried out is a basic course

in Microbiology dealing with the growth of microorganisms, methods of

controlling their growth, their relationship to human disease and an

introduction to immunity. The course was designed to cater for students
in the second semester of a four semester programme at Associate Diploma

level. The minimum entry standard was a T:E. score of 741 compared to a
minimum T.E. score of 810 for students in a degree programme.

The course was meant for Health Surveying Students (HS) and Students of

Clinical Laboratory Techniques, (CLT).

The course in microbiology ran foi fifteen weeks.and consisted of one

lecture and three hours of practical per week.

After studying the core course, the clinical laboratory techniques students

proceed to more advancecPcourses in laboratory techniques fitting them for

laboratory work. The health surveying students On the other hand, proceed
with more theoretical subjects for which the core course prevides a basis.

Naturally the students from these different courses view their future

roles, and the subjects studied, from different points of view.

vd\
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE IP TO THE INVESTIGATION

The course started with relatively small numbers of students but grew
rapidly. The type and mix of students is shown in Table I.

TABLE I
THE CHANGES IN TYPE AND MIX OF STUDENTS IN THE COURSE

MICROBIOLOGY II

YEAR

SEMESTER
AUTUMN, SPRING
PT FT PT

1975

,

- HS13) -

1976 HS(6) HSU].)
CLT(13)

1977 HS(5)
CLT(1)

HS(11)
CLT(24)

1978

..-

,

-

-

.

11S(22) HS(7)
CLT(31) CLT(9)
AB - ID (9)

HS = Health Surveying Students
CLT = Clinical Laboratory Techniques. Students
AB = Applied Biology Students

( ) = Student Numbers
FT = Full Time
PT = Part Time

ASSESSMENT METHODS

Initially three intrasemester tests of twenty minutes duration and reqtiring
short written answers were used. These were spaced about one month -
apart. A final two hour paper of four essay questions rounded off the
examinations. This method worked well for two semesters where'only health
surveying students were taught. In the third semester a mixed group of health
surveyors and clinical laboratory technicians did not perform so well. The
increased class size and a change in attitude apparently had an effect on
performance. Both groups felt that the work was biased towards the interests
of the other group. In the next semester Autumn '1977 the group consisted of five
part-time health,surveyors and one CLT student who was repeating the subject.
The same Format was used as before except that students helped to mark the
intrasem6ster short-answer tests. The tests were marked in class and

.

valyable discussions resulted. All of the students passed the examination
at first attempted.

The Spring Semester of l977,brought 24(CLT) and ll(HS) students into the course.
In an attempt to detect potentially failing students and encourage regular study
habits, the teaching approach was modified.

The examination format was changed. Multiple choice questions were
introduced as well as short answers, essays were dropped. Mixed 'theoretical
and practical problems were presented and the students helped to mark the
multiple choice questions. This practice again generated useful tutorial
sessions.
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The student performance gauged on pas$ing the examinations at first
attempted without supplementary examinations, .was only slightly

improved. They still found difficulty in application and problem solving

exercises. Answers to short questions were still poorly an$wered.

THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING THE TEACHING STRATEGY

0
The aims of the revised teaching strategy were; to stimulate the student

to study regularly, to'increase interest in the subject and by improving

their understanding and to improve thtAr overall examination performance.

To help realise these aims examinations were conducted every two weeks.

The papers were a mixture of multiple choice 9uestions, short answers

and some practical work. Six examinations worth 157. each and a final one

worth 10% helped to reduce the apparent stress of each examination. The

practical time for this subject was reduced from three to two hours per

week. In addition to this the practiO1 work load in the two hours was
reduced to allow more time for discussiln of results and student
involvement in marking the papers.

z

lb

Papers were marked under the supervision of demonstrators. The nature

of the practical work necessitated a ratio of staff to students of 1:8.

this enabled small group tutorials to be developed spontaneously ddring
marking sessions. Student involvement in the marking process and
immediate,feedback w/th discussion of answers helped the learning process.'
Two other factors had an important bearing upon the success of the programme.

One was that practical classes for full-time HS ana\CLT students were

'conducted separately. The more mature and highly motivated mixed
part-time-groups worked well together although they were allocated different

areas to work in as opposed to being mixed on the same bench. The other

factsx was that students of similar academiC ability were grouped together
m 0

.to work as a team. Their-ability was judged on their performance in the

introductory microbiology course. Thia allowed a more even pace of work

to develop within an ability group.

The gradual building of.confidence of:students,in themselves encouraged

,them to greater efforts. A number became frustrated enough in their early
lack of improvement to seek advice on study methods. Others realised

that greater effort was required on,.heir part and made that effort after
r

the first few tests.

The academic performance of students was assessed on a numerical,scale finally

expressed as a percentage. Scores for individual tests were,two or,three
times their final valte e.g. 30 questions worth one mark each were Set then

scored out of 15.

This procedure tended to reduce the emphasis placed on'one right or wrong

answer and allowed a more thorough coverage of the subject matter.

STUDENT RESPONSE TO THE TEACHING AND EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

In order to obtain formal feedback from students they were presented with

the questionnaire,Table II which was filled in anonymously before the

final part of the assessment.
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TABLE II

Question

ENEMY
I prefer assessment tO be ....

(a) mainly by a single final
exam

(b) imidway and at the end 17-

(c) every two weeks 80

(d) monthly 3

ReaSons for prefering fortnightly exams

Response

It encouraged regular study
Material Qas learned and retained easier
Positive-regtlar feedback allowed students to gauge
effort and performance.

TYPE

I would rather answer...

(a) Multiple choice 14

(b) Essays

(c) Short answers 11

(d) Mixed, a and c 75

Preference for mixed questions

Allows student to display specific knowledge
Essays marked more subjectively
MCQ's helps to jog memory
Essays moire often a test of expression as opposed-to
knowledge.

WEIGHTINGS

I think the weightings for the examinations....

(a) is good 34

(b) about rigtit 54

(c) bad 4

(d) should be more at the end 8

COMMENTS ON WEIGHTINGS
1

Allows recovery if one test done badly
Relieves stress and prevents cramming at end of semester

,Equal emphasis on all sections of work.
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IN GENERAL

The Exam questiOns were

(a) too easy

(b) too hard

(c) challenging

(d) irrelevant

Further Comment:

.!

Questions

TABLE II (CONTINUED)

I did not receive enough information about
my mistakes and misunderstanding...

This type of assessment made me work harder ...

The style of this type of examination helped me to
.understand the whole subject more thoroughly

jThis type of assessment was fair ...

;Too much time was spent in examining and not
enough in gettingjnformation to the student .

This type of assessment helped me to improve
f my study skills and habits ...

Do you think that the stress association with this

% Response

3

10

84

3

TRUE- FALSE

28 72

77 23

87/ 13

87 13,

12 88

56 44

styleNof assessment compared to other
styles of assessment was:-

greater than 21

less than 50

the same as 26

don't kriCm 3

In general I enjoyed the course
TRUE FALSE17
87 13

Please give any further informatibn which you believe might be useful. This
may include good and/or 03ad points aboutithe course and assessment.

In conclusion the expectations of lecturer and students .igere realised. The:
changes instituted were -accepted by Ole students the c allenges accepted
and the pass rate was high 94.8%, the avetage mark bei g 60%.

The course in 1978 was a success largely due to the ;blerance, patience and
cooperation of my colleagues and, not least of all, fhe students.

/ 9 5
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An educational model for assessment
of student competence in medicine

j0

ii

Grahame Feleui Grat.arn oiditz
University of Newcastle Unive t Queensland

two-stag* process for the assessmertt of students' competence at the end of ach academic term has boon Introduced for medical
undergraduates In their first year at The University of Newcastle, N.S.W. IThe first assessment, held In the week following the end of the 4
kerning phase for a term, enables Students: to demonstrate their Competence on Pre-Stated learning oblectIves) to review their peers'
Performance and the nature of acceptable (model) answers for each item In thelr written assessment; to examine their own scripts with
their group tutor; and to receive diagnostic advice and academic guidance to Plan their remedial studies if neCestary. T he latter activity
is vital for students Judged 'not-competent' at that stage, since they jre given an opportunity to demonstrate their skills in a second
assessment held nearer the end of term.

Student evaluation of the assessment programmes after the first year of introduction has been Invaluable in helpidg to make the system
a viable process as an integral aspect of the Faculty's educational philosophy.

INTRODUCTION: What is different about this Faculty's Education Programme?

The new Medical Faculty at The University of Newcastle, N.S.W. has
introduced an innovative undergraduate programme, designed to avoid certain
inadequadies of contemporary medical education. One feature of the Newcastle
programme is that its curriculum is structured by a series of clinical patient-

prob1ems. Course-work'is based on problem-solving (e.g. middle-aged man,
complaining of chestr pain) and in Xhis paradigm, students encounter all
aspects of medical social or financial iMportance for each problem-type. A.

second feature is the total integration of the curriculum across academic and

clinicalatrands. Knowledge and skills traditionally held as pre-clinical
science (i.e.'biochemistry, psychiology, anatomy, etc.) are presented only in

thecontext of each patient-problem. Students are presented with clinical
problems in their first year and this process extends throughout their five-

year programme. Both of these features promote meaningful learning, and the

_Curriculum has little in ..:ommon with the traditional pre-clinical/clinical

sequence of medical education. A more comprehensive statement of these, and

other educational features is given in the Faculty Working Papers (FWP),

.especially number VI. /
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How does the assessment programme tie in with these features?

The Faculty regards examinations (i.e. seudent agsessment) as an integral
aspect of its eduPational programme. In one sense, tnis approach de-emphasises
their traditional role as a formal 'certification of competence' only. In .

another sense, it emphasis the remedial role ofexaminations. A comprehensive
programme of assessment should also kovide studtnts with timely and specific

, diagnostic feedback on their performance. The iPecific principles outlined
for the Faculty's'assessment programme are that it shoUld:

(i) provide students with opportunities to demonstrate application of-
knowledge, attitudes or skills where appropriate, ..and not just the
recall of information;

.

(ii) test for problem-solying and patient-management as the most
important applications, besides the use of the underlying sciences
in justifying decisions for action;

(iii) allow students' who can complete learning tasks earlier to proceed
with elective studies (to follow their own interests, and promote
independent learning), but at the same time

(iv) allow the other students more time and guidance to achieve
competence without the problem of intervening (new) learning tasks;

(v) provide rapid knOwrethe of results, with an emphasis on diagnostic
information to Allow Students to monitor their own progress and 411W
plan remedial studies;-

(vi) be an open system, where standards are known, and where the
required levels of competence are stated beforehand;

(vii) encourage assessment of their own and their riEers' performance as
a means toward their own further education, through observation,
didarimination and dtcision-making;

C.

(viii) encourage students to evaluate carefully this and other aspects
of the educational programme, towards their future skills in
adapting to, as.well as fostering change responsibly.

Most of these principles represent radical departures from traditional
university practice, hut they were incorporated. Ante) the actual programme
that was instituted for the assessment of students' clinical problem-solving
near the end of Term 3 (i.e. end of Year 1). Table 1 indicates the time-
tabling'of.events related to that assessment which took place two weeks before
the end of the terM.. Problem-based learning fOr Term 3 centred around two
five-week Blocks - one,related to fiVe gastrointestinal patient problems, and
the other to five renal and urinary tract patient problems.

f
The assessment programme for Term 3 involved a two-ttage process, in line

with the FaCulty's philosophy that the first summative (or Tcrm) assessment
should initially provide students with an opportunity to demonstrate their
skills, devoid of as much 'fear of examinations' as possible. It should also
allow the Faculty to make academic judgements of the students' competence in,
problem-solving. Students whose written performance was.judged not-competent
at this first assessment were able to use the procedures set down in Table 1
to help them plan towards achieving and demonstrating the mandatory levels of
skill at a second summative assessment, conducted nearer the end of that term.
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How was the assessment programme conducted?

Student competence in problem-solving and patient-management was assessed
by a separate paper'(Section) for tach of the two Blocks studied in-Term 3.
In both Sections each patient-problem was explored using the Modified Essay
Question (MEQ) technique (see Hodgkin and Knox, 1975). This uses a sequential
presentation of items, some of which involve practical skills such.as
interpreting x-rays, microscopic sections and videotaped segments of behaviour
as they related to the given problems. This technique needs careful develop-
ment (onethe part of staff in its construction, and students in the method of
completing it). All items must be attempted; in a strict sequence; and
without students being allowed to preview pew items or review/change previous
answers. .Nlost of these difficulties can be overcome (see Figure 1), and
student feedback indicates a reasonable acceptanceof this assessment
instrument.

What aspects of the programme provide remediation?

The Review session for clinical problem-solving in Term 3 (see Table 1)
served a dual purpose. Firstly it provided_an open forum for students and
Facility staff to discuss systematically the items included in each Section and
their-respective model answers, together with relevant issues from the
students' educational experience during the term. Not only did this approach
serve to make the criteria open to student scrutiny, but it also underlined
the need fof students to examine external criteria critically before using them
to interpret the work of a peer. Thus, the'second purpose was to offer a form
of peer review where each student wag asked to judge anothei- student'S script
(anonymously) in relation to the model answers. Two consecutive two-hour
sessions were scheduled in'a lecture theatre for reviewing each Section in turn.

' Almost all students and the appropriate staff (i.e: group tutors, assessors for
each Block - including general practitioners, specialists and academics)

attended the Session. An independent faculty member acted as chairman of the
sessions. When the scripts had been distributed amongst the students, the-model
answers for eath MEQ item were presented.in turn using overhead projection
transparencies, and"students were encouraged by the chairman to raise any queries
they could not'resolve in relation to the.script they were marking. Questions
or suggestions on additional or alternative answers were referred to the panel
of assessors seated-at the fron of the theatre. The assessors would decide to
admit or reiect such suggested hmendments. Where a test item appeared to,be .
ambiguous, the assessors reserved the right to delete the questions from their
final judgement ofstudent performance. Students were required to judge each

. item as either Satisfactory (S) or Not Satisfactory (NS) on the basis of the
criterion-gresented with-its model answer, _If_they_could.not make a confident
decision for any item, they were asked to mark (D) for a doubtful-response.
These judgements (S, NS; or D on each item) were then transferred,to the summary
mark'sheet attached to the back of that Section, and all scripts were

, recollected and.passed on to the appropriate assessors for that Block.

In the Checking sessions for each Section the assessors validated-the
student-markers' judgements on each item and made recommendations on each
student's overall competence in problem-solving. The two checking sessions
were conducted simultaneously in adjacent rooms and required,all assessors to
attend within the nominated period - thus facilitating discussion and striving
for consensus in marking items originally judged doubtful (D). After they had
finished checking all scripts item by item, the panel of assessors for each
Block worked towards reaching P.,;:eement on which written performances clearly
demonstrated competence overall, and which ones definitely did not. After
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providing appropriate notes for recommended remedial studies, and which Faculty
_members should be consulted for that particular problem, the assessors then
'turned their attention to those students whose scores fell between these
distinct competence and non-competence limits. As the written performance of
these students-included a number of doubtful (1)) responses in relation to the
model answers,.they were each scheduled for an interview with two of the
assessors.

The Interview was designed to resolve 'any doubts on a student's competence
in specific items in the MEQs. This assumed that students might have mis-
interpreted the question(s), or expressed themselves poorly on paper in spite
of their knowledge or skill in relation to the specific objectives that had been
tested. In this 15 - 20 minutes session it was not intended to intimidate
students with a form of viva or re-examination. After each interview, the
assessors confeired before making a judgement of overall competence on clidical
probleM-solving in conjunction with the newly-resolved responses. They then
reviewed ail scripts, providing counselling advice or explanatory notes for
academic guidance on the summary mark sheet in preparation for students
reviewing their own scriptg, with their clinical problem-so ving group tutor.

The .Results Panel consisted of the Block Chairmen and jhe chairMan of the '--
Assessment committee. They met to review the assessors' ju41gements and
diagnostic comments on clinical problem-solving (Table 1). jThis group made
final decisions for each student as to whether"the written jerformance met the
expected standard, or whether he was,to be asked to sit fo the second test at

9 the end of term for one or both Blocks. Following this neting, each student
was then given a recommendation on his overall performa e together with a
J:shotocopy of his summary results sheet for each Section which contained more
.spedific, diagnostic details (see Pigure 2).

The Tutorial Review session was introduced in Term 3 to allow each group
oi eight students to: review their own examination scripts for both Sections;
identify and discuss individual problems within the group with the tutor;
identify and discuss group strengths and deficits in performance relatini to
specific aspects of the summative assessment programme; and identify and
discuss aspects of the MEQs which they felt clearly deserved attention for
future reference. Information on the utility of this session was sought in
separate one-page reports from each group's secretary and its tutor. A
subsequent meeting between group tutors and assessorg for Term 3 followed up
issues arising from these reports.

The acadgmic Counselling sessions for students with deficiencies in
performdnce identified on their scripts were governed by two considerations.
First, as an integral part of Faculty philosophy each student was ultimately

_ _
responsible for Ifs -6-wri-rea-rning-,-- so that -a measure of -seif--initiat vas-
required. Studentg for whom specific guidance was recommended had to make
their own appointments to see the appropriate Faculty members. ,Staff were
asked to make themselves available on the last day of assessment week for urgent
counselling --since the.second assessment was scheduled for a fortnight later.
This raised the.second consideration, namely that students needing most
guidance in planning their remedial studies deserved earliest attention.

The second assessment programme (referred to as 'reassessment' in
Figure 2) was streamlined in'relation to.the first assessment. It was designed
to allow students a second (and final for the term) opportunity to demonstrate
competence using MEQs. It took the same form as the first assessment, and was
of comparable size (i.e. item total) and difficulty. Model answers were
prepared in advance, but were not subjected to scrutiny in a student review
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session,.- Each script was examined by two assessors for the relevant Block, and
. a third and independent Faculty niember was consulted before a final decision
was made. Interviews were not used, but unsuccessful students were given :

extefisive counselling and academic guidance by the Chairmen of the relevant
Block(s).

The Student Progress Commietee of the Faculty considered the collated
assessment results for each student. Where-the Results Panel had recorded a
judgement A non-competence, the Committee would review any extenuating '

circumstances before entering FAIL in the student's academic record. All other
seudents would receive an ungraded PASS. The Faculty's philosophy enphasises
the need for collaboration, rather than competition among students. Honours for,
the degree are not decided until the final year of the course, when students
can be assessed for competence in actual clinical practice.

What do Faculty ahd Students think af the Programme?

While the general progratme of assessmenv,had been systematically-
developed over three terms, it also- depended heavily on constructive student
feedback and similar evaluationS by theFacuity (e.g. problem-solving group
tutors and assessors) for its rapid and relatively smooth introduction.
Information from students was gained through two'methods during the Programme
Evaluation session (see Table 1) in the first asseisment week. The first
method was a printed 7.7item) questionnaire, summarising the students',

_impressions of the first year, which dealt with several aspects of assegsment
in Terms 2 and 3._ Most students agreed that sumnative assessment was tied to
the objectives for that term, but that they would have understood the

assessment system better if there had been more 'trial' assessments available.
There was no clear indication of their feelings for improving ehe organisation
of the four-day programme for first assessment, and they strongly felt that
marking each other's scripts and-the Review sessions themselves weie valuable
learning experiences. However, those 17 students who received interviewing
and those-who received counselling in Term 2 because of their,unsatisfactory
performance at first assessment had mixed reactions to the validity of those
two processes. Unfortunately, no evaluation of reactions from the nine
students in,a similar position in Term 3 was possible at that stage.

Another encouraging feature was the students' increasing acceptance of
the Modified Essay Question for Assessing clinical problem-solving. AlthOugh
the students' greatest concerns were the aMbiguity in\questions relating to
model answers and their desired breadth"or specificity; many of the
admin4prative hazards in the case format and tithe-management had been
eliminated. Another serious concern raised by group tutors, as well as by
students during their Tutorial Review sessions, was the apparent discrepancy
beiWeen aisessors in mafking Ehe tate-it-at; -11Y-s-p-ite-of-requ1rtng-a1l assessors------

to be in the same room simultaneously foi the Checking sessions, ihis problem
was created by having'each.assessor mark complete student scripts rather than
one assessor marking a related set of items in all-scripts.. Such-an-alteration-
for future terms may eliminate this criticism and even reduce the time required
for the Checking process.

The second method was a nominal group process conducted in the lecture
theatre after students had completed the questionnaire (Colditz, 1978). It

...iddressed the strengths and weaknesses of the first year course, and the first
topic listed was summative assessment. Its positive features included:
examinations at tile end of each term (giving students an indication of their
competence); the Review session, which showed the examiners which questions
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wer e"ambiguous, h ighlighted students'.own inadeqgacies and involved the whole
class as well Els many members of the Faculty, and its timing soon after the
assessment; the Interviews, which gave 'students a chance to epress themselves
though-associated with some stress; the privaCy of results and the lack of
grading (howeverthe statement of results (via Figure 2) for the term helps them
know where they-stand); and the flexibility in the assesdment itself with regard

to additional time,for completion if requested.

The negative features mare listed as: inadequate definitton of the depth
and specificity required in answers to questions; the indecision Shown by the
panel of assessors in the Review session on some issues; student involvement
daring this session needed clearer guidelines and more time forloaking decisions
on each item; lack of practice in answering examination questions of the MEQ
format and-boor knowledgeorits virtues; and inconsistent requirements between
successive Blocks in assessment of cumulative ],earning.

-

The Faculty itself has had to come to terms with 4his novel and "open"
approach to assessment, so,contrary to previous experience with examinations.
Assessors have not found 44 easy to construct assessment instruments that test
for specific objectives and for problem solving. They have recognised the need
for validation of the model answers through consultationyith other colleagues,
and they have become more comfortable with making quick decisions'during the
Rev: ns. Certainly, the role of chairman during these sessions
represents a A. nrspecial challenge in conducting an open and productive forum
for educational rogress.

ezo

The overall im, -ession gained from 'the student evaluations and subsequent
discussions involving lroblem-solving grd'up tutors and assessors was that the
Faculty had developed ia working model of assessment which, although not without
its problems, was capabl, of providing students with accurate information about
their competence on the pie-stated learning objectives for that term as well as
giving the Faculty a'valid And reliable-process for making academic judgements.
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TABLE 1

.es.

,

TIMETABLE FOR FlItT ASSESSMENT - TERM 3; 1978..
(/

MORNING AFTERNOON.

Monday Section A (2 hrs) Seaion B (2 hrs)
,

Tuesday Review Session' for Sections Checking session for Sections

(students and staff) (staff only)

Wednesday Program Me Evaluation by : Interviews

students ,

Thursday Results Panel (Staff only) Tutorial Review session

Friday ,Counselling Counselling

FIGURE 1

AN EXAMPLE FROM ONE OF THE TWO EXAMINATIO4 SECTIONS

On the left-hand page appeared:

The case so far...

-Nout7p fth patie-nt of the afternoon is a 31 Year old

typist, Mrs..Bruce who has only recently returned to Newcastle

from -Sydney wi th -he husband, -after- two years away. They had

previously been patients of yours until October, 1976..

She complains that she has the "ilins again, Doctor,"

and, you ascertain that her diarrhoea hasbeem intermittent

for the past 4 weeks.
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I

New data... ,

As the interview proceeds, yoU discover that:

she has been prEviously healthy (in the two years in
'Sydriey)

the,diarrhoea consists'of three to five loose
of normal colour each day

there is no blood in the motipns

she has not.lost weight

motions

she suspects that her hilsband is being unfaithful

On the right-hand page appeered:

B-2 Explain how at leas; three'of these items help you to

distinguish between your hypotheses.

(5 mins)

(C. Time : 41 thins)

FIGURE 2

EXTRACT FROM OVERALL RESULT STATEMENT
AT FIRST ASSESSMENT

-The results of.your assessment are;

(i): entirely satisfactory

(ii) satisfactory, but some counselling will be helpful...

(iii) not entirelx_sItisfactory, go ahead with the mini-elective,
you will 'gibed counselling in depth and your electives
supervisor has been informed. Reassessment is required ...

7

(iv) not satisfactory, you may not proceed with the mini-elective,
you will need counselling in depth and your electives
supervisor has been informed. Reassessment,is retuired
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-The ailaption of FIAC to etialuation of
university teaching

Heinz-Otto Gralki
Freie Universitat Berlin

in this paper the app ation and adaptation of the system of verbal interaction& analysis according to Flandrs win be described. Based
on the experiences 'relation to university didactic advanced training and especially university didactic advisory guidance, the system
wgich has been developed IS appropriate for the analysis of winch structures in various types of classes. The results can be taken as a
starting point for didactic considerations and didactic changes and, thereby, they can be of important Sienificance in assisting the
attempts to improie university classes. '

...

The development of the observational categories specific to the university will be described and substantiated. The ionstructic)n of
different charakterlstiC values for classes will be illustrated and finally, the various forms of matrix analysis will be presented. Further-
more, it will be espialnisd how the model, by use of the r ISSibility of data pro.Cisssing, cm become a quidk feed-back instrument whiCh
can deliver to the person concerned the important findingS about his type of courses. ---.
In the frame of university didactic individual advisory guidance at the Free University, W.berlin, more than 70 clines of various types
and from dIfferent.departments were described and analyzed. In this contribution, Ins characteristic value for each specialized field as
well as the problems with which the utilizatron of the models am bound, will be given. It especially has to do with building a bridge
from a "strict" Procedure of evaluation to dealing With innovative didactic strategy.

.

1. Introduct ion

In this paper I will describe a modei of verbal interaction analysis -accordine
to FIAC. This model was developed to support a system of didactic consultation

and counseling, which was established 'in 1975 at the Free University / Berlin.
Normally it serves as a starting point for didactic discussions between the
faculty of .the university and the members of the "Arbeitsstelle Hochschuldi-
daktische Fortbildung und Beratung" who are responsible for continuing fa-,
culty education at the Free University.

First I will outline the structure of the' training i)ropramme for university fa-

culty, then I will point wit the possibilities of verbal interaction analysis

in optimizing teaching at the university level. After a discussion of some of
the details of this system of analysis I will conclude by giving two illustra

;

tions of our actual Afork.

2. A system of didactic consultation and counseling

From 1975 to 1979 a "Modellversuch" was run at the Free University wi h the

objective of_ devel oPing and. evnliintion a- eurricArlum for -tea:cher train ng in

higher education:9- The _teacher training system developed during this pro-
ject, has been adopted by the university and-is currently part of the uni-,
versity structure.

The reason for this "Modellversuch" was a very simpl-e one. Teachers in
higher education - normally in the C;erman system professors or assistents
form the only group of teachers who have- never had systematic training in
teaching. It is generally considered`, that a person, who has earned a uni- '

versity degree will 'automatically be able to teach.

A "Modellfersuch" is a research and development project which is limited in
time and which is supported 50% by government and 50% byrtuniversity funds .

'The members of tnis "Modellversuch" were B. Berendt , H. +4echt, H.-W. Hoe-
fert and the author of this paper.
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Several teseaichers aiscovered thlit this is not the case. The students in
particular comillain (about the quality of:teaching. The enormouS quota of
drop-opts in'our system of higher education of coutse not only due.to the
quality- of teachers - indicates that our universities, are having severe
problens in this acea. In one ofthe latest'studies more than 30% of the Au-

, ddhts-reported that they would nevet chooSe the same department if they'had
a second 'chance. (Krönig, 1979)

ffn the "Modellversuch" we-tried to construct a system of.learning whisch would
cover the main professional abilities desirable in a lecturer.,In the center'
of the Model we have three main,parts: "didactic rrkshops" "didactic courses".
and "didactic counseling". e

2-1. The didsctic workshop .
At this timeNjthe system pf didactivworkshops is made up of six parts.. Each of
them takes about two days and is ogefed to all persons who lecture at the
university - that means ,ftom professors to tutors. We offer workshops on the 4.
following themes: "cooperation", "communication", "setting up university
courses", "examination of students and counseling", "evaluation" and"plan-
zi'ing courses and curricula'''. The'specialostrikture of these workshops is
described in several publications and in tht hnal report of our research
and development project (Berendt, Gralki, Hecht, Hoefert, 1979).
At,this point IwilI only describe the main'points of the structure.

We call a wqrkshop,a leatning unit, where the participants habe the oppor-
tunity to gain experience in "learning by doing". As defined by AUSUBEL we
try to construct the workshops according to t:he concept of "learning_by dis-
covery". (Ausubel, 1968, p. 467 ff). -

All workshops are product-oriented; that geans that the participants are-
asked to create something in small groups and afterwards to compare their
products ih plenum0.essions,,They are asked, e.g., to prepare small lecture'
units or to write down a set of discussidn rules and to lead a disoussion
according to these rules.

Up to this time about,200 persons have taken parebin these workshops and we
see that the acceptance of these workshops is still growing. In the future
we Plan to.l'extend the workshop commies to include the themes of "setting up
fresh-men coursee, "Keller plan" arid"tests",because we know from evaluation *
results that there iS a need for these courses.

_

22.' The didactic courses

The second part of our teacher training system is the didactic course. This
is a learning unit.which includes 12 to 15 weeklysessions of about 90 minu-,
tes.each. The courses axe more cognitive-oriented than the workshops. In these
courses we try to get across the main principles'and problens of planning, or-
ganiaation and evaluation university -courses by' presenting past and present

results of educational and psychological researCh.

Normally, in the middle of the course, we also offer a learning unit which is
similar to the workshops described above. The,participants have the opportu-
nity to experiment with their own teaching behaviour. Assisted by video-tapes,
we analybe special problems in lecturing and in classroom-behaviour -'but

ihese so called Workshops are not goal-oriented and prestructured in the same

way as the Workshops are.
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Nr-

Didactic courses inC:this sense are open - just as the worksAops are - to all.

persons teaching at university. They are open to members of all departmentsbut

=we also oifer speccal courses if we get an inquiry from a department.
4

We know trom tht results of Our-evaluatiOp, that we reach significaritly differ-'

rent groups with these workshops and courses. Workshpps in the farm described'

above, are more acceptable to persons.who recogneize their own behaviour 4

.source of teaching problems and who are willing to ahange it. Courses.or the

other hand'are more acceptable to persons,who have a tendenc.)-to.be

oriented and who want more "technical" help for their teaching problems.

2.3. Didactic counseling

Th. is the third part of,our system. .It has grown out-of the actual needs of

t eparticipants in workshops and cgurses. In both forms of. training described.

labove,we can focAs only on general teaching problems. Except in very rare

cases, we Lannot analyse the special problems of individual rectures. ThiS

the reason why early on wevbegan to offer drdactic advice td everyone who has

problems with his class_or who wants more,Profdssional aid in setting up,his,

..courses. In spite ofthis open form, didacticcounseling is normally sought

by persons who participated in one or more of our courses or workshops

previously.

Although the individual cOtes of didactic counseling are quiet different,

the following four steppare typical for the counseling process:

1. FirOirp\there exists a problem. Inquost cases it iS a teacher's-problem, ,

but sometimes it is a/so a student's problem. Although gis problem is the

reason why the letturer rs seeking help, a valid definition of the problems

is not easy to obtain. Normally it takes us several sessions to formulate the_

problem in a way that can be analysed. During this first phase we try-tb'ana-

lyse the teaching situation under various aspectsWe taik-with students or

use different means of evaluation, etg.-we analyse verbal interaction in the \

v4rner- I-will describe in the following section. '

2. Toge-ther with the lecturer we set up a plan to change the dubious ele-'9

ments of th& teaching structure. Ofcourse this is atfirst onl) a plan based

on our expei-ience with similar situations or sometimes:based purely on didac-

tic phantasye In thisphase it-is very impprtant not,to overburden the client

with didacti!'innovations that he would find to exten4ve. 0
3.,In the next phase the lecturer tests.the plan in a real teaching situation.

It is neCeSsary to point out,.that the teacher retains .full responsibility for

theteaChing process, We can only give him advide on how toteach or how to
.initiate a student learning process. We can never and we.will never assume

a part of the teacher'g' scientific responsibility.
4. It is the taik Of the final evaluation ;Oh test the effects of the changes

'in didactical structure. For 'this purpose we use the same me.thods as'in the

initial evaluation, e.g. FIAC, group discussions with students, attitude

scales, semantic differentials etc.

These are the four main steps in each dbunseling process as practiced at the

Free University in Berlin.-Before / begin to discuss some details of the ver-
.

bal interaction analysis, I feel it necessary to summarize the siructure of

our university teacher training system in the following sketch.
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Fig: 1:The Berlin system of didactic consultation and counseling
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3. Ther.verbal interaction analysis system (TIAC)

I have already pointed out., that in the process of counseling,we use differ-
ent methods to evaluate.the teacjigng situation. If we'Rave the impression
that one of the main sources ofThe teachinp problem, lies in a biased struc-
ture of commun'.cation. we use the following adaptation of FIAC.

I ptesume thal MY readers have some basiCknowledge of the structure of FIAC;
therefore I will concentrate on our modifications in the traditional system
of FLANDERS (Flanclers, 1970).

FLANDERS uses 10 categories to describe communication in'the clasgroom. 7
categories belong to the main dimension of "teacher talk", 2 categories to
the main dimension of "pupil talk", and the 10th category is reserved for all
situaltons which are neither, "teackler talk" nor "pupil talk".

We hale the impression that this system of-categories is the result ()fa spe-
cial Philosophy of education which may be, appropriate to a schodl situation"
but certain,ly not to the situation prevailing in-German universities. So we
have expanded the 10 category gystem to a 15 category bystem. The main idea
which guided this expansion'was to allow room for the reactions of autonpmous,'
s,elfConfident students. We have the impression that since the late six-Cies

,
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'these resulting communication-structures have played an increasingly signifi-'

cant xo]. 'in university ciaSsrooms.

Th 15 category system -,ow contains the following items:
1)

Teacher talk: (1) PraiseS or encourages
(4) giving directiOns, (5) oritizising,
answers comprehensive questions ( new

questions '( new ), (8) intervene insthe

new ),.

Student talk: (10) answering contribution ( new ), (11) student talk which is

neither answer nor question ( new ), (12) series of questions ( new ), (13)

response to contributions of fellow students ( new ), (14) critizising the

lecturer ( new). 0

Residusa category: (15) Silen.ce or confusion.

The further process of data collection and data analysis proceeded as des-
.

, (2) askg questions, (3) lectuxing,

.blaming, being ironic ( new

), (7) goes into detailed answer of
discussion ( new ), (9) justifying

cribed by FLANDERS.

First ye trained observers to use the category system in the real classroom

situation. For training purposes'we'used video-tapes of the lecture. After

1111

approximately flve training hourS we reached a sufficient rate of coinci-'

dencei' ,
between the observers to begin the analysis.

The following table shows the number of observations:made. Some of the ob-,

servations were based on video-tapes; in Other cases the observers visitedi

thc; classroom to make their observations. The table shows another distinc-

tion: we compared the lectures-of persons who took part in teacher training

program with those who did not.
6

Table *1 : Verbal interaction analysis in higher education at Free University

r

Real classroom .

situation

_

WOrkshop

=Rartiaipauta ._..

36
.

Other
.

19

,

2:

55

Video-tapes 15
$.---=

34
_

15
-

36 70

Each observation took 90 Minutes, but five minutes of observation alternated
with five minutes of break, so that we have 9 X 5 minutes = 45 minutes of

observation time with c. 900 tallies.

The further process of data analysis was corried out by a computer. A FORTRAN

program generated the 15 x 15 cell matrix and 12 indicators which were con-

structed on the basis of the FIAC 10-catdgory-system but which were modified

due to the expansion of the system.

1)

2)

This enlargement does,not,.contradict FLANOERS. FLANDERS himself encourages
neseaichers'to modify,the 10 category system according to their own needs.

(Flanders, J970, p. 124 ff)
=

In spite of some'critical alexments, we used a SCOTT coefficient as an

iridsx ofi-ellability. This coefficient reached scores of .92 and .87

retpectively. For the erij.cal arguments see HANKE et al. (Hanke, Mandl,

Prell, 1973, p. 37)
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The prpgram produced the following
scribe the communication structure
measures of percentages, the table
standard deviation on the basis of

indices, which are appropriate to de-
in a quantitative way. All indices are
contains the average percentage and the
70 cases.

Table 2 : Quantitative indices of verbal interaction.

. .

' ROO sl/4
. Teacher talk 5 .4

ç227
,, 21.32. Student talk A 32.8

3. Silence, Confusion 8.6 6.0
4. Teacher response ratio 70.7 24 7
5. Teacher question ratio 27.9 25.6
6. Instantaneous teacher response ratio 81.: 18.8
7. 1 stantaneous teacher uestion ratio 27.7 19.0 .

8.
= udent initiation ratio .9 10.5

9. Content cross ratio
- 56.8 24.0

10. Steady state ratio 81.3 6.9
11. StUdent steady state ratio 73.4 16.5
12. Tolerance'ratio 68.3 17.2

'Except for the first three, the indicators need some explanation. The "teacher
response ratio" shows the tendency of the tealher tp react to student's ideas and
feelings (Flanders,197o,p.102): The "teacher question ratio" on the other hand, is
defined as an index "representing.the tendency of the teacher to use 0ueStions
when guiding the more context-oriented part of the class discussion"(Flanders,1970,
r. 102). The "Instantaneous teacher response ratio", is a statistic which shows the
tendency"to'integrate student's ideas and feelings into the class discussion when
the'students stop talking. The "Instantaneous teacher question ratio" ia an index_
of the teachers tendency to respond to student talk with questions based on hiS
bwn ideas as compared with his tendency to lecture (Flanders,197o,p.lo4).

The next index'is the "student's initiation ratio". This is-a measure of the pro-
pOrtion.of student'stalk which is an act of initiation. The "content cross ratio"
shOws,theextent to Which the teaching is content-oriertted. The following two
indices measure how Constant the classroom discussions remain in any category; the
first index meaputes this in a global way, the second only for student communication
structures..

The last index-is a'new construction. It indicates the teacher's ability to endure
silence in the classroom without'interrupting it.

Aftei we Zlalysed the communication structure of a leeture, the lecturer r*?ceives
fthe resuIts-of-this analysis within-a few days. In line with the automatic procedures
Carried out by the computer:, this kind of analysis ia a very fast feed-back system.
It is,therefore possible for the lecturer to plan changes in his teaching behavior
one session tO,the next on the basis of these results.

The, lecturer receives the results of FIAC in the special form of pictogrammes.
In this way he cai compare hit individual scores' with the average statistics of
the-FLY sample. We previously pointed out'that we have integrated these results
into a broader counseling process. We have been very careful not to sell the re-
sults as ah "Objective" description of the teaching process. In every case it
was necessary to dismiss the results, in order to connect them with the special
objectives of the course and the persohal abilities of the teacher. Even large
discrepancies from the IT noin are not per se indicators of elements to be
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criticised in the teaching process but they are certainly pOints worth discussing.
In this sense thejesults are normally accepted by' the teachers and we can over-
come a , I believe specifidally German,resistance to empirical research.

Our further analysis besed on the 15X15 matrix depends on the specific progress
of the counseling process.

'The communication structure has been very nicely pictured by FLANDERS as a
box flow diagram (Flanders,197o,p.119). I will not discuss here the way this
box flow diagram was developed, although it is certainly questionable. In. place
of this I will give two examples of possible interpretations.

The first example represents a course called "Introduction to Chinese History."
The parameters of this lesson axe shown in the following table.

Table 3 : Parameters of a special lesson

Example(%) 1 FU norm (%)-I
1.Teacher. talk 92

2.Student talk__

.

3 132

3.Silence,00nfusion
55

11

,-. _
_

7-4:teacher response ratio- 7o

5.Teacher question ratio
_..

28
6:Instantaneous teacher response ratio -

1
82

.28-7.Instantaneous tea her question ratio
8:Student's initiation ratio 2o 4
9.Content cross ratio_. . ...._ _

'

89

81_
9

.t.

,
57 A

.

lo.Steady state ratio
.-

81

_73.___
68

11.Student's Steady state xatio
1.Tolerance ratio

_

28
_

how that this lecture was in great measure deternined by the lec-
turer. His ratio of communication lies much higher thanis common at the Free
University. The ratio of student communication is correspondingly extremely low.
There seens-to be very little relation between the teacher and.his students;
indices 4 and 5 show this tendency. The lecture is content-orianted, much more
sc5 than in other lectures. Last but not least, the teacher has a very low tolerance

-level, as shown in the last index, for he was not able to endure silence in the
classroom or to wait for student communication. By the way, the lecturer had asked
for didactic assistance due.to a very high drop-out quota in his class. He could

. not imagine Why,:because he had invested muo.1 time in preparing the course.

The box flow diagram gives us additional information on the structure of this lesson.
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Silence
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The diagram very clearly shows the enormous amount of teacher talk. There are
several,attempts to stop lecturing; the teaOler tries to ask questions or to giVe
directions, but he never reaches the students. There is no arrow between student

and teacher communication categories, which would indicate a lively aiscussion or

at least a structure between questions and answers.

These results led to a radical change' in the didactic structure of the course
with more emphasiS on small group work and self-determined work on the part of the
students.

The next example illustrates another interesting communication Structure. It is

.based,on a course in multinational economics. Although there are more opportunities
e

for students to speak - the indic
Les show 49h teacher talk and 45% student talk -

no real comminication exists.between the teacher and the students: The graph indi-
cates two quiet,seperate communication systems; the students talk with one another

but have no or very little connections with the teacher. Further analysis reveals

that one of the main reasons.for this phenonena was some seVere discrepancies in

the ideological interpreiiticn o eczno'iic sys-Lems.

It is not within the bounds of diddctic counselinp to solve problems,like this, bvt

it was possible to.malie The underlying problems in this course clearer.
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Fig 3.: Second example of a box flow 'diagram

0

1

The purpose of this paper was to show how we use formal evaluation methods like
TIAC in a system of didactic counseling. Of course, this is not the only method
and it is not applicable in every situation. But our experiences at the FU Berlin
do allow us to conclude that this method facilitates our main goal; that of
optimizing teaching at university.

fleoffAreter1Mrs. McAlear/Mery Posen May AltAleessIDerkk UnwinMenitor airsick /John Powell/
Mrs. CerrkiMIll Hill
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Evaluating an educational. inservice program

Jacqueline Lublin
New South Wales Institute of Technology,

Education Units in CAEs and universities while beiog very diverse in Many respects, usually have two things in common: they aro
charged with marnining and improving the teaching and learning processes of their institution, and thice are understaffed. Thus it is
sensible to. ask: how may a Unit most usefully deploy its limited resources in attempting to carrSi out its brief?

A short Orientation to Teaching programme for academic staff new to teaching is deScribed. This programme was offered in a large
metropolitan CAE in early 1978. Short term .and long term evaluation of the programme by the participants is used, together with
observation and discuSSion in an attempt td shed Some light on the baSic question: are such programmes worth carrying out? In the
course of discussing this question the following will be 'considered: the place of teaching in the perceived priorities of staff; the moti
vation of 'staff, to attend such programmes; the apithy/inertia of the status QUO; the need for a reciprocal introduction-to-1ortiary
studentship programme for students.

Education units/are a relatively new phenomenon on the tertiary education
scene, nearly all of them except for those at Melbourne University and the '

University of New South Wales having emerged since the turn of this decade°.
It is not proposed to argue the case for their existence in this paper;
indeed, one would hope that it could be taken for granted by now that the
concept which they embody - that examining and improving the educational
processes of,an institution is both respectable and necessary - hasr,the
apprbval and support of all Australian tertiary institutions. Throughout
the '70's chis,concept certainly has had the'approval of,the federal bodies,
the Commission on Advanced Education andthe Universities Commissioff, and the
Tertiary-Education Commission.'

However, approval is one thing, support is another. By this latter criterion
many but not all Australian Universities and CAE's endorse the concept to a
greater or a lesser extent. Such endorsement, i.e. the extent of support,-can
range from a unit headed at professorial level and established with several
academic appointments together with research assistants, graduate assistants.
and research fellows, like the Centre for the Study of Higher Education at
Melbourne University, to the appointment of a single person with some secretar-
ial help, as is found in some colleges. Such variations in endorsement or

IP _ -support are---not -necessarily- a -d-i-re-ct -con-comitant of the- size oT an inst i t ut ion .

Just as support in the form of the number of academic positions, the level of '

.the director and the number of support and ancillary staff of a unit, and the
physical environment in which a unit works varies from institution to institu-

.

tion, so too does the-perception of what an education unit should be about, as
such.perceptions can encompass quite diverse activities like formal academic
research-, formal academic programs, informal'inhouse consultation,and programs,
media expertise, and staff secondment, for example.2 Nevertheless, whatever
units do, whatever their areas of special or distinctive activity, overtly their
roads all lead to Rome, which in this case is in the most general sense the
improvement of educational processes. In more specific terms this is usually
expressed as improving teaching and learning.

r.
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Thus all units have a raison d'gtre in common. In these post expansionary or
steady state days what many also have in common.is a.distinct impression of
being understaffed. They were fot the most /Tart born in the halcyon days of
tertiary expansion in the post-Martin decade, but like human children they
needed years of nurturing to achieve maturity - and this they have not had.
Some well established units have hardly faltered, but others have suffered
temporary appointments, non replacement of staff, and a cut bacielp promised new

positions. For unit staff there is a very real sense in which work generates
mote work, so whether a unit has a staff of one or ten or twenty there will
always be a situation in which the possible workload outstrips the number of
people available to shoulder it.

So if units share a common purpose and have in common an inadequate number of
staff to catty it out, it then becomes sensible to ask: how may a unit most
usefully deploy its limited resources in attempting to carry out its brief,
or to put it more bluntly: what should unit people be doing with their time?

° This question becomes even more important when the uoit is small and the
institution is large, and it becomes of paramount importance when the unit
consists of only one professional.

What should unit people do with their time? They are free to do whatever
seems appropriate to them; I think this is essentially true no matter what
extent or lack of interest in their activities is shown by their respective
institutions. Should they conduct tesearch and further scholarship in what-
ever part of the area seems appropriate or appealini? Should they system-
atically retrieve and disseminate material on teachiui and learning to staff?
Should they offer ,evaluative services like the administering of Student feed-
back questionnaires or the help with or convening of course review committees?
Should they offer specialist services in the course development area? ShoUld

16.

they offet inservice programs - to the institution or t a faculty oedepartz.
ment br unit? Should they mediate between the staff me\ er and the.AV equip-
ment, or the AV idea? Should they provide 116mm projection services, or be
able to make 35mm slides, or be experts on CAI, or even just tr able to manage
an SPSS program? Should they be fluent in three computer languages, or offer
specialized computerised test services? Should they sit on the Academic Board
or the Faculty Boards or the Course Review Committees or the ad hoc Committee
which is consideking whether course X uneds updating or the subcommittee
charged with arranging the triennial review by the State body or the profess-
iOnal body, or the Standing Committees for, respectively, Information-

1Resourc , Educational Technology, Student Services,Examinations, and 5taff
Develo nt/Study Leave? 0

It need hardly be said that in light of such questions education unit people
tend_to have identity crises-rather-more- frequently-than-iTordinary" members of
academic staff. The latter know what they are about in4the sense that-at
least at the undergraduate .level there is a syllabus to be cgvered and a class
list to be produced at the end of each term, semester or year. In general,
no such certainty accompanies unit staff during a year's activities. They ,

must be both entrepeneurial in order to have clients and extremely.cooperative
when their clients emerge,. They must be high profile if staffare to hear
about the! and take them seriously, and low,profiie In encouraging staff to
take responsibility themselves for whatever'investigations into teaching and
learning seem appropriate and for whatever steps Are taken as a consequente.
They must be academically respectable and this means qualifications, research
and publication, but a great deal of their research and reporting must be

,
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confidential. They must be academically autonomous but be seen to offer a

111 service to other academics. They must be available for committee participa-

tion but they must also-spend much time in informally making contacts and in

that relaxed'atmosphere in cihich serendipitous insights occur and clients are

metadorphosed.-. Furthermore, the relationship between inputs and outcomes is

tenuous in the eXtreme which, of course,makes the question of haw to evaluate

the worth of education units extraordinarily difficuft.

I would now like to discuss the worthwhtleness of ane activity, the offering of

cross-disciplinary inservice progiams tocstaff whose attendance is of course

voluntary. This will be done by considering one inservice program in the light

of its effect if any on staff a year later, together with the issues and prob-

lems raised in the course of evaluating'the program.

But why should one cheose to spend time on inservice programs anyway, in view

of the galaxy of possible activities outlined previously? Indeed ere seeis

to be a feeling that such activities are of limited value, and they d not seem

to be very popular with unitpstaff, (not to mention academic staff). Bmiett

summarises this attitude when he speaks of the "less predictable catalytic

effect of inchoate group experiences in workshops as a means of raising. (educa-

tiodal) awareness", and the problem is compounded by the lack_of behavioural .

interest shown 63, staff add the level of generalization that must be adopted in =

such programs.
,

L,

I believe that there are good reasons why cross-disciplinary, inservice programs

should be offered. One is perhaps specific tb the CAE system, in that colleges

still recruit practitioners from the field. Such people having a strong sense

of professional identity are perhaps more likely to be open to the idea that

they' need to learn something'about their new career of teaching and thus may be

more likely to attend formally arranged sessions'on teaching and learning. In

my experience another reason is that unless architecturAl'bains have been taken,

'discipline based staff groups will tend to have little to do with each.other,

and the individual staff member may spend most of his institutiorral time mixing

with his own kind. Thus one benefit of inservice sessions which recruit from

all areas of an institution is that staff meet socially and intelleCtually

across discipline boundaries. Another reason is simply that I believe that

there are some fundamental concepts which it is useful (if not necessary) for

.staff to know abobt Vihen deciding on their approach to teaching or the modifica-

tions they wilLmake to their teaching. Finally, from a udit person's point of

view such programs are a valuable source of contaCts; an ideal outcome from an

inservice program is that a participant might go back to his -department fired by

an idea-and--puTsuade the department itself to engage in a discipline based

approach to the idea, or that a participant will maintain and extend the contact'

made with the unit.

e- program in question was offered in a large metropolitan CAE in March 1978.

It was mounted specifically for staff new to the institution and new to teaching,

and wat called an Orientation to Teaching Program. It offered three half day

working sessions on teaching and learning, together with some socializing and '

orientation activities (the college has 4 campuses). A total of 16 staff

attended the various working sessions. 11 of these attended for at_least two

of the threS sessions, and it was this group who were interviewed for a long

term evaluative follow-up of the program. This group was drawn from engineer-

ing, applied science, computing science, business studies, law, and humanities,

and ranged in status from tutor to head of department.
111
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The content of the program attempted fo combine an identification and discuss-
ion of problepis they already had or could foresee (we were already six weeks
into semester) with a discussion of the distillation of what'seemed to me to be
the most important concepts that should be considered by a new _teacher, together

°with some practical approaches.to classroom behaviour. Briefly, in three sess-
ions we: (a) identified and discussed problems which included: how,do we'know
students Understand? should students cooperate in tute exercises? class control
in large groups; eyaluation of teaching; (b) demonstrated introductibn techniq-
ues; (c) approached thb question: what is tertiary teaching? (d) by introspec-
tion listed the attributes of good and bad teachers we had experienced; (e) con7
sidered the implicatt6mi of a learner centred rather than a teacher centred
approach to the syllabus and thus dealt briefly with behavioural objectives; t

(f) considered the importance of interaction # student learning and demonstra-
ted some techniquea for facilitating this; (g) and had a brief hands-on session
with the simpler AV aids like blackboard and,OHP. Clearly it is impossible to
adequately induct new teachers in three sessions, but the question remains: is

. something, better than nothing in this respect?

The immediate evaluati n of this Orientation' to Teaching program was by short
questionnaire completed by'participants at the end of the program. The results

indicated that the-par cipants held a variety of opinions about the interest
and usefulness of Or content of the sessions, hut perhaps more interestingly
their responses pointed to some assumptions they brought as participants and
colleagues to a program of this sort. Particularly was this evident in their'
attitudes tp discussibn and by inference to discussion as a method of learning:
Discussion itself was listed three'times specifically aS the most.important or
valuable part of.the sessions, and six times as'the least important. I realize

of course that this.may reflect my lack of ability to foster useful group dis-
cussion, but I am inclined to think that it at least in part also reflected
assumptions made"by technologists about the teaching of their subjects.

(Did they come-really wanting simply to be told? A perennial quesEion for
someone 1.eading an-inservice session is: to what extent can:you, should you or
dare you provide a structureThsession, or to what extent do you set the scene;
provide the stimulus then let' them gO-Where_they may? I am always caught on
the one hand with the knowledge that staff who 6-brie-to inservice sessions, and
particularly new staff, expect to get sbmething from,it - and-that_is a reason-
able expectation. On-the other hand I know some staff come initiall-y-in-tlw
expectation that,I will do to them what they do to their students i.e. Wand down
the engraved tablets.

My feeling is/that they must.be treated as autonomoug and self directed adults,
taking responsibility for their learning and therefore a didactic approach is
not appropriate -.rather, discussion techniques are indicated. But the basic
and serious question remains: what are the appropriate processes for inservice
sessions?). A

Such an evaluation must be-incOnclusive, as the usefulness in,the longterril of
such,a program can only properly be evaluated in the long term. In early April
1979 an attempt.was made to do this. The following discussion.is based on
interviews with ten staff who attended the 1978 programvit makes no claim to
scientific rigour as it is impossible in practical terms to isolate one input,
control the variables, and measure output.. However, much in life is intuitive
and affective, and in practice we constantly make decisions about future actions
which are based on verbal reports of other people's attitudes and feelings rather
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than on rigorously quantifiable data. But given that, there remain.methodologi-
cal problems with the evaluative procedure. Because f went back to individuals
ro evaluate a program which I conducted, there was the danger that yesponses
would lie biassed by the individual's reaction tojme. I considered and.rejected
for various reasons the possibilities of an external evaluator,and an anonymous
questionnaire as two alternative approaches, but had it'been practical I would
have chosen the former. As it was, many of the interviewee§ commented on the
pleasantness and desirability of the,personal contact; for me it was profession-
ally useful to renew contacts, %Id I suspect that the process of the interview
may have been useful for the participants i.e.'to recall what they remembered
and what they had applied.

Three central quesaons were asked the ten interviewees:

(a) In retrospect; how useful for you was tht Orientation to Teaching Program?

Five said it had been very useful e.g. "Very useful - the first time
I realized there was a formalized body of knowledge concerning education";
"Yes, found it very good,in giving me.ideas and pointing outsome things
which might bel.obvious but I hadn't seen them". Three said it was good/
usefulWreasonaay useful e.g. "Reasonably ugeful. Main iralue is to

encourage,you to think about how you teachy how you Present things, how
, you evaluate"; "useful to compare self with otherbeginners, in making

contact across disciplines"; "good program overall - but I'm too old a
dog,to have my ways changed" (this from a 57 year old engineer). Two

were neutral or negative about its usefulness e.g. "Got some ideas which
can use for reference - can see the points butcan't see how to apply

it"; "apart from a couple of conceptual thoughts, it didn't impinge.
-It stimulated me to think about objectives but didn't alter my teaching".

(b) Is there anything yäu particularly remember about it? -A%

This question elicited a certain amount of material, but whether this
was encouragingly large or depressingly small was a value judgement I
found hard to make. The content of the responses was precariously
analysed into Concepts, Practices and Incidents. Between them the
interviewees remembered 12 Practices eitheeas points made in the program
or subsequently adopted as a result of the program e.g. "Re-organizing
class - to break 3 hour block into lecture/seminar"; "I try to use
problems in Criminal Justice"; "Concept of 20 minute attention span";
Nse of butcher's paper"; "the way you physically look at students";
"I look at my blackboard from the back of the theatre at the end of a

lecture". They remembered,11 Concepts e.g. "Teaching methods should
centre on learner";,"objectives was the main thing" (mentioned hy three
people); "what are you,trying to achieve in a lecture compared with
a tute gtoup"; "talked about exams and what should be the beat ways of

teaching". Three Incidents were remembered.and mentioned: the Royal
Navy film Visual Aids, the video on how to lecture badly, and "I
remember that you (i.e. J.L.) practised what you preached i.e. class
involvement".

\\,(c) Have_you consciously used any of the ideas and techniques in any aspect
of your teaching since ,then?

'NQne person Said no, he had not. Between them the other nine mentiOned
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17 examples of the conscious use of ideas and techniques. These were:
communicating with a group of tutors to modeiete-standards; buzz groups
(mentioned twice e.g. "I try and include exercises in the .lecture - it's
very easy for them to get into the habit of writing everything froth the
blackboard, this brings thep back to having to think"); "marking blank"
(i.e. avoiding the halo effect); class discussion and participation
(mentioned three times); introducing techniques (mentioned twice); use
of objectives was mentioned three times (''setting out of objective§ -
intorporated into a new course - was of benefit for me, is a lot better
than it was"; "objectives -.always do them for tutorials, students like
it"); butcher's paper; breaking up the 3 hour time sfot ("I break it into
three separate hours with different activities"); non-penalty quizzes for
diagnostic feedback; "it encouraged me to try various kinds of evaluative
tdchniques,in the'classroom"; ':it'helped me to be more free with the
blackboard - I use the visual aspect more". Clearly, some of the res-
ponses to Question (b) above also fall into the category of consciously,
adopted practices.

6
Of course, there is no way of proving that these staff members would not other-
wise have used these techniques had they4not attended the program, and there is
no way of proving that these techniques were appropAlately and competently used.
Nevertheless the aboye catalogue ie quite inleresting, and may indicate that
these staff when new to teaching perhaps hood gained-some sort of headstart -
one person commented that "I never really thought,about What teaching involved
until I came .to this course".

Two supplementary questions were asked:.

(d) To what extene do you use AV in your teaching?

Responses here were generally unenthusiastic or negative; reflecting
institutional frustrations and constraints as much as anything else e.g.
"I use it when it doesn't break down and I have support (films, slides,
OHP)"; two people preferred the blackboard to the OHP; "would like to but
can't count on being in a room with them (AV aids)"Olon't use it, gave
it away ag a lost cauie" (this lecturer used two films and one videO in
one 6emester);"nothing apart from OHP"; "don't use it much at all".

(e) HaVe you read anything on any aspect of tertiary teaching since the
Program?

- This was an attempt to ascertain the use made of the teading list and my
enthusiastic endorsements of some sections of it, particularly Bligh's
book on lecturing. It also reflects my assumptions that tertiary staff
ought to feel that the theoties and techniques of tertiary teaching are
important and that knowledge about them ought to bt pursued. Eight
people said they had not read anything, some of 'these expanding od their
blunt negative: "too much reading An my awn area"; "language the book§ use-
is not the' language of'an engineer"; '!no, but I feel comforted that you

0 .(i.e.'J.L.) are around and rcan be contacted". One person had read three'
to four books, inclUding Bligh, and another had reid.several books and
articles on a course he.was preparing on science for non-Science students.

What do these staff in turn exPect of reading lists they give out to their stud-
ents? It seems a fruitful area tn.follow up% in the meantime it poses some
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particular problems for an inservice person% i.e. do you continue to act On the
assumption that staff being scholars and gentlemen, ag it were, will tdrn to the

scholarly activity of reading to deepen fheir knowledge in this area just as
they undoubtedly read in their own area,.or do you accept that, for whatever
reasons, they are not going to Teed in this area? And if this is accepted, .

what then? lelcoi you photOcopy important,pages, br summarize chapters feeling

ooliged to give them as much as possible? Do you entice them to swallow the
Rill by clever dodges like making.a teaching topic the subject of a picro teach-
ing=segment? - or do you simply give them a reading list and act on the same
assumptions they in turn act on with their students? But there are sanctions

in the latter case - if a student does not read, he may well not pass. There

are no such sanctions where a staff member is cOncerned.

A series of questions was asked which tried to asCertain whether the experience

of the Program had oriented these staff to expect tO participate in subsequent
ongoinvinserVice programs, but this seemed not to be the case. All interview-

ees:said that they read information about inservice programs as it came across
their desks, and in answer to the question:'Hae you attended any eubsequent
inservice sessions? six staff said yes: However, of these, one had been only
to a library orientation session, and one had been only to a 16mm projection

workship. Of the other four, one had been to one session on some aspect of
teaching and learning, two had been to two sessions each, and ne staff member
bad been to,three sessions% Since the March 1978 Program there have been over

20 sessions offered in various ingervice programs.

In answer to the question: Have you wished to attend but'been unable to do so?
Two staff said na while the other eighteeber simply said yee or else explained
why they either had not wighed to attend e.g.. "I have had to ChObse priorities
and I've just completed a Ph.D" or had not'been able to attend e.g. "I feel badly

about not.coming subscquently, but time is increasingly committed".

A final question was asked for interest; Do you like teaching? Why'? and the

results were heartening. All staff said yes with varying degrees'of emphasis
("I do enioy it"; "Yes, despite,everyXhing";."I love it"; "Yes, but the workload

is daunt,ing"). When asked Ay, all staff responded. From these ten respontes

it seemed possible to isolate 3b items or'reasons. These reasons were arbitrar-

ily categotized as: (a) liking studentsafting people/liking interaction;

(b) attitudes eipressing helping/nurturing/giving; (c) self satisfaction/gratifi-
cation; and (d) cognitive reasons. the single'largest category was that of
expressions of self satisfaction/gratification in Which there were eleven respon-

ses e.g. "I Like to disseminate information, specially when they (students) have

difficulties"; "I get a kick out of describing complex phenomena";."I get satis-.
factioll from conveying knowledge"; "when they come up and say they are more

interested in economics than atcounting" (this from an economics lecturer);'"It's

nice to give a lecture moremdemanding than a rourtroom"; "because I am an

egotist, and I was a good construction engineer..

g .

There were seVen reasons given that I classified ae cognitive e.g. "it teaches

me more than I would learn by doing the subject"; 61 like the flexibility of
the course structure"; "you don't Nave a boss breathing down your neck"; "I'm

reading more in my area andsenjoying it".

There was also seven reasons given which I classified as liking, students/

liking inferaction with people e.g.'"I enjoy contact with students and getsing

to know them";."I enjoy interaction witthe class"; "I like talking ta students".
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Finally, there were five responsesin the smallest but perhaps most'interesting
group of reasons which I classified as expressions of helping/giving/nurturing
e.g. "I like helping them (students); "...'specially when they,%have difficulties";
"I like'it when they ask questions, because I'm doing s methini. positive (for
them)"; "I _like to see someone hand in a greatly improved essay and know. that I
had enthused him to put in more work on it"; "I need to feel I am of direct
use, therefore I like teaching because I get immediate feedback".

fi is interesting that three'of these four categories, and thus 22 of the 30
response items could be said to lie in the affective domain i.e. that the
reasons why people liked teaching seemed to lie in their feellings, values,
attitudes, and self perceptions, rather than in more intellectual areas.
think the area deserves more investigation, but,I find it particularly intrigu-
ing that such a group of people many of whom came fromd"technological practice
could produce so many responses indicatinglileasure in people. This was
particularly the case with the former chief research,physicist of a large
international electronics company and two engineers'who had come from a
practice/research background-in private industry. Perhaps teaching is
attractive-to certain personality types irrespective of their background.? (It
mightcbe interpolated here that'the other person who could have been an inter-
viewee was a brilliant scientist whr left the institution wiihin the year and
who,gave 110 Head of School great wtrry'over his poor attitude to students and
hiS" lack of interest in teaching).

What issues'which pertain toeffective and useful functioning of a unit are'
raise4 by all of this? It would be inappropriate to-generalize, but my
experience'at my institution is probably not tbo dissimilar frOm that of my
colleagues elsewhere. First, ant most important, tile fact is that staff
development activities are voluntarily engaged in; even when staff are new to
teaching there is burrently no,requirement of attendance at any inservice
session, even for a program like the one described here. In'which case, what
becomes of paramount importance in influencing new staff is the attitude of
senior academics to the concelt of educational development. Thus not all new
staff attende2 part or all of the-March 1978 program. Indeed, of all 16
participants, qnly three came to all three sessions; although 11 came to two of
the three. Similarly, these staff while expressing interest, did not become

' regular participants in subsequent inservice.sessions, because in their prior.it-
ies of time use they perceived more important things to do wifh their time.
By extension this sOt of priorities will apply to all the educational, develop-
mental, pr evaluative abtivities that a unit offers Lo staff and which require
staff time (this even includes the reading of newsletters put out by the unit).
Thus in an institution where there are no mandatory requirements of inservice
participation by teaching staff, where senior4academics and administrators° them-
hselves perceive other higher priorities, and where there.is no institutional
approval7of the concept then inservice participation will tend to be small,-
fluctuating, inconsistent and unpredictable - because something else is nearly
always bound to come up that is more important. Also, while much lip service
has been paid to the idea that teaching ability ought to be a criterion of
promotion,4 the ramifications o'cputting this 'into practice have effectively
prevented it from occurring.
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Thus the primgry or fundamental isslie encapsulated in'ehe foregoing discussion
is: if the imProvement of teaching is a good thing how do you motivate staff

4
vl.give time and effort to it? (Inservice sessions iq this aontext are but one .

strategy of improvement). This is not the place to address this question, but

it should certainly be addressed.

Given all of the above, the.original question remains: are inservice programs
worth offerinf, is it what I shOuld be doing with my time? - and on the wider
scale, is this a useful way in which a unit deploys its manpower in achieving__
its basid aim?

MY personal judgement is that the Orientation to Teaching Program described and
discussed here was worth putting on, because the long term follow up seemed to '

indicate k least that some ideas about teaching had been retained by partici-
Pants and sbee had been consciously put into practice, and most participants
thought it was a -useful experience for them. My.earlier worry about some
negative reactions to my use of discussion methods and group-,involvement seemea

unnecessary, as the long term follow-up appeared to show that many of these staff
-.valued and used interaction in their classroom procedures- -However, the progihm
did not produge regular inservice participants, at least not in their first year '

of teaching; it did not.stimulate partiCipants to read in the area, nor did it
produce enthusiastic-users of AV aids. (Indeed, one of the blinding insights .

vouchsafed to any unit person who has tried to do this even at the most .

elementary level is that if the hardware is faulty, capriciousl% absent or
difacult to get to'the teaching statiod then staff will not get into the habit
of using AV in.the classroom) .

Concerning inservice prdgrams in general I would be less positive, As indicated

earlier in this paper, I believe in principle that they are a good thing. If a

progAm of three sessions is advertised to 300 staff and attendadbe at each
averages r4 then this is almost certainly worth the effort and money put into

its advertising, and the time and.effort put into its preparation, conduct and

follow up.. tut if a series of sessions s advertised to 600 full time and part
time staff, the Majority'are cancelled for lack of support (a minimum enrolment

.of 3) and.the remainins few sessions have an average attendance of 4 or 5, theh I

do wonder if the strategy is worth pursuing. But someone might go away with an

idea. And next time there,Fight be an enrolment of020. In short; it is grass

roots contact with the possibility of grass rootg pay off.. Education Units can

spend their time in worse ways. ,

Postscript: , All of the above may quickly become out of date if the Williams

Report recommendation is acted on: 4°

That the AVCC appoint an expert working party to formu-

.
late programs for staff in the theory and practice of
teaching, curriculum development and'examining, and then
later consider how satisfactory participation in auch
programs might become a normal consideration of tenured
appointment.5

1.21
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The.AVCC has alreadymoved to set up such an expert working party. Is it
possible that in-the future such Tiresent preoccupations about staff motivation
towards and involvement in the various activities offered by education units
Will be seen-ip retwQ9ect a's faintly antic and perhaps farcical? Perhaps
so, and perhaps there Ate big changes in the status, responsibilities and
activities bf education units,forethe future, but until that future arrives the
staff of units will.- continue to be beset by exi&t.zntial doubt and will continue
)to be preoccupied by t

1'

e questions d have attempted to raise in this paper.
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The management of client relationships
in instructional design

John G4.1-Iedberg
University of Melbourne

a

1

In a rn-legislated, consultative environmeni the personality and Management skills of the Insiructional designer, producer or evaluator
are crucial to the successful completion of the projeci. While many designers over time acquire these skills, some basic pitfalls can be
avoided by the new desigber. This paperexamines the specill nature of the client-instructional designer or client-evaluator relationships
in terms of the assumptions oclerlying the relationship and the different expectations of each member. The relationship is examined by
reference to four common m and examples from Aqstralian and overseas tertiary institutions.

The discussion then centres upon the successive phases in the development of the relationships; erecting the relationship, identifying
expectations, and goals, managing the on-going relationship and concluding the relationship. These phases parallel the stages of task
development that are recognized in instructional design models. After considering a number of factors that are viewed by academic staff
as crucial to the successfills completion of an instructional redesign project, the paper concludes with a summary of factors contributing
to effective relationships.

Over the past decade in Australia, a growing,body of professional I

educators have been employed by higher education institutions. These
professionals'have been asked to provide instructOnal design, staef development
and curriculum evaluation services for their institutions.eTheir rel tionsh*
to other academié staff has been co-operative, consultative and in so cas

interventionist. As funding pat,terns chalige, increasingly these proflessiodals
are questioned about the.efficacy of theif work. In this changing en ironment

new patterng of operation are emerging, for example:

We ... that the inFreased pressures on faculty from
declining budgets,'declin/ng enrolments, unionization etc.
will reduce the number of faculty attempting innovation on
their own initiative so the survival and growth of an
increasing number of instructional improvement agencies
will become dependent'on their ability to seek out 1-1c1

attract new faculty clients ... a new approach will be
required the recent increase in interest in the
discrete areas of faculty and,organizatibnal development
portends this shiftfrom a passive to a more active posture.
(Abedor & Sachs,.1977, p.9)

1.2 3
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In this new environment; intructional designers and evaluators need tO
develop special relationships with their clients. This relationship is the
pivoting point around which success and failure are precariously balanced.
Creating, nurturing, managing and maintaining, helpful and effective
relationships between instructional designers and their clients requires time
and effort. The underlying assumption of this papPi is that commiiment to
effective relationhips is an important force for instructional improvement in
higher education.

To guide discussion in this.broad area some basic questions need to be
considered:

1) What is the business of instructional design?

2) Who are the clients?

3) What appAches may be taken?

4) How does the instructional designer client
rerationship begin ?

5) How might the relationship be productive?

6) What roles are played by each member?

7) How caq,a relationship be reduced or terminated?

Instructional Design in Higher Education

The earliest beginnings of the instructional design process might be
traced to the instructor who went to the audio-vistal aids section to have some
photographs taken or some slides produced. Since that time major changes have
helped to,evolve a service staffed by academic staff with specific skills in
educational psychology, curriculum design, communication media, and teaching
methods. In the larger instructional improvement centres these roles are often
divided amongst the staff who may att independently but often contribute as part
of a team undertaking an instructional design projecl., The best articulated
examples of the latter approach are seen in the Open University in'Great Britain
and the University of Mid-America in the United States. As more people ioin in
the instructional design process, the personal relationships gpt progressively
more complex and the expectations of each team member act to intrease the number
of possible outcomes.

Initructional design rests upon a number of assumptions, but primarily
it relys of the belief that instructional materials o; programs can be produced
by a systematic process. This process begins by defining the broad -goals of the
project, the content to be covered, the entry behaviours of the students and
works through successive waves of writing refining, producing, evaluating until
the product is available for implementation. (Branson, 1978) This process is
not only undertaken by teaching staff independently of any central service agency
but also it can involve an instructional designer for considerable periods of -

time. Increasingly this product and process view of life for the instructional
designer is being seen as a valid part of staff,development work for a central
agency. These activities often attract different.clients to those in the formal
seminar/teaching program usually offered as 'the staff development program'.

The growth from audio-visual beginnings was -natural as theSe
communication technologies allowed the storage and retrieval of information.
These functionsjallowed the te'acher to employ additional teaching strategies and
generally augmepted_the effett of one person. While there were positive
advantages ft:4 such developments in times of growing student numbers, the
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organization rarely adapted to the management and architectural.changes that the'
tethnology demanded. Often the technology was."fitted-into" the traditional
spaces available. Some overkill also occurred and the architectural fads of the
1960shaveleft lecture rooms with student resPonsesystems and cable television.
Where time and money for the production of usable materials was not available,
these systems have been underused. Thus the management "of instructional design
has jumped from a world of technology to a world of human interventions and
small sell. The process focuses less' upon production and hardware and more upon
planning, integratlor, learning and the ongoing effect of instructional
innovation. This chouge in orientation emphasizes different skills of the
instructional desiguer. Traditional management roles such as,planning,
organizing directing and controlling, focused inward on the organization of
services; the new skills involved jn consulting, collaborating and evaluating
look outward to the role of.the central agency within the institution.
(Price, 1976)

The Client Relationship

The consulting relationship has been conceived in a number of forms.
Kurpius and Brubaker (1976) discuss the relationship as a triad (consultant,
client.or client system and target). In this triad the consultant helps the
client who is experiencing work-related problems. For example, an academic staff
'member may ask for assistance in designing materials to improve communicatipn of
ideas students have trouble in understanding; a departmental chairman may ask

'for assistance-with curriculum or evaluation changes being considered by his
department. In the first case the proposed targets are the students, and in the
second the targets would be his academic colleagues in the department.

Consulting in most higher educational institutions is a voluntary
relationship, and with the vagaries of human nature the relationship can be
molded by the styles of client and consultant. The expectations of a particular
client can dictate the types of possible relationships. Sachs (1977) examined
the reasons behind academic staff contacting the Learning and Evaluation service
at Michigan State University. Fromall those clients whose projects were .

financially supported, he identified three client types: reward seekers,
information seekers and dissatisfied mavericks. The reward seeker undertook
instructional innovation projects with promotion,' personal development or
recognition.in mind. Reward seekers were dissatisfied with their current
teaching and found positive student ratings after implementing the new program.
The information seeker was typified by the staff who attend various workshops
and seminars or who talk to other staff about an innovation prior to seeking
financial 1.1pport. Information seeers had read a number of books and articles
about the innovative idea; they also 'scored higher on an innovativeness scale.
Information seekers were the largest group of the acadeMic staff seeking
financial support for a new innovative project. The third style of client, the
dissatistied.maveck was typified by a range of behaviours: They were
dissptisfied with their courses and the lack of support for change within their
departments sent them to the central agency to seek assistance. Like the reward .

seekers the dissatisfied mavericks found positive student ratings after they had
tried course innovation. It is the last characteristic of dissatisfied mavericks
that is the most interesting; they more than any other style,kept on innovating
wben the special funding.ceased.

Kozma (1978) also, found innovative behaviour of supported.academic
staff to be greater than other faculty groups. In a three year period, he
found that departmental chairmen actually decreased their innovative behaviour
while those who applied for or obtained financial assistance increased their use
ot innovations.
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Sachs (1977) later tompared the inno-vators with non-innovators. He
found theirl)erception of their departments differed. The innovators felt
that their departments were less supportive, when they initiated discussions on
innovative practices and used fewer instructional strategies i.e. alternative
teaching models. Overall Sachs found that the forty four percent of the variance
between innovative academics and non-innovative academics could be accounted for
by two factors: the academic staff member's innovativeness and the department's
norms on instructional straiegies. In summing up he stressed:

Educational Development,efforts tay have greater
4j.nfluence when satisfaction and growth are stressed
*her than when the emphasis is on relative advantages
oi-iewards of a particular innovation.
(Sachs, 1977, p.18)

Other workers have characterized their clients by trying to pinpoint
their decision-making styles. The assumption being, if an instructional designer
is aware of a client's decision-making style then more appropriate working
relaiionships might be formed. Johnson (1978) proposed a model.based upon two
dimensions, data gathering and data analysis (Figure 1).

Data Gathering
Spontaneous

External
SpOntaneous

Data Analysing

Internal
Spontaneous

External

External
Systematic

Systemic

figure 1: Decision Making Styles (Johnson, 1978)

Johnson characterizes the dimensions:

1. Spontaneous Style

Internal
Systematic

22

Internal

(a) holistic reaction to events
(b) quick psychological commitment to an idea or alternative

,

(c) flexible goal orientation

2. Systematic Style

(a) collective reaction to events
(b) cautious psychological commitment .
(c) methodical goal orientation

3. External Data Analysing Style

I , (a) person thinks aloud
(b) thinks and talks simultaneously
(c) may not necessarily be high verbal

\ ,4. Internal Data Analysing

(a) think beforetalking
(b) may talk continually but every statement is considered.
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DI:

C2:

D3:

C4:

ST STF NATI C I NTERNAL

How did you.lige the Dl:

article on the audio
tutorial approach?

(Samoshat short and
irritated) Which part
of the article?

I'd be interested to
know your reactions to
all of it.

Well, you haven't been
veiy specific about
which part. Let me
summarize. (Pause).Well
let me think.(lmng
pause) OK, fundamentally
.my concern is which route
'or which method will do
the best to improve
student learning? I think
too that I probably should
do somemore reading about
each method and talk with
other faculty who htave
used each one.

C4:

D5L Fine. I'll give you sOme 05:

articles that address the
A-T approach in more detail
end VII arrange for you to

v talk with two other clients
who have had experience with
this approach. That repinds
me r remember you telling
me how fascinating you found
Keller's PSI approach. Is
there something in the two
techniques that you find
appealine?

C6: Yes, I've thought great C6:

deal about that and I
believe the structure
inherent in both
techniques aids in their
effectiveness. Also, the
positive affect reported
by students is an importast
variable.

SYSTEMATIC ExTrRNAL

How did you Ilke the
arr,tcle on the audio
tutorial approach?

<11 r:

01: How did Vori i(nr. (110

article un ondio

tutorial .apitiaach?

Well, I'm not sure. I CS:

think we need to talk some
more about the advantages
and disadvantages of the
audio tutorial approach.
This would help mo to decide
which route would b6-the best
to go. Fundamentally, r.
concern is which route ur
which method will do the best
to improve student learnlhg?
I think too that I probably
should do some more reading
about each method and talk
with othe; faculty who have
used each one

Fine, I'll give you some 05:

articles that address the
advantages and disadvantages
in more detail to arrange for
you to,talk with two other
clients who have had
experience with the A-T

4approach. That reminds sie,
I remember you telling me how
fascinating you found Keller's
PSI approach, Is there some-
thing in the two techniques .

that you find appealing?

Well, I haven't thought about C6
that completely. What comes
to mind first is that it makes
students active learners rathbr
than patisive'learners. On the
other hhnd I believe the
structure inherent in both
techniques really nids in
their effectiveness. I
what I'm saying is that ft's
the structure that's most"
impertant to me, and the fact
that learners are Ictive or
passive is less a concern.
Further, the literdture
reports that students enjoy
both approaches and I believe
the affective domain is quite
important.

Figure .2. Four scenarios with clients of different styles.
(Coacarelli, Stonewater 4 Shrock, l979,p.9)

SPOW.I.NEOrS II

III: how d,id you like the

article on the audio
totelial approach?,

C2: That remind, me, l'm
behind on a propOsJI nnd
I may have some problems
with you. (Pause)

03: Why is that?

It was fine (short and C4:

pushing it .nur of wav) but
I've got sow, problems
with you. You had a,rked me
to prepare a list of
objectives for the, next unit
and I didn't get around to
duing it. And 1 cot behind
on a proposal that is due
today. I guellii I get go
eaught up in the atticle
that didn't get around
to much of anythiza: els4.

I really didn't expect: that
the article would be-so
interesting.

I remember yeti telling me 05:
how interesting you found
Kolfer's PSI approach. Is
there,'something in the two
techniques that yoti find
appealing?

Well, I haven't thought C6:

about that completeby. PSI does
make studdnts active learners
not passive. Ihat's why I'm
ready to use PSI. Oh, yeah,
that reminds me last week I
had a really intrresting
question in crass. A student
askr .! about discipline in

'the class room and how it
relates to Ittudent/teacher
rapport. We had quite a
discussion on the issue

7and brought out some
intereXting points. Uh, what
was I talking about a second
aco? No-No-i:o-, You know

what's really relevant to
me is the structure inherent'
in both techniques that lead
me to.them... Yeah, now it's 07
clear to me.
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(Pause-thinks) You had
asked me to prepare a list
of objectives for Co
next unit and I didn't
.get around to doing it. I

guess I got caught up lp
the article that I didn't
get around to much of
'anything else. (Pause) I

really didn't expect the
article would be so
intereting. I can't think
of a better way to organize
my class.

I also remember you telling
me you were really excited
about the PSI method and
were ready to use it. Is
there something in the
two methods you find
appealing?

(Pause, somewhat konfused)
Oh. I forgot about the PSI
stuff. I suess I really
hbven't thought about it.
HO, (Long pausi - nervous
mevement'in chair)(Pause)-
pumbling) - active...
Well, passive. . on, oh,
yeah, last week I had a
really interesting question
in class: A student asked
about the discipline in
the classroom and how it
relates to teacher/student
rapport. We had quite a
discussion on the issue and
brought up some inrer,,ting
points. (Pause) W..t wai;
1 talkIng about a serwin:
ago? (Pa7ise, thinI,An)

: You were just trying to
decide what it was that
you like about the audio-
(cut off)

CIS: Of, yeah, I know. (Pause)
YQU know what's really
relcvant.to me is the
structure inherent in both
techniques,that leads me to
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An example of these processes in an eduCational setting has been
provided by Coscarelli, Stonewater and Shrock.(1979) and is shown in Figure 2.
Other.classification schemes abound, many'appear related to the scheme'proposed
by Johnson (1978), which is clearly influenced by Jungian psychology. SOme
examples being the cognitive styles of manasers McKenney and Keen (1974);
Rotter's internal/external locus of Control (1966) and Witkin's-field dependence/
field independence construct (1962). Ausburn and Ausbiirn (1978) have discussed
the,application of cognitive style in the design of learning materials but there
4re gaps in our knowledge for the effects of cognitive styles in the designers.

Consulting Modes

The success of any consulting relationshiP is crependent on the
assumptions of both client and consultant. These assumptions can focus upon the
produgt to be developed or the process by which the product is developed. In,
this discussion, I will rely heaVily upon the classification scheme proposed,by
Kurpius and Brubaker (1976) in their discussion of psychoeducational consultation.
Davies (1973) in, proposing a theory of advice,Wergin, MasOn & Munson (1976) in-
ficulty development and Schein (1969) in process consultation have described
similar schemes.

The-four modes of consultation Kurpius and Brubaker (1976) proposed:
provision prescription, collaborating and mediatingjare not mutually exclusive
modes of operation; they depend upon the assumptions of client and consultant.

,Provision Mode 0

This mode is commonly used when the client is confronted With a problem
for which specialized equipment or skills are required. These are provided by
the consultant. This Is more a dyadic, shopkeeper mode and not truly
consultation. The academic staff member may contact the media services branch
for colour slide photography or some redrawn graphics: This request is passed
to the appropriate skilled staff for completion. This mode is heavily product-
oriented, very often the-academic has made up his or her mind about the best
solution to the problem and has gone to purchase the help or materials. Often a
client might contact an,instructional designer ia another mode and after discuss-
ion it is decided that the provision model is appropriate. Fof example, a request
for some film sequences on the flow of smoke from chimneys is'discovered to be a
request for scientific material for'analysis and not a request for a teaching

:program on smoke patterns: A cinematographer is provided for some days and the
client retires happily to his projector to analyse the materials in slow motion. -

,

This example highlights some of the assumptions embodied in the provision ,

mode. First, it is'assumed that the client has correctly identified the problem
and objectively identified the appropriate solution. Second, the client must have
correctlY identified the consultant's capabilities to help solve the problem; the
responsibility of the consultant is to provide the 'goods'. Third, there is no
guarantee that the client will like oruse the product generated. A major
surprise for the spontaneous client is the cost of his great epic television
program or the cost of providing each student with their own set of slides. In
summary, if the problem is clearly diagnosed by the client the provision mode
can be most efficient. If the problem is complex or the exact help needed is
unclear then another mode should.be adopted.
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Prescriptive Mode

In thit mode, also referred to as the doctor-patient mode, the client
recognizes a problem but asks the instiuctional designer to diagnose and suggest
a remedy; In this mode the responsibility for project management and the
effectivenessof prescriptiOns is clearly with the instructional designer. This
role for the designer is faught with traps for as,Schein (1978) points out, the
mode assumes:

1. That the client has correctly interpreted the
symptoms and the sick "area."

2. ,That the patient can trust the diagnostic information
' that.is provided by,the consultant.

3. That the "Sick" person or groups will reveal the
correct information necessary to arrive at wdiagnosis
and cure i.e., will trust the doctor.enough to "level"
with him or her.

4. That the`client has tfiought through the consequences,
i.e., is willing to accept and implement whatever
prescription is given.

5. That the patient/client will fi,e able to remain
healthy after the doctor/consultant leaves.
(Schein, 1978, p.342)

Kurpius (1978) also asks if adjustments in the prescription are
required will they be requested by the client. In any environment where the
instructional designer or evaluator prescribes a strategy that the client tries
and finds disasterous, rarely does the client return with the feedback for
another attempt at the probleiu. One client approached me with a request to maie-
ten videotape programs of a retiring staff member. Without questionning his
assumptions or the background behind the request, I proceeded to agree with his
request by coAting out tht project. After reaching the sum of $3,500 he turned
a little pale and left hurriedly for another appointment. We didn't make the
programs, I had failed to find a creative practical alternative. ',-

Many instructional designers by virtue of their specialist training
operate in the prescriptive mode while many clients would, reasonably enough,
prefer the provision mode. The shortcomings of these modes have suggested more.
process-oriented approaches, which rely on greater congruence in the
expectations of client and instructional designer.

Collaboration Mode

The essence of this mode.is that the client is inyolved in the
,diagnosis of the problem and the generation of the solution. The instructional
designer works wfth the client, who still owns and controls any changes in the
project, to:

perceive, understand and act upon process events which occur
in the client^environthent (Schein, 1969, p.9)

and for instructional design this process is

0

directed towards the achievement of some mutually agreed and
valued instructidnal result in accord with the organization's
mission. (Davies, 1973, p.7)
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The collaboration mode is essentially dynamic with an in.terplay
between client style, ingtructional designer style and a series of decisions

-

reached by agreement. The decision can be made about products produced or the
roles played by client and instructional°designer. The effctiveness of this '
process is determined,by dle similarity of approagh to the problem'by the client
and instructional designer. There is some evidence,to suggest they should be as
matched as possible (Mendelsohn, 1966). In order to offer-a range of matching
styles instructional "designers from difierent disciplines should be employed by
central agencies.

The imporfance of this mode is based on several well established
assumptions:

1. People need positive reinforcement to remember
that even though what tliey are doing isn't solving
a given problem, that does not indicate they are
inadequate people.

2. Sometimes professionals don't know what is wrong but
have the capacity, with special help, to define and
solve most work-related problems.

3. Moat people become more effective in the future if
they participate in defining and selecting an
appropriate solution for solving a problem in the
present.

4. 'Collaboration, while sometimes conflict producing,
tends to build lascing trust and respect among
professionals.

5. .1Collaboratjon also demonstrates equal power,
authority, and status. Consultants are not
bettef or more expert. They merely have different
roles.

6. Latent problem solving capabilities are developed
in clients.

1

7. Problems once solved are more likely to r emain solved.
(Kurpius, 1978, p.336)

r,

In their experience model Wergin et al (1976) found that consultants
working in this mode-were more likely to accurately assess client needs as the
relationship was open and trusting. Also they found greater give-and-take was
possible in this environment,with the academic being more open to suggestions
about improvements in teaching strategies or the presentation of subject matter.

Mediation Mode

: This last is different from the preceding modes in that it is undertaken
with a greater degree of risk. In mediation mode, the instructional designer is
often working in a group environment with a number of academics from different
departments who are co-operating to prepare materials for special courseg. Each

academic is independently preparing or teaching their section of the program.
The instructional designer in this mode often acts as an interventionist
entering into "an ongoing system of relationship ea come between or among persons,

O groups or objects for the purpose of helping them" (Argyris, 1970, p.15).
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Instructional designers sometime\find themselves working in this mode
on multidisciplinary,projeCts. .For example, to design a simulation package
of the family court structure and operation might involve co-operation from
social wort and law departments and practising members of the family court; or
on a larger scale the evaluation or curriculum redesign of a complete Medical
course might involve the designer and evaluator in resolving conflicts between
individual departments.

- At the present very few agencies adopt the mediation mode on'the grand
scale. It requires.a degree of institutional support for the work,and the'
respect and agreement of all the parties involved. The consultant may coordinate
the work of other professionals in a situation where he has-little or no
autbority. To increase the effectiveness of this approach Argyris (1970 p.21)
has suggested that "the interventionist's primary tasks are to generate valid
information, to help the client system make informed and responsible choices,
and to'develop internal commitment to these choices." He emphasizes that
change is not one of the primary tasks. However, it may be a choice made by the
client if that is deemed appropriate on the basis Ofothe information gathered.
As so many changes can occur from client/de5igner relationships, it is important
to use criteria that will be useful in the lOngsterm. Many effects of
inst-uctional innovation influence*the organization and it is only after the
organization has accommodated:these changes that the final effect can be
evaluated.

op-

Phases in the Development of Relationships

, In the previous sections, client style and consulting modes have been
examined. The discuSsion now,turns to the management of these variables and the
client/instructional designer relationship over time. The phases in this,
development parallel a series of tasks that are commonly accepted as part of the
instructional design process. The phases in the development of a relationship
can be grouped under four headings: creating the relationship, identifying
expectations and goals, managing the on-going relationship and concluding the
relationship.

Creating the relationship
Most relationships begin with a client dropping by and requesting some

advice abou; a problem. From, these simple beginnings, the designer must
determine wh, the approach has been made and, whatever the reason, the designer
must be encouraging and attentive without committing the relationship to any
one course of action. Most discussion should be deferred to a.formal exploratory
meeting, although it is often helpful to demonstrate some examples of
instructional materials that might be produced.

The next important step in creating the relationship is to participate
in an exploratory meeting with the client to search out what the project is
likely to be about, whether the instructional designer oi evaluator can be of
assistance and what action needs to be taken. There are other considerations
at this meeting that are more part of the instructional designer's private
agendaCwho will the designer be immediately working with, what is the political
situation with the client System, what personal rewards are likely to_come from
this projeét. Davies (1973) suggests that discussion at the intial meeting
Ahould nclude a discussion of rewards for clients and designers. Often the
final materials bear the names of the collaborators with the designer included
as,a co-author. The production of printed materials is academically preferable,.
but the weight placed Upon them is largely determined by academic promotion
policy.
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At this Axploratory stage, it is wise to inell-W-hbt only the client, but

one or two members of the client's system especially departmental qpillimen and

influential seni9r staff. Tlouever, these members of the system shOkild be

generally committed to the project and not skeptical about the project's outcomes.

It is at this stage the consultation mode can be demonstrated, if the clients are

negative the designer cam, if careless, slip into his shopkeeper or provision mode.

The essence of this meeting is to confirm the collaboration. The final outcome

qf a sucCessfUl exploratory meeting should be a resource.committment of client

time and finances for the project.

Diamond (1975) suggests some lasic pitfall§ to avoid:-
,

1. ProjectS where the academic expertise is lacking.

2. Departments or schools that are in the process of changing

administrators.

3: projects that involve only one faculty member.

4. Projects where what is expected is unrealistic in terms of

time and existing resources.
5. Projects which do.not have a strong support base in the department

in which they are undetaken.
(Diamond et al. 1975, p.35-36)

Identifying expectaA.ons and goals
Once committment to the project has been obtained, it becomes necessary

to define goals and sub-goals. This process usually invloves the initial
planning of stfucture and congultation with the client system for agreement to
the line and style adopted. It is a negotiating,phase,in which objectives are
stated (if that approach is adopted), or content sequences and structure are

, outlined.

VI

A formal contract is finally reached with descriptions of what is to be
done, how mucti time each member will devote to the pioject, the broad method
of approach and what criteria will be used to conclude the relationship. At this

point the client and designer must establish/A.-open relationship with each
accapting duties and responsibilities. If it happens that the relationship
has not develOped, it might be retarding the progress of the project. If the

agency has a number of instructional designers on staff, a change of designer may

help. Some clients have been grateful for suggested staff changes especially when
their cognitive styles have been at loggerheads.

Maintaining the on-going relationship
Once the relationship has been established' cycle of data-gathering,

analysis, decision-making and action begins. During the analysis, it is easy

to feel that.something is happening and the relationship between designer and
client becomes clOte and understanding. As the analysis proceeds, additional
problems may be uncovered, these are .integrated into the project. Eventually

decisions must be mad among alternatives. The tlient makes these'decisions,

although the process is keenly supported by thetdesigner. Often time constraints

,and other activities prev nt the milking of deadlines. While realizing the hutan
problems, it Is possible tO,provideAlme saving alternatives that keep the project
alive without forcing the client to increase the time spent.

One approach many designers have used successfully is the employment

of a graduate student to write part of the materials. This is corrected or

modified bY the client and then trialled with a group of students. At Melbourne

University, a computer simulation.ag\part of a policy unit was produced in this

fashion. Another successful approach has been to obtain commitment by the
department to allow time for the academit staff member to work in the central
agency for a short period. Faster progress on a complex project was achieved

in a trial of this approach at Melbourne, although cgmpeting demands made the
three month period effectively two months.
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' Other approaches that have maintained interest are the use of advanced
technology. For example, our techLcal staff developed a time'coding device .

for vi'deotape which enables a.copy of the material shot to be provicted for
the client. There are numberS on the screen indicating time elapsed in hours,
minutes,.seconds and frames, the clientssimply has to note down the numbers at
the beginning and end of each sequence and a roug,verslon of the program can
be produced. After entering these numbers in a micro-computer, the, material'
is edited automatically. The complexity and time required to produce a final
version have been reduced so markedly thae tlients can move more quickly to the
next sectionbf their projct.

Havelock (1973,Pp55-56) has provided a series Of dimensions which
summarize good relationships in this phdse, These relationships depend
upon:

1: Reciprocity (sharing information, diagnosis; etc.)
2. Openness (w.i.11ingness to receive news input from each other)
3. Rea.listic.expectations (realizing that the instructional

designer is not a miracle worker or that the innovation will
solve all problems)

4. Expectation of reward (that the result will be worthwhile)
5. Structure (some definition of rtiles, working procedures and

expected outcomes)
6. Equal powet (othewise the client mAipigimply comply)
7. Minimum threat (changes may be.benefits)"
8. Confrontation of differences (talking out diSagreements)

.

Concluding the relationship

When the instructional materials start rolling off the presses, the
relationship has moved into the last phase. 'Itis may not be as sad as it sounds
as there is always potential for re-involvement on request, and the fruits
of the relationship: joint publications or conference papers are presented, oCier
spin-off projects are 1?)egun and new projects with other staff encouraged by the
project just comPleted. The.project should be formally evaluated.. The client
should be encouraged to undertake the data gathering ag most. of the evaluation
criteria would haVe been determined at the planning stages. The decision to
reduce involvement, should be a joint one and should be implemented gradually.
If the project fails and the client ig unwilling to invest time, it isThest
eo terminate the relationship quickly and.cut losses . The experience will
hopefully be a leavang situation.

Facilitating Instructional Design Projects

Not all Projects have rcognizable st.ages of development or the need
for professional assistance. Individual academic staff attempt.instructional
41novation without instructional imprevment agency assistance. Lawrason and
Hedberg (1978) found that academic staff working on their own projects were ,

limited by motivation and organizational procedures, The major complaints were:

1. Lack of faculty interest or skills
2. Lack of incentives and administrative support
3. Insufficient funds
4. Insufficient time
5. Lack of support staff or resources
6. Low ability of stedents
7. Unclear objectives
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Instructional designers wbo can reduce (these problems for the individual academic
will help the instructional innovation effort on their campus. More positively,
instructional degigners should (a) be aware of the campus political structure
and know the ,key academics and administrators who can affect change in instruction;
(b) give priorities, to instructional design prOjects initiated by these key
change agents; and accept the secondary role as "support" staff, collaborating
in the ingtructional design process as required (Lawrason and Hedberg, 1978).

Organizational development can create levels of awareness that provide
a climate for instructional innovation(Abedor and Sachs, 1977; Porter, 1976).
Policy makers must creue an environment that supports both the personal and
organizational needs of an innovation. This support Porter (1976) argues should
be built into the system before promoting plans for instructional innovation.

When face'd with great institutional probleMs, the ,focus on the
department as a unit of changeAppears tO be a reasonable strategy. The
xeadiness of the academic deparAment for change might be gauged by:

1. The department values teaching for promotion, pay or rewards.
22 The department provides some (but not enough) resources for

improving teaching. -

3. Academic staff dre receptive to instructional innovations.
4. ,Some curriculum changes are fermenting.
5. The departmental chairman is perceived as influential in and

supportive of teaching improvements.
_6. The individual innovatOr, in such a department consults with

his colleagues as a routine matter.
(After Sachs, 1977, pp14-15).

Conclusion

Throughout this paper, I.have argued for consideration of client styles,
.consulting modes And developing relationships in the management ofja process
designed to provide better instructional alternatives. While the individual
designer can help clients by demonstrating a range of alternatives to the
problems they face, the designer must work in an environment not structured
to accept change. Some pitfalls may be avoided by tood decisions on project
viability and institutional acceptance, but the ext stage for the in'stiuctional
designer's development is perhaps more proactive 7 Thics is liable to involve
incursions into the area of organizational develOpment and greater use will be
made of mediating consulting modes.
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Practical Curriculum devel ment:
Scientific enquiry in Univers ty classes

Elizabeth Hegarty
University of New South Wales

'4

There appears to be agiaement that teaching university science Students an appreciation of the processes of scientific enquiry is impor-
tant. It is also often suggested that laboratory classes should play a vital role in such teaching.

This paper presents studies on scientific enquiry occurring in university laboratory classes:

1. Results of content analysis of' laboratory manuals according to the !eve) Irnd types of scientific enquiry behaviours'demanded.

1. Results of classroom observation studies of student and staff behaviour in laboratories as relevant to scientific enquiry.

3. Description of the relationship between levels of scientific enquiry of laboratory manuals and classroom behaidour.

implications for tha design of laboratory exercises are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last fifteen years, there have been constant expressions of
disappointment with the results of both research and development work in the
field of curriculum studies. The lack of fritality has been diagnosed. as due to
over-emphasis on theoretic and technical proaches (Pinar, 1978; Walker, 1976).

.,

Current opinion suggests that curriculum studies will be re-vitalized
when more emphasis is.placed tn practic 1 and eclectic approaches, a vieWpoint
first proposed by Sthwab (1969). Thi means that it is a duty of-science
teachers to develop competence ip the rocesses of decision and choice in curricu-
lum practice (Schwab, 1974).. Since hake has been little refetence to Schwab's

. This paper presents results of a study
writings in the literature on higheriedUcation some amplification will be
presented of the "practical" domain
conducted within the framework of ttie "practical" domain as delineated by Schwab
(1969, 1971, 1973,-1974) i.e the Tivactical" in practice.

Overall, the study focus4d on the Work of groups responsible for the
planningvand revition of the labdratory work component of science courses at
university level. Within such groupi and in the published literature there
.appears to be agreement that it/is important to teach university science students
an appreciation of the processes of scientific enquiry (ar scientific method, to
use an older term). It is alto suggested that laboratory classes'should play a
vital role in Such teaching (riusubel, 1968; Gagne, 1974; Lawson And Renner, 1975).
.Therefore part of the study 4s concerned with the nature of scientific enquiry
as.encountered in university4laboratory classes and involved: ,
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(1) determination of the leVel of scientific enquirY behaviours demanded from
stuAgils in the laboratory manuals provided

-

(2) -investigation of the effects of different levels of scientific enquiry in
.Q laboratory manuals on the behaviour of staff and students using the

manuals in science laboratory classes.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF "PRACTICALh CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

The "practical" is "the discipline concerned with choice and action, in
contrast with:the theoretic, which ia concerned with knowledge. _Its methods lead
to defensible decisions, where the methods of the theoretic lead to warranted
conclusions" (Schwab, 1969). -In them:lomain of the'"practical" it is expected
that skilled curriculum workers will arrive atebetter choices, being able to
optimize zets of conflicting theories and functions, contriving a balance, not
seeking some unique maximum (Reid, 1975; Schwab, 1973):.. The nature Of the
"practical" and its translation into curniculum has been further elaboratkd by
other writers (Westbury, 1972; Wick, 1972) who have given accounts of. the eclectic
procedures by which diverse theories can be used in and for educational practice
while.maintaining,both the integrity of the theories and the practical contexts
of education. .A paper on the "practical." with specific reference to. the
Australian setting was published recently by Gough (1978).

The use,of deliberation as methodology

The development of an effective new curriculum or the successful modifi-
cation*of an existing curriculum does not follow a few clearly defined simple
steps as many curriculum models seem,to imply. Rather, many complex operations
are involved, including definition and re-definition of the problems encountered
(Hegarty, 1977), negotiations, debate, discussions for and against pfoposed
solutions, weighing of alternatives and careful consideration.of the anticipated
consequences of decisions (Gough, 1978). All of these operations are well
described by.the term "deliberation" as used by Schwab (1973)c

The selection of'members of curriculum review groups

Schwab (1973) argued that successful curriculum deliberation demands
involvement of persons representing five bodies of knowledge and experience: the
subject matter, the learners, the milieux(environments), the teachers and the
process of curriculum making. Curriculum review groups constituted according
to these criteria have been reported for biology at school level (rok, 1972) and
microbiology at university level (Hegarty, 1977). The following account 'is

extracted from the latter paper.

For a microbiology curriCulum group, at least one person would be chosen
with a,thorough working knowledge of the microbiology subject Matter taught in
the course and with a research interest in'some aspect of that field. To.

represent learners, there is a good case for includingsa number of students as
well as staff members with many years of experience of different student groups.
When selecting group members familiar with the milieux (environthents) in which
microbiology students find-themselves, consideration is given to locating group
thenbers.with all Understanding of the relationship between laboratory classes,
tutorials and lectures,in the.course, the relationship amonqst.the various
different coursea in microbiology which are available, the relationship to other
courses a student-may be taking (for example, biochemistry) and the place of
microbiology in a student's overall programme of university study. The group
would contain people attase in some or all of the various university mileux
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mentioned. People would be sought who have perspective on'the place of micro-
biology in society, andcon the future careere and employment prospects of
students who have studied the curriculum under review..

An effort'would be.made to include a number of teachers acting as tutor/

demonstrators in laboratory classes as well aS the staff member(s) taking overall

responsibility for the course. In this way, problems may be identified con-
cerning the degree of,fit between the demands of the course and teachers'
experience in microbiology and related disciplines, their attitudes and approaches

.to teaching. Finally, a group would include someone withexperience in the,
actual process of developing functional curricula. Such a person is Usually to

be found amongst staff members with experience in designing both the overall
structure of courses and the details of teaching materials but, in addition, it

may be an advantage to recruit educationists with special expertise in the field

of curriculum.

LEVEL OF SCIENTIFIC ENQUIRY IN LABORATORY MANUALS

Systematic content analysis was used to determine the level of scientific

enquiry in microbiology laboratory manuals. This is a technique for evaluating
the potential of written materials to allow students to achieve certain goals.
Thus, if obtaining an appreciation of the processes of scientific enquiry is an
important goal for studente, then an appropriate scheme for content analysis
would involve checking for evidence.that laboratory manuals do actually require
students to engage in scientific enquiry, i.e. the.contents of the manUal Serves
as a basis for inference (Holsti, 1969).

The scheme used for content analysis to show level of scientific enquiry
was a modification of that published bY Herron (1971). Table 1 Sbows the scheme,

together with analysis of laboratory mantials used in microbiology for final year
students at the University of New South.Wales. The main feature of the scheme
is the increasing degrees of openness for students to choose, the aims and methods

of their labOratory work. At the lowest level one might find exercises which
were simply practice in techniques or confirmatory exercises where the answer was
already provided for students. At the highest level one,finds laboratory work
where students have freedom to determine'the nature of the problem on which they
work as well as designing materials and methods they use.

It should.be pointed out that the notion oi\levels of scientific enquiry
is value laden, having the potential or what might be called ideological

/- commitment - where one aesumes that higher levels areloetter than lower levels.
Nonetheless, it would seem reasonable that universitY students in the final year
'of their major subject should experience scientific enquiry at the higher levels.
One might expect to support this view by using arguments grounded in the philo-
sophy of Science. But encouraging empirical support comes from research studies
carried out at university level which showed that, as the degree of guidance in
laboratory workdecreased. (and student design procedures increased), so students'
retention of What they had learned increased (HolcoMb,. 1971).

By comparison with the results of Herron's (1971) analysis of BSCS
biology, the most important finding was that 25% of 63 set exercises, together
with six extended projects, were at level 2A or above, a finding apparently
congruent with the major role attributed to processes of scientific enquiry by
many writers (HerrOn reported no exercises at leve1,2 and'the majority; 75%, at

level 0). 135
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TABLE 1.

LEVEL Cf SCIENTIFIC ENQUIRY IN MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY MANUALS

a

Table shows definition of levels and results of content analysis
of 63 laboratory exercises *

IEVEL AIM MATERIALS METHODS ANSWER PERCENTA
OF

0 Given Given Given Given

1 Given Given Given Open

2A

2B

Given

Given

Given, whole Open or
or part given in '

part

Open ,,Open

Open

Open

Open Open Open Open 0

Unknown
,

Evidence lacking 3..2

excludes 6 extended projects (levels 2h and 2B)
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EFFECTS OF LEVELS OF ENQUIRY_ON BEHAVIOUR OF,STUDENTS.AND TUTORS IN

LABORATORY CLASSES

Most of the research'involving direct observation of behaviour in science
classrooms (reviewed by Tisher, 1972 and. Power, 1977) was influenced by a desire
to develop a coherenttheory of teaching. Disappointingly little success was
obtained but Power's review (1977) points up ways in which research in the realm
of-the theoretic may,become more productiVe in the future. ,Moves.away from the
realm of the theoretic to the realm of the practical are beginning. Arguments
for the use of interaction analysis in curriculum development and curriculum
evaluation have been presented recently by Eggleston and Galton (1976),

From the review.by Power (1977) of factors influencing the nature of
Science classroom interactions, it appears that no studies have been made of
laboratory behaviours before and after the introduction of enquiry oriented
curriculum materials nor of the effect of curriculum materials at different levels
of enquiry on behaviour within a single course at either school or university
level. In the present study the behaviour of students and staff was observed
whilst they weie using microbiology laboratory manualS with exercises rated at
low or high levels of scientific enquiry (i.e. rated as level 9 vs, level 2 or
above in content analysis). Full details of the observation scheme and results
have been published (Hegarty, 1978)." #..

The expectation was that as the level of enquiry of manuals increased
from lOW to high, so certain differences_in_the behaviour of students and staff
would be observed in the laboratory classroom. In practice it was found that as
the leverof enquiry increased, there was a marked increase in the proportion of
tutors''time spent on the development of-subject matter, especially at low
cognitive levels. To match, there was a marked increase in students' time
spent listening to such talk. There was a slight trend towards a similar increase
in the proportion of students' time spent on talk at low cognitive levels. More
importantly, there was a significant increase in time spent by students talking
on scientific processes, most of which was accounted for by talk with fellow
students, not tupors. ,& Results.for tuturs were quite different,,.however. Time
spent on scientific processes did increase at level 2A, but during extended
exercises and projects at level 2B, the talk on scientific processes dropped below '
the 'spore at level 0.

One of the most notideable effects on tutors' behaviour was an increase
in laboratory management responsibilities - not management within the laboratory,
which remained constant - but inmanagement activities not at any scheduled
location, i.e. the staff were away from the students altogether, missing from the
laboratory, moving around the building to preparationareas and private research
laboratories collecting and organizing materials for students' projects. During

,level 2B projects, the total,proportion of tutors' time spent on management
activities was 20%. Similarly, there was a marked increase in timespent by
students on laboratory organization, About 20% at level 2B but not at lower
levels. It wouldappear that as students were required to spend more time
planning and organizing laboratory work at higher levels of scientific enquiry,
less time was taken for using laboratory techniques, making observations and
taking measurements,.

DISCUSSION

This paper has presented results of 4 study,directed towards imprOving
the repertoire of information available to curriculum deliberation groups. In a
sense then its value should be judged in terms of its relevance to the curricu-
lum groups responsible for the microbiology courses investigated. Before one
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could be confident of generalizing further, _what is needed is a* large body.of
reports on the information used by Curriculum groups, and on the judgements
resulting from the deliberations of the groups. Only then will we have the
grounds for testing our views on what constitutes better and worse in the art of
deliberatiOn on science curricula (Schwab, 1975). \,

7 .

The study on scientific enquiry in microbiology laboratory classwork was
conducted within the framewoAN of "the practical" (Schwab, 1969, 1913, 1975).

:The deliberations were conducted in accord with Schwab's prescriptions. During
earlY stages of the-deliberations a technique for structuring group meetings was

:used (Hegarty, 1977) in order to identify as clearly as possible alI problems
.associated*with the courses undertaken by final year students majoring in micro-
biology. A more obviously deliberative'mode of.operation was used during later
stages as group members progressively refined their understanding of the problems
and Moved towards debate and negotiations on possible solutions. The data
presented in this paper were used by meMbers of the deliberation groups during
both early and late stages of the process.

NeMbership of he deliberation groups was arso determined according-to
Schwab's prescriptions: .care was taken to include expert representatives of the
five bodies of experience (subject matters, learners, milieux of environments,
teaChers, curriculum-making). Particu1ai7iffort was made to recruit present and
past students, -to locate staff familiar with the university milieu outside .
microbiology and to invite a number of "outside" scientists to judge the course-
work from the viewpoint of society overall and from the viewpoint of potential
employers of gradu:Stes from the microbiology course which was being reviewed.
All participants contributed enthusiastically and the broad perspective was
reflected in the work products of the group. 4

The deliberation groups found the results of the content analysis to be
very useful. The rationale for its Use was that when enquiry oriented curricu-
lum materials have been designed, a first,step is to check that the materials
reflect the designers' aims. Thus, content analysis of BSCS manuals waSjudged
y Herron (1971) to indicate that scientific enquiry was preached by the
curriculum designers a deal more often than it was practised. The curriculum
group at'UNSW felt that bY comparison, the. proportion of upper level exercises
was encouraging but that action should be taken to reduce the figure of 30% of
set exercises at level 0 still lower. Level 0 exercises presented a problem..
Practice in techniques can easily_ be justified, though not necessarily in a final
year Course (Newman, 1978, called such practice "pre-science", initiation.into
real science), but the use of "recipes" where the answer is already well known to
staff and students, is difficult or impossible, to justify. In terms of the
analysis by Newman (1978), recipes are "copliing" and *axe not science at all.
On this basis, eight level 0 exercises were selected for revision and the results
of a'second content analysiS scheme (not presented here) were'available for.
guidance as to the types of enquiry behaviours which should be emphasised when
replacement exercises were being developed. After revision, the eight exercises
were expanded to nine, onsat level 0, seven at level-I and one at level 2.
The lack of lever 3 exercises was also regarded as cause for concern and two new
exercises were designed at level 3 (i.e. freedom for students to determine the
problem to be investigated).. However these were restricted to-library assignments.

Examining the findings of the classroom observation study, the
deliberation groups found some of the retults worthy of lengthy debate, whilst
others were disregarded. An aim of introducing enquiry-oriented curricula is
to encourage an increase in behaviours'congruent with scientific enquiry
(Eggleston and Galton, 1976) and it is often assumed desirable that such an
increase should be manifested in the enquiry behaviour of both students and staff
(Balzer, 1969; Eggleston and Galton, 1976). Therefore a question for debate by
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the curriculum group was "What are the,implications of the finding that with
increase in level of scientific enquiry, the increase in time spent by students
talking on scientific processes was not matched by an increase in time spent
by tutors?" In addition, the increase in time spent by tutors on laboratory
management activities outside the classroom and away from students during
exercises at a high level of,scientific enquiry was an-unforeseen result of
curriculum change and was felt to be possibly undesirable.

Evidence from interviews suggested that university tutors often sought a
role for themselves as resource persons (especially'so during classes at higher ,

levels of enquiry) rather than acting as a challenger or promoter of enquiry
behaviours. The curriculum group suggested that tutors be notified of the
intended level of scientific enquiry of each exercise and of the types of. ques-
tioning or challenging which might best help students meet the goals of the
exercises. Opportunities were canvassed for staff development programmes to
prombte an understanding of the nature of scientific enquiry and the acquisition
of relevant teaching skills.

Enquiry.related behaviours of both students and-staff.were more notice7
able at,level 2A than at level 2B, and at level 2B the most prominent behaviours
involved organization and Management. These findings represent a challenge to'
.the practice of offering project work in university science." In iriew of the
expense of time and money on projects, the curriculum group debated the replace-
ment of sote projects with structured exercises at level 2A (which apparently
present more opportunities for enquiry within a compressed time span).

The notion of investigating a problem and designing,suitable laboratory
experiments is central to the process of scientific enquiry. Yet high student
enrolments often present financial and organizational obstacles to the provision
of suitable laboratory work. Figure 1 shows an examPle of a structured exercise
(level 2A) on 'antibiotic sensitivity testing. It involves planning and design by
students in a setting where staff retain control over technical.organization and
expense by restricting the materials and glassware provided. Although the
example involves microbiology subject matter, the idea_should be applicable to
_many Other science disciplines.

The exercise was designed for students already familiar with methods of
sensitivity testing and the effects of concentrations of bacteria inoculated.
It may appear simple but it provides students with experience in a number of the
different components of scientific enquiry. These include:

Preaicting as many variables as possible.

Formulating hypotheses doncerning effects of variables.

Designing experiments to test hypotheses.

Ensuring that experiments are feasible within the limitations imposed
(e.g. agar depth, antibiotic concentration, pre-incubation time,
incubation temperature and growth conditions).

The question posed at the end raises the whole issue of standardization and
control of procedures in medical diagnostic laboratories.

In conclusion it should be stressed that curriculum deliberation is.a
long and complex process and it is difficult to do justice to the process in a
short paper. It is'hoped that sufficient illustration has been provided for
use by other.workers and that, with the discussion of the value of content
analysis and classroom observation data to a curriculum group, has come a sense
of the priorities which.must be weighed, the compromises and tradeoffs which are
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FIGURE :

SCIENTIFIC ENQUIRY IN A RESTRICTED LABORATORY INVESTIGATION

(LEVEL 2A) : EXAMPLE OF A MICROBIOLOGY EXERCISE

. ANTIBIOTIC SENSITIVITY TESTING FACTORS AFFECTING ZONE DIAMETERS

Material:

(per bench) Culture on-nutrient-agar of:

Standard Staphylococcus aureus sensitive to
penicillin

Penicillin discs (2pg)

.Sterile forceps

-Sterile swabs

Sterile petri dishes

(per class) Nutrient broth

Melted deeps of nutrient agar and sensitivity
agar

k

(Other materials may bi available on request)

Procedure:

(a) Students at each bench should make a list of all the
factors which could influence the size of the zone of
inhibition around an antibiotic disc.

(b) Design experiments to test each of these variables.

(c) Discuss your plans with your tutdk and proceed with as
many as practicable. Submit your results to your tutor
together with any cultures used as evidence.

Questions:

1. For which factors did you find evidence of effect on zone
size?

2. What is the practical significance of your results for
'procedures in a diagnostic medical microbiology laboratory?

1 4,1
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involved in planning and replanning cukricula. Those with responsibilities for
science laboratory teaching will be able to assess the value of the content

.analysis and observation techniques to their.own disciplines and to assess the
Possibility of using more structur.ed enquiry exercises (level 2A) in their
teaching.

A large body of such reports is,needed'on the information used by
cUrriculum groups and on the judgements resulting from their deliberations. Only
in this way can our collective skills be strengthened in the use of the arts'of
the practical
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Visual Analogies in higher education

Deane W. Hutton,
Salisbury College of Atha ea Education

There are many different methods for classifying pictures which are used In communication. They can be classified according to such
features as: medium of transmission; use of colour; nip r of main figures, or elements; amount of internal detail in figures or
elements; and nature of background.

An alternative method of classification iS baied on the meaning perceived by the learner. Some pictures are perceived as realistic or
iconic symbod for the things they represent. Thit Category includes many of the photographs, film, television and drawings used in
education. A second category of pictures can be called abstract or logical. This includes graphs, histograms, flow charts and Venn
diagrams, which do not look like the things they represent, but do show relationships visually. A third category includes those pictures
which are perceived to be analogiCal the visual analogies and visual metaphors which explain an object, idea or event by depicting ,
something else.

This paper includes an analysis of current use of visual analogies in a variety of subject areas and levels. It then describes ways in which
visual strategies, involving analogy, can be implemented in higher education.

A walk through the classrooms of- oilr institutions of learning from kinder-
garten, through Years 1 to 12 in our 'primary and secondary schools, 'and on to
the lectures, seminars and tutorials in our universities and colleges would ,
reveal some interesting similarities and differences. In many cases the 'expert'
teacher, tutor or lecturenwould be seen 'leading' a group of willing or un-
willing students through some,chosen area of knowledge. Frequently, the students
would be formally seated at rows of desks or tables. Two=way communication would
often be encouraged. However, two fairly obvious- differences between &he levels
of education would probably strike the observer as he/she walked through the

\ classrooms. There tends to be an increasing emphasis on verbal communication
1,both oral and written) as we progress up through 16 or 17 years of formal
ed,utation; and a decreasing emphasis on vislial means of communication (photo-
graphs, wa 1 1 charts, black-board di agrams , drawings , paintings , models , mob i les ,

NobodY\would doubt the efficiency of words to communicate and sumarize concepts,
abstracl, ideas and generalizations. But one of the assumptions upon which the
Visual Edncation Curriculum Project, at Salisbury College of Advanced Education,
is built (\Hutton, 1979) is the conviction that visual and verbal comunication
can be comPlementary. lie believe that pictures can be as important for concept
development In the hallcwed halls of higher learning as they' are in grades 1 and
2 of the priniary school. Consequently, we are developing books and videotapes
which have bee designed for teachers and which stress the potentiel of theo.
vieuca in learn ng, across the curriculum. Areas coveredby these materials

_include draming, hotography, film, television, mental imagery and visual
analogies. Altho h much Of the curriculum development work has been done with
teathers i,n prima and secondary schools, many of the principles and guidellnes

411r
apply equally well tn higher education. This paper discusses some of the types
of pictures that can `Ir used. in comunication.

143The Visual Education Curriculum Proiect is funded by\ The CUrrICUlUm Development Centre, Canberra.
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CLASSIFYING PICTURES

, There ere many,different methods for classifying pictures which are used in

communication. They can be classified according to such features as: medium of

transmissiony use of colour; number of main figures or elements; amount of

.internal detail in-figures or elements; and riature of background.

-An alternative.method of classification is based on the meaning peixeived by the

learner (Knowlton, 1966). Some pictures are perceived as realistic or iconic
symbols for the things they represent. This category inclu es many of the photo-

. graphs, film, television and drawings used in education. A second category of
pictures can be called abstract or logical. This includes raphs, histograms,
flow charts and Venn diagrams, which do not look like the things they represent,
but do-show relationships visually. A third category includes those pictures

.; which.are perceived to be analogical the visual anaiogies and visual metaphors
,which explain in object, idea or event by depicting somahing else. Political

cartoon'ists and some science refeFence books have long exploited this method of
visual communication (e.g. King, 1976; Life Science .Library; 'Petty, 1978;

Pickering, 1978). With this method of picture classification, it is, -of course,
possible to have three different kinds of picture of the same. real object.

Consider, for example, a living,
'growing, respiring yeast cell which
is fermehing sugar to produce
alcohol and carbon dioxide
(See figure 1).

The first picture is a life-like
drawing of a Yeast cell, so it is
classified as iconic.

A phottgraph of a yeast cell would
be classified siinilarly.

.The second picture (figure 2)
consists simply of words, squal-es
and arrows abstract symbols
looking nothing like partsof the
funct7thang- yeast cell .

But it probably does convey mean-
ing to you about yeast. It is a

logical pi cture.

_The third picture (figure 3)
represents a yeast cell, but it
looks like a factory. It is a

visual analogy in Knowlton's'
terminology, an anapgical
picture.

Fig. 1. Iconic (or realistic) picture
which looks like the thing it represents.

91. u.cost

Fig. 2. Logical picture which does not
look' like ank real thing it is abstract.

C arloors
ciolt LA!

YEAST cr..L.L.
Fig. 3. Analogical picture whi0 looks

like,some other real thing."

As another example of Knowlton's system for classifying pictures, consider a
radio. We could represent the radio by atphotograph of the comPlex array of
wires, transistors, resistors; etc., that are contained within it (an iconic
picture). pr we could represent it bY a conventional circuit diagram (logical
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picture). Alternatively, we could draw a cartoon with little men running around

with packages of energy, translating and passing on messages, turning switthes

oh and off, etc., to represent the electrical components of the radio. It is

still a picture of a radio; but physically resembles a group of people rather

than a radio, so it is a visual analogy.

WHICH KIND OF PICTURE IS BEST?

Which class of picture is the best kind to use in teaching -- iconic, analogical

or logical? The question cannot be considered apart from the purpoSe of the

message, and the background and ipterests of--,the students.

However, in some cases, iogical and analogical pictures have a distinct

advantage over iconic pictures. How do you draw a picture,of an abstract idea?

You certainly can't draw something that looks physically like ancabstractidea,

so iconic pictures are out. But logical and analogical pictures often profide

interesting possibilities for visually illustrating the abstract.

For example, consider the abstract concept "democracy!'. Is it possible to

illustrate'this concept visually with a single picture? If we radtrict our-

selves to iconic (realistic) pictures we may decide to_shatEmaw_aspectafithe-

complex idea "democracy" -- e.g. the election process, elected representatives'

Muses of parliament, debates, decisions being made, legislation being implement-

ed, Even'then, we may have illustrated just a small part of the conceptt

"democracy".

However, it may be possible to illustrate the essence of the democratic process,

as we see it, in a single analogical picture. Perhaps we could use a picture of

a football match, or a fowl yard, or Larry Pickering's jungle.

Also, it might be possible to represent the democratic process with a single

logical picture consisting of arrows and words.

election
decision

legislation

*.4.44141"s'.*:

For a certain teaching purpose, a single logical or analogical picture may be a
more useful deyice than a whole series of iconic pictures.- Iconic pictures can

only show instances of an abstract concept, whereas it is sometimes possible'to

convey the total idea with a visual analogy or block diagram.

MIAING.VISUAL ANALOGIES'

There are many ways in which'visual analogies can be planned. Some teachers and

lecturers find it easy to make them up on the spot -- intuitively. Intuitfon has

always played an important part in effective4eaching. Some teachers, with whom

the Visual Education Curriculum Project team has been working, have reported that

visual analogies occur to them spontaneously while planning learning activiti

or while actually teaching. Such analogies can be of great value in assisting

the communication of key concepts. .

(it

. ,

However, it is often useful to have a proCedure/on hand which can*suggest visual

analogies when inspiration fails. Several possible strategies are outlined in

the Vipual Education Curriculum Project materials. One of them will be described

/
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in some detail here. It is simply intended atio guide which describes strategies
which have worked for some teathers when communicating concepts and ideas.

CONCEPTS AND IDEAS AS PROCESSES

In the case of some concepts and ideas, it srzy be possible to start with a logic-
al picture and convert it to a visual analogy. This is particularly useful 'for
ideaS.which.can be seen as processes or relationships. Can all ideas been viewed
as processes or relationships? Probably not -- but many of them can -- and these
are capable of being translated into logical and analogical pictures.

It would seem that there are just four basic types of logical pictures which can
represent processes:

(1) LINEAR -- where one component of the idea or concept leads on to the
next component.

En---4"
Periodic bankfng of money is a real world exaluple which couid be trans-
lated into this kind of logical picture. The succession'of monarchs in
a kingdom is another very different example which fits the same linear
,pattern.s

(2) DIVERGtNT wffere a unified whole disintegrates into separate components.

Real World abstract examples are civil war, divorce, generosity, ex7ansion
and analysis.

(3) CONVERGENT -- where separate components come together to form'a unity.

Real World abstraci examples are tollaboration, partnership, love,
accumulation and synthesis.

(4) CYCLIC where one component affects another component which in turn
affects/the original component.

doe.."...1.1111116

lir/#
Insurance, investment, political donations and manipulation may be-
represented by a cyclic logical picture. ,

Many ideas are, of course, combinations of these four basic processes. Periodic
banking of money and its subsequent investment is a linear process followed by a
cyclic process.

...=111ft

Also, thqoreviously mentioned concept of "democracy" may include the electoral
process wRich is convergent, parliamentary decision-making which is basically
linear, and implementing legislation which is divergent.
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Obviously, there are hundre s of other
One of the most difficult things about
al Apture is deciding whichlprocesses
representatton.

FROM LOGICAL TO ANACOGICAL PI TURES

Once the tacher has reduced 4n
sommitted to using that partitul
Tftfer to search for a more fami
world examp)e which confirms to,
this new thing to represent the
for a visual analogy.

combinations of the four basic processes.
translattng an abstract idea into a logic-
are important enough to warrant visual

idea to a logical picture, he/she is not
.

ar diagram in his/het teaching. The teacher may
liar, more concrete ormore interesting real .

the saMe logical pattern, and use a picture of
original idea. In other words, he/she may search

For example, a business partnership and love could each be represented by two
small streams joining to form 4 river (see figure 4)-. All are examples of con-
vergence, with the concrete example (river) serving to illustrate an abstract
idea (partnership Qr. love).

Many other concrete, examples could have been used. ,Separate bricks forming a
whole house. Ingredients being mixed to make a cake. Pieces of jig-sow being
fitted together. The list is limited only by the imagination of the teacher and
the experiences of the students.

Similar extensions from the logical to the analogical realm could see any linear
idea represented by a picture of a train, or by soldiers marching in a line.

Divergent concepts could be introduced Py a picture of a tree 'or scissors cuttin
paper of a firecracker exploding.

And cyclic concepts could be reOresented by a wheel or.a mer
dogs chasing each other's tail (see figure 4).

ABISTRACT
IDEA

LOGICAL
PICTURE

ANALOGICAL
PICTURE
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Figure, 4. Logical pg Analogical Pictures of Abstract Ideas.
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CONCEPTS AND IDEAS AS RELATIONSHIPS

Many abstract concepts, in a variety of subject areas, are associated with

relationships between components. Relationships can often be represented by two

extremes, such as high/low, left/right, now/then, slow/fast, etc. These can be

depicted with simple logical pictures.

_ -

(High

1Low

fast

sl OW

On the other hand, some relationships are determined by the proximity of the

components. These can also be illustrated with logical pictures.

e.g. exclusive overlapping inclusive

As with- "processes", so logical pictures of "relationships" can readily be
changed into an everyday example -- thus becoming visual analogies. For example,

I
exclusive sets may become separate houses with a high wall between them.
Similarly, overlapping sets may become children sharing a lollipop; and and )

inclusive set may become a cat swallowing a mouse.

VIrAL CLICHES , \

i

PrOcedures for designing analogical pictures to introduce abstract ideas could
be criticised on the grounds that they may encourage the'use of visual cliches.

a

The same simple pictures may be used repeatedly to introduce widely differing

bstract,ideas. Is this necessarily bad?

rbal cliches may not be good literature, but teachers certainly find them-use-

f 1 in/oral explanation (Mooij, 1976). lhings are co tinually describethas hard

as\ a rock, sharp as a tack, clear as crystal, old as th hills, and fresh as a

daisy, Familiafity with these verbal analogies prepare the student's mind for

th
. /

pew idea being introduced.

An alogy can stimulate a mental "set" in the learner. In the same way,
analogical pictures (and logical pictures, too) can act as signals .for new ideas.
The appearance of diverging arrows or an exploding firecracker on thebl ckboard
or in a textbook can say, "Watch out! An idea concerning divergence is coming

1

V sual cliches may not be good art, but they may help to improve teac

1 arning.

8
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DESIGNING PICTURES FOR TEACHING

Most teachers would agree that both pictures and words are important in teaching
and learning. Designing and produding realistic pictures of concrete objects in
the real world is fairly straightforward. However, designing pictures of
abstract ideas is a much more difficult and often neglected task.

The strategy suggested in this paper for designing visual messages to convey
abstract concepts has, in essence, SO-Ur steps.

1. Identify the main idea in the material to be taught. Can it be viewed
as a process or relationship?

-

2. Analyse the process into a ZogicaZ picture -- linear, divergent,
convergent, cyclic, or a combination of these.

3. Examine your mentaZ,stock of visuaZ analogies which correspond to the
logical picture identified. Create new visual analogies if necessary.

4. SeZect one of the analogical pictures or the logical picture as a
starting point to introduce the abstract concept.

At first glance, this teaching strategy may appear rather prescriptive and mech-
anistic -- but really it is Ctuite open-ended. The teacher or lecturer creates

and selects the visual analogies, And these decisions are based on the aims and
objectives, the teachers knowledge of the students, and an appreciation of the
context in which the teaching and learning is'taking place.

One point worth remembering is that all analogies are in a sense false -- whether
lAed at kindergarten or at university. They use comparisons which'are approx-
imate rather than exact and they ignore the literal meaning of words and pictures.
However, they are used in this way to provide bridges between the familiar and
the unfamiliar. Analogies can be thought'of as.interim, but vitally important,
aids to a more precise understanding of concepts, principles ahd ideas.
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Curriashun Evaluation in higher education:
Seif mite-cation in a' community

Stephen Kemmis
Deakin UniversitSt

Clare Hughes

Curriculum Development Centre, Canberra

In this paper a conception of evaluation is developed which depends upon the self-reflective activities of those most closely involved in
the development and teaching of a course. The model for Self-reflection iS based uponthe critical theory of Jurgen Habermas. It invites
Participants in a course to form a self-critical community and to examine the relationship of theory and practice in the teacOing of a
course and in its substance. By making critical analyses of the way theory expresses itself in practice through organisation and of the
ways practical problems are registered in organisation posing theoretical difficulties, It becomes possible for participants to gain a con-
crete and authentic insight into the nature of the course as a learning experience. The Model presented here focuses..upon the way
participant understandings of a course evolve through the process of critical debate.

The self-reflective approach to evaluation has recently been tried in the Curriculum Development Centre In Canberra, where a com-
munity of Curriculum Developers face common problems and issues related to their work across a variety of curriculum areas. Early
experience with the model shows that too rigorous an adherence to its three foci iTheory, Organisation And Practice) tended to make
Selfreflective discussion somewhat rigid and formal; later experience has shown that it can be adapted so that it becomes more problem
oriented and better adapted to the conviviality of discussion. In the paper some of theSe practical difficulties are discussed and recom-
mendations about the organisation of Self-reflection in critical communities, An attempt is also made to show how the model has been
adapted to the unique conditions of the Curriculum Development Centre and how it may be adapted for use in wider situations. Par-
ticular attention is given to the applicability of the approach to curriculum evaluation situations in higher education institutions.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in durriculum
evaluation in higher education, spurred on; no doubt, by. the barbs of an .

accountability movement which attempts to respond to economir adversity through
"rationalisation" of higher education provision and the promises of an emerging'
technology of evaluation that it can provide the means by which "rationalisatiOn"
of -- if pot,rationality in -- educational provision can be achieved. In such
a climate, universities and colleges like the University of Illinois have
attempted to preempt the intensification of external evaluation by setting in
first with a systematic procedure for University "self-evaluation",z In such
a climate, university and college higher education research units are
increasingly called upon to carry out course evaluations and to assist
embattled administrations in making hard choices about the "rationalisation" of
institutional offerings. In such a climate, Paul Dressel's Handbook of Academic

'Evaluation (1976) appeared, somewhat ominously subtitled "Assessing Institutional
Effectiveness, Student Progress, and Professional Performance for Decision
Making in Higher Education".3

In such a climate, the oracular, the opportunistic and the officious in
higher education research units will find the invitation to play a-larger
technical-managerial role in the improvement of higher education institutions
hard to resist.

2 The University of Illinois established a Council on Program Evaluation (COPE)
to carry out evaluations of all departments'of the University on a five-year
cycle, using a combination oi internal review and external review mechanisms.

3 Reviewed by the first author for the Journal of Curriculum Studies (1977 ,

9, 91-94).
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The,central claims of this paper, are:
w

(a) most curriculum evaluation technologies now being developed are
sufficiently narrow in scope to be sharply limited in utility;
in consequence they may all too easily become the political tools
of autocratic or bureaucratic administrations;

(b) curriculum evaluation in higher education is by no means a.new
attivity, and has-already developed.convivial processes for course
iiprovement and institutional self-regulation by critical
communities,otcourse developers and scholars;

(c) by the systematic-development of these convivial processes in the
method of critical self-reflection it is pogsible to achieve the
justifiable ends of instituaonal and curricular improvement
without underestimating the complexity of the intellectual and organ-
isational tasks involVed or endangering-the quality,of higher education
by replacing academic concerns with administrative ones.

These claims will be defended by.a necessrily brief critique of current
technologies of curriculum evaluation in higher education, by de
that self-critical and convivial evaluation processes do indeed
contemporary curriculum practice in higher education, by outlini
on evaluation and Self-reflect4ou which.is sufficient for mosi
purposes in higher education, uy describing some recent experien
Curriculum Development Centre, Canberra, where we teated the pers
practice, and by referring to some of the problems encountered wi
suggesting some directions for improvement.

onstrating
xist in
g a perspective
valuation
e at the
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CURRENT TECHNOLOGIES

As the curriculum development movement of the 1960's spawned its progeny
of-evaluation methods and models, the developers of those models and Methods -
began to apply them to their own work as teachers and curriculum developers
in universities and colleges. While few.of these higher education evaluators
regarded.measurement of student outcomes (both affective and cognitive) as .

sufficient for course evaluation, let alone faculty or inStitutifinal evaluation,
a considerable stress was laid upob these outcomes as indicators of success
in course teaching (Costin, Greenough and Menges, 1971). They may be
relatively efficiently gathered, they are clearly relevant, and they.sometimes
suggest how the teaching of a course or the course itself may be improved. The

efficiency.of such approaches to course evaluation, ho!ever, made the technology
of measurement appealing as an evaluation mechanism; though limited, it made
at least a genuflection in the direction of evaluation as an obligation upon
teachers.

The development of instruments for course evaluation demanded a new breed
of specialists in higher education: "institutional researchers whose task was
to provide a technology for course evaluation. Two consequences followed:
first, evaluation came to be identified with the technology of instfuments,
and second, as the institutional researchers recognised the complexity,of the
evaluation task it became their responsibility to develop the more complex
technologies necessary to satisfy the requirements of an expanding role.

With the benefit of hindsight, it is easy to see that outcomes-oriented
approaches are severely limited. Where they focus on student attainment and
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student attitudes, they ignore many issues of considerable importance in
reaching an evaluation of a course (e.g. subs1antive concerns, teacher
satisfaction; resource requirements,'the quality of the learning milieu).

Even more important than their limitedness, however, is.the question of
the relationships between teachers, students, administrators and evaluators
that these arrangements created and suatained. Inevitably, they raised questions
about control in the production and distribution of evaluative information,
and questions about the uses to which such information was to be put (e.g. in
decisions about promotion, course improvement, or resource allocation). The

independence of the evaluators could not be guaranteed:by the."Ojectivity"
.of theite methods; it also required the development of procedures for handling
data which could stand outside the information-flows already serving decisions

about promotion, course improvement and resource allocation. . WhO were

the evaluations for? The students, the teachers, or the administrators?
Or perhaps all? These questions were not easily resolved, and they remain
thorny ones. (See, for example, MacDonald, 1976, and House, 1976)

What is at stake here is that the emergence 9f a specialism of
institutional researchers and evaluators has created a new 1;attery of technical-
political issues in higher education evaluation. In some senses, this makes
the issues more tractable because they are explicit. Nevertheless, we will
argue that self-reflective processes in evaluation are, for most.pufposes,
superior to evaluation approaches which depend upon "external" evaluators. ,

It is a mistake to think that the technology of outcomes evaluation
was the only approach taken by higher education evaluators. Indeed, some of
the most interesting developments of the "illuminative" approach (parlett and
Hamilton, 1976)-have been worked out in higher education settings. (See, for
example, Miller and Parlett's Up to the Mark, a study of the examination game
it higher education). But these developments also call for specialist
evaluators: "illuminative" approaches are time-consuming and dependent on the
availability of experienced evaluation fdeldworkers. Not every course,
department or institution can release the resources necessary for such
evaluation studies.

II "INFORMAL" SELF-CRITICAL APPROACHES .

In any course, department or institution, there is always a low but
significant level of evaluative activity underway, even when it is not supported
by "formal" evaluation studies. This activity'is the more or less systematic,
more or less public form,of self-reflection that accompanies the design and
teaching of any course, or the operation of any administrative unit in an
institution. This "substrate" of evaluative activity feeds the usual social
negotiation processes of course committees and institutional management. It

depends upon the self-critical awareness of participants in the institution.

Sdch evaluative activities are convivial, being based on "natural" processes
of social negotiation, deliberation, justification and decision making. And
they are_inherently political, affecting the conditions of social life of
those within and outside the institution. They are essentially practical, being
concerned primarily with real courses or real administrative units within the
institution, but they are necessarily guided by matters of principle and of
theory as these are canalised into the organisational forms of the institution
(for teachimg, research,*public service and administration).
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The problems with these informal mechanisms for evaluation are that they
are often insufficiently systematic (being based on the resolution of practical
problems that actually do arise); insufficiently comprehensive (being guided
-by moment-to-moment,deliberation and decision making rather than by systematic
consideration and cross-referencing between matters of theory, organisation and
practice), insufficiently rigorous (being baged on the vagaries of discussion
rather than explicit analysis and systematic observation), and open to abuse
(often being unreasonably influenced by individual opinion or political
expediency). Nevertheless, such mechanisms are adaptive and evolutionary:
decisions taken are open to correction in the light of experience and new forms
of organisation of the institution's work can be created to accomplish new
tasks. The difficulty is that they are sometimes slow to respond: beachheads
of power may be difficult to disperse once they become institutionalised,

suggestions for change based upon student response to a particular course
may be hard to accommodate within forms of organigation which exist across

the whole institution, and long-term consequences (e.g. the success of
'graduates in their careers) may be ignored by the day-to-day sel?-regulatory
processes in the institution.

The theoretical problem for evaluation is whether these informal processes
constitute a defensible form of evaluation. Then, assuming that they are,
the organisational problem for evaluators is how to improve them.

It is our view that these informal mechanisms do constitute a defensible
form of evaluation. The characteristic that defines them as such is their

self-critical quality. They certainly conform to our own definition of
evaluation as the process'of marshalling infbrmation and arguments which enables
interested individuals and groups to participate more fidly and more effectiveZy
ih the criticaZ debate about a program.

'The organisational problem is to find ways that these informal processes
can be intensified to overcome the practical problems listed earlier, while
preserving as much as possible of their practicality (and relevance) and their
conviviality. In the next section, we develop a perspective on evaluation
as self-reflection which may satisfy these requirements.

III EVALUATION AS SELF-REFLErCTION IN A CRITICAL COMMUNITY

The approach to evaluation we advocate here attempts, first of all, to
overcome the limitedness and political manipulability of many current approaches

to curriculum evaluation: Secondly, it attempts to overcome the inadequacies
of informal self-reflection listed in the last sq,ction. Thirdly, it attempts
to capitalise on the existence and experience of self-critical groups 4 higher
education institutions_so that evaluation canbe more rigorous and yet remain
under participant control.4

4 The approach presented here is based on the critical social science of Jurgen

Habermas (1972,1974). It was developed in a doctoral thesis by the4first author

(Kemmis, 1976) and worked out in procedural terms during a consultaAcy to the
Curriculum Development Centre, Canberra in 1978 (Kemmis, 1978). It Was

implemented as a joint project by both authors at the Curriculum Development Centre,
'and continues to be used in modified form by the second author.
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TheorYand Practice

Many evaluation approaches a4 theoretic in character (e.g. the tests and
measurements approach, Lindvall and Cox, 197G; the "goal-free" approach, Scriven,
1974; or the "objectives" approachi Tyler, 1949). That is to say,.they proceed
from thedretical aspirations (either in subject-matter or.in terms of the
market justifiability of a program) eo create an evaluation mechanism for
determining shortfalls in a prograrvor its performance. Other approaches are
essentially practical (e.g. Stake's \"responsive" evaluation, 1975). That is to
say, they proceed from the conduct of,a program and the perspectives of those

, in and around it to create an evaluation mechanism which can identify issues
and agreements about the program as a justifiable organisation. If we take
the aims of evaluation to be the jdstification of programs and their improvement
towards more justifiable forms of organisation, then we inevitably raise questionp
about the relations between theory and practice in a program.

The process of evaluation, whether, theory- or practice-driven, consists
of ezcplicating.the relations between thenry and practice to show how program.
performance relates to aspiration, how aspirations are justified (e.g. in
evaluation of program goals), and how program practice is constrained by the
opportunities and the circumstances of the setelng in which the program is
tried.

4111

There are precursors to this idea. for example, Stake's (1967)
"countenance" matrices are especially thorough-going in relating descriptive
and judgmental data about a program; its antecedents, transactions and outcomes;"
and logical and empirical consistencies between these elements. The "countenance"
approach is not ordered explicitly around the relations between theory and
practice expressed in a program (in aspiration and performance), but these
relations are strongly implicit in the approach. Few approaches to evaluation
are as comprehensive.

Evaluation models which are theoketic in character suffer from,the
incompetences of theory: limitations of scope, abstractness, and ideaiism.
Models based on practice suffer from the incdmpetences of the practical: the
problems of reducing multiplex reality to communicable ideas, vulnerability'to
circumstance, and expediency. Only by develdping-a model which can contain
these contraries is it possible to avoid oversimplification from the perspective
of principle (e.g. evaluation as a descriptioa of shortfalls between performance
and theoretical ideals) or from the perspective of practice (e.g. rewriting
program goals so that they can be attained under given circumstances). The
preseht approach does this.by projecting the relations of theory.to practice
into the plane of "organisation", which is in the nature of plans for action
guided by principles; i.e., organisation is considered as a concrete and
enactable expression of principles which mediates between theory and practice.

Moreover, most evaluation models are guided by a discrete .or "enclosed"
conception of the evaluation task. It is presumed to finish with a decision
or a judgment. They are thus limited by present aims or ideals and by present
donditions of operation. Theoretic evaluation Oproaches often attempt to
overcome this difficulty by concerns for genera4sation (beyond the conditions
of present practice); practicarapproaches by offering alternative perspectives
on the program from which justifications or ratioaalisations may be synthesised.
The present approach attempts to overcome these limitations by organising
itself around the evaluation process (self-reflection and debate), and by
allowing for provisionality at:every level (theoryi organisation and practice).
It takes an evolutionary stance, seeing the prograM as adjusting itself to
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present constraints at each level, yet attempting to become more coherent
within each level and between levels. But.the drive towards coherence is not
merely towards self-justification narrowly conceived (in its own terms, or-for
limited conditions);..it is countered by concerns forced upon it frorroutside
its own development (the wider contexts of theoretical debate, organisational
arrangements in Society, and practical circumstances). In short, the program
is never isolated in its justification of its work, and jusxification is never

a once-and-for-all matter. The present approach begins from the assumptions
that programs and their justifications are time-dependent and evolve through
time, and that they are contextually-embedded.

Higher education institutions already encourage the formation of critical
communities through their research ind academic teaching functions. And in every

field, understanding evolves through the systematic testing of relations
between theoryand practice (e.g. in experimentation, observation, the systematic
collection of historical records, or test4ig of resilience of ideas by argument).

In every field, organisations exist for public examination of these theory-
practice relations (publication of research reports, professional conferences,
etc.). Curriculum'evaluation in higher education, by encouraging the
development of critical communities around the curriculum funaions of the
institutions, can capitalise on the familiarity of staff with these processes
and create the conditions for reflexive development of the work. (Such
processes are surely assumed in any argument for academic freedom.)

The self-reflective approach

In curriculum development and evaluation, theory, organisation and
practice are always interrelated. A curriculum is guided by theoretical
principles, expressed in organisations for teaching and learning, and manifested
in practice in real settings. DiffeFentjminaples apply in considering a
curriculum at each level. (These are summarised in an Appendix to this paper.)
Theory develops by research and stientific discourse; organisation by planning
and the flexible implementation of plans in the light of circumstance; practice
develops in learning by doing and from mistakes.

Organisations for curriculum express theoretical and value commitments
about social action, and are modified both in the light of developments in theory
and in the light of prntical problems in implementation or changes in circumstance.
Theory develops partly according to its own internal principles, but al:so by
being expressed in organisation and tested in practice. Practice is guided
by theoretical principles and organisational constraints, but the point of
theory and of organisation is that they may control the purely circumstantial
process of trial and error.

Furthermore, each level has its own distinctive "real-world" context which
influences it, and these influences flow on to the other levels. Theoretical
ideas develop through discourse in critical communities of researchers.;
organisations interact with other organisations and within wider social,
administrative and legal frameworks;practice is constrained by local conditions.
Through such mechanisms, contextual concerns "seep in" tc a curriculum-in-action.

In considering these as part of a comprehensive evaluation enterprisg, it

, is necessary to operate with different principles at each level. But within
the evolutionary perspective of the approach, it is possible to say something
about the three levels in,general. Problems in programs arise as problems of
inflexibility or intransigence on the one hand, and as problems of the unbridled
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proliferation of alternatives on the other. The first set of problems arise
because organisation, theory or practice remain unchanged in the light of
changed circumstances; the second set of problems arise because of a drift towards
incoherence, organisational instability, or uncoordinated action.

In evolutionary terms, organisations adapt themselves at-every level by
the generation of variants and processes of selection among variants. The
aspiration ro greater awareness creates new or variant ways of thinking,
organising and acting; the aspiration to coherence or self-regulatory,control
creates a tendency to suppress new ways of thinking, organising or acting. The
self-reflective process -consists in negotiating between -these tendencies in
the service of both increased awareness and increased control or coherence. This
is achieved differently at each level.

Organisation is 'in the nature of plans. It is expressed in strategies,
blue-prints fOr_action, routine management and control operations, working
relationships expressed as roles and links between roles, and the like.

since organisation is,about plans, we may think of it by analogy with law
which evolves both at the parliamentary level and,by precedent in common law
bY a more or less self-regulatory process. Takingthe parliamentary aspect of
the analogy, we may say that organisation evolves by legislation and amendment.
New prescriptions for and proscriptions against action are enacted as laws which
provide guidelines for action. In the light of experience, they may be,modified
by amendment. Legislation "organises" action, And new legislation appears as a,

phenomenon of the generation of variant forms of organisation. Experience
exerts a selective function on these variants, and leads to amendments. In
this sensg, legislation and amendment is a systematic evolutionary process.

'Theory is about ideas. It is expressed in theoretical propositions,
'statements of curriculum rationales, statements of individuals' understandings,
aspirations, values and beliefs, and-the like.

Popper (1974) discusses the evolution of
scientific knowledge in the language of "conjecture and refutation". Toulmln
(1972) gives.a rather lesS formalistic treatment of the evolution a knowledge,
and one which overcomes some of the'problems of seeing knowledge as evolvihg

purely formally; by contrast, Toulmin demonstrates the power ofxritical
communities in the-evolution of knowledge. Nevertheless, PopPer's phrase is

apt,,and will be retained, here,. New or variant ideas are conjectured by
researcheis who attempt to refute or ,disconfirm them through research
programmes (whether experimental, as in science; interpretative, as in history;

or analytic, as in philosophy). Conjecture and refutation thus appear as

twin variation and selection processes in the evolution of theory.

Practice is about action. It is evident in the workiiiself, expressed in

the activities and forms of life of4articipants in the w6irk.

'At the level of practical action, variation and selection appear in the
process of trial and error. Systematically pursued (i.e., by acting in a
spirit of experimentation), trial and error can become a systematic evolutionary
process.

In a "living" curriculum, these processes naturally interrelate. Self-

reflection, as an evaluation process, is the systematic attempt to interrelate
them.

This whole set of relationships might be expressed in the following schema:
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CONTE'XT OF ORGANISATION

ORGANISATINN

LEGISLATION

CONJECTURE

THEORY

REFUTATION

CONTEXT OF THEORY

AMENDMENT

tRIAL

41,

ERROR

PRACTICAL
ACTION

V

CONTEXT OF PRACTICAL ACTION

FiAure 1: Interrelationships of Organisation, Theor and Practical Actiwl
in An Evolutionary framework.

Figure 1 expresses the general outline of relationships which must be
. considered in critical self-reflectian. The task of the evaluation enterprise
is to identify these relationships, to discover problems within and'between levels,
and to stimulate the generation of potential solutions.

Within the schema, it can be seen that theory mgdifies organisation by the
influence of conjectural principles on legislated forms of organisation;
organisation modifies theory as amendments to organisation suggest refu'tations
of conjectured principles. Organisation modifies practice as legislated\forms,
of action prescribe and procribe trials in action; practice modifies org
as errors or failures of action suggest amendments to legislated forms of
organisation.

The links between theory and practice are indirect; as has been sugges ed,
they ire mediated by organisation. (Theory and practice "speak different
languages", as it were; organisation, whether in research or social action,
mediates between them, making them "comprehensible" to one another). Neverth less,
it is as well to note the apparent relations between them: theory modifies pra tice
through the apparent relation of conjectured principles to trials in action; \

practice modifies theory through the apparent relation of errors or failures of\
action to the refutationjof conjectured principles.5

5, A range of other considerations should be considered against the background
---of_this.franework. Some are touched upon in the summary of principles appended.

Still others, like the social theory they imply, must be discussed in a future
paper.
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An example

In carrying out an evaluation according to the principles outlined here,

it becomes immediately apparent,,that an enormous intellectual and analytic

task is imposed on any critical communitYbold enough to embark upon systematic

self-reflection. What is at stake here is not the ultimate'impossibility of
the task -- it engulfs huge realms of'human knowledge and social principle --
but the ultimate indefensibility of any alternative. In short, if evaluations

must always be limited, then they should be limited and open rather than 2
limited and,closed. ,The approach denies evaluation models which would make any
absolute or transcendental claims dbout the justifiability of programs, and
evaluations which claim that alt justifications mist be tailored to present
circdmstances (rationalisations). jt raises questions to be pOnsidered,
recognises their contextual and hiStorical embedlpness, and urges those-

involved in the reflective process to go further in their analyses and observations.
host of all, it urges those involved in a program to set out their principles,

their plans, and their practice so that they are-available for reflection.

Imagine a university biology course." Just to raise some of the issues
involved in the apprOach, Consider the kinds of theories upon which it depends:

theories of knowledge of the articularuubject-matter (e.g. evolutionary theory),
of curriculum and pedagogy çkeaching and learning,petc.), and social theory
(ethics, ideology, politica economy). These are all expressed in the

,

organisation of the course: its processes of justification and the structure
of argumeats presented ia the course; the o-ganisation of the subject-matter-to-

.1 be-preSented (in reading, lectures, practical work, etc. -- the specific contents
of the course); the arrangements made for tea&hing and learning-and the use of

supporting resources (e.g. leclures, practical work, tutorials, library work,

assignments and examinations); and the organisation of teacher-Student, teacher7

teacher, student-student and other social relationships (concerning, for example,

notions of teachers' authority, students' rights, the role of administrators, ,

and the like). And these in turn may be related to specific forms of activity
in practice: the conduct of argument and jfistification in the course; the

specific contents actually studied; the nature of lectures, pra tical sessions,
and the other compOnent parts of the course; and,the specific frcial relations

twhich come to exis uetween specific individuals.

Figure 2 mentions these relationships without further explicatiOn, but

could readily be expanded on the principles expressed in Figure 1.

(.1

J

The second main claim of this paper ir,. that reflection of this kind already

goes on in higher education institutions as courses are informally evaluated

'by those who parfrcipate in them in one way* anpther, And that self-reflective
meetings already exist where Such matters are"çliscussed. The third claim of
the paper is that these discussions could be in ensified and improved by
making these meetings more systethatic: by explic ting these kinds of relationships,
observing more closely, by recording, and by acting in a spirit of experimentation.

The task cannot bE comprehensively perfoimed given the real constraints on
time, social context and participation in a coUrse. Using the approach, the

,schema, and the principles it employs, however, it may h. possible to extend
the range of issues to be discussed in evaluating a particular program within
the limits of time available, the social context of the course, and the people

,

most directly affected by it. Ir short, the approach dmonstrates what thorough
justification would be like and invites interested parties toparticipate in
'relevant discussions without closing them off, through a.technology of,evaluation.
It is, if you like, a plea for reasonablenes --,for "rationality as reasonableness;

to use Weir's (1976) term-- in the face of ! contemporarY climZte for eValuation

based' on rationalisation (in both its economic and its intellectual senses).
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ORGANISATION

1 Proceses of justification, structure of
arguments in hlyourse.

2 Reading, lectures, prae-work, etc;content
e.g. predator-prev relations,. ,Q

3 Course structure; avangements for teaching
N-and learning, e.g, lectures and 'tutorials

and assignments and examinaties.
4 Teacher-s.tudent retations. etF

students' righLs. toachers'

THEORY
PRACTICE

1 Then'ry of knowledge, e.g. evolutiona

' epistemology.
Theory.of sfy.pject-matter, e.g.
evolutiona y theory.

3. Theories of curriculum and pedagogy
(teaching and learnfng)

4 Social theory: ethics, ideology,
polikcal economy.

sF

I The'rhetorical and justificatorv form of

a particular lecture, a practical session,

a tutorial. an experiment. etc. :

2 Specific contents studied, e.g. simulation
of pre..:ator-prey relations in a hypotheti-

cal population.
3 Specific iopic an organisation -- e.g.the

lecture on statistical models of predator-

prev relations.
tipecific social situation, e.g.thislecturer
lecturing to these students in this Situat-

ion.

Figure 2: Some interrelations between organisation, aeory and practice in an

imaginary biology course.

IV SELF REFLECTION MEETINGS IN THE qURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (CDC)

Background information on CDC

,The Curriculum Development Centre was
curricula and school educatIonal-materials

. perform this functian the Act establishing
,

undet take research
pubtfsh'isaterials

establithéd in 1975 to develop schbol
at the national level., In order to
the Centre empowered CDC to

collect, assets and disseminate information.

The professional staff of the Centre reflects these functions and consists

of people with training and experience in educational researth and evaluation,

teaching, selected,curritemlum subject areas, information services (library work

and computerised data banking), administration And educational publishing. Thu&

there is a considerable diversity of professional abilities tine functions which

have to be-brought together in )arious combinations to workuon curriculum

projects.
.

DeveloPing common understanding of the work of the Centre, its underlying
philosophy and ccmcepts, methods of working (particuiarly the ways of working

cooperativelyomo& the education systems and,schools) and the.practical problems
which delineate and 'constrain programs, is essential to effective team work

within the Centre.
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The organisational arrangements for any one projeCt are genpiallsed
Figure 3. As is evident from Figure 3, the structure provides the"opportunity
for numerous meetings and widespread discussion of any aspect-of a projeft.

Specific to the Project For CDC as 1 wholg

Institution in which project
is located

Management/Steering/Advisory
Committees4or Project.

(Project Officer plus
2-5 others)

CDC
Resource
staff.

Project
staff

For Projects
operating in
Slates)

(For externally
funded project)

CDC Internal
Management
Committee
(CDC staff)

4

CDC Council (Appointed by
Minister)

Senior Management
Committee (Senior CDC
staff)

IP

State PrOject Officers

Task forces on curriculum
development eeams

figure 1:

Field Services Meetings

(Representatives of State,
Catholic and Independent
Schbols who act as contact
officers and meet twice a
year)

Study Groups,.

(Short term group convened
to advise CDC on priorities
for research and developmen,
in a particular area)

Organisational Structure Yor a project.

Outside CDC
organisation

Minister (Federal
Deparfment of
Education)

Education Systems-
(State, Catholic
and Independent)

Theory

The proposal that CDC adopt the methód,of self-reflection for its internal
evaluation was put forward at a general,staff meeting,at the end of June, 1978.
The central thrust of the proposal was that CDC shouVd view itself as a .

organisation that learns from experience and,gradually builds up.increasing
understanding of and competence in curriculum development processes. 'Asan aid
to deliberate fostering of the collective learning of CDC, as opposed to ehe

individual learning that inevitably takes place on the job, self-reflective

ameetings were to be held. The discussions in the meetings would use the
concepts of theory) organisation and practice and the interaction between these'

, as the basis for analysts and assessment. The idea was to hold a serieS of
meetings in CDC's program areas (the areas where developments are underway) and
to trace the rdevelopmedp,of proems over a period of time. At intervals,vider
staff meetings would be convened to look at the main findings from individual
discuspion groups and thus foster the development of the Centre:staff as a
organisation that learns.

If that was the theory behind the self-reflection program,yhat of its,
organisation and practice? )
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Organisation

The organisation was essentially simple. Three people with a background
. it. evaluation (Ed Dayip, Clare HugheS and Stephen Kemmis) would offer to convene

meetings on programs and projects at the request of other CDC staff. One of
these people would act as chairman and in the'initial experimental meetings all
of us would participate to gain experience in the process. The chairman would
start the meeting by describing the use of the concepts of theory, organisation
and practice as the basis for analysis.

In order to keep work to a minimum, record-keeping was to be quite informal.
Each member of the group was asked to note down points which he considered
important. All the notes were Collected and filed as raw data- no writing
or typing up. Meetings could also be recorded and the tapes kept for reference.
For future meetings, one member of the group would look at the file and summarise

- key issues as seen by the group at the time. In that way it was hoped that on-
joing view of the development of the project could be maintained.

Practice

-What actually happened?

Ten meetings have noW been held on the following topics:

Language Development Project,

Curriculum Information Project,

Expressive Arts Project,

Small-scale grants,

Mathematics education,

Bibliographies,

Dissemination,

Library services,

Publieations,

Core Curriculum program.

The list appears to display an immediate weakness - no program has been
discussed mqre.than once. However, this should not be taken as indicative of
failure. One reason for the lack of oh-going meetings about Programs is
that events move slowly and atialuation of ideas and changes in organisation and
practice take time and reappiaisal is not needed frequently. The second reason
is the\wide scope for discussion of projects generally. In sone cases, steps
have been taken partly as a:result of the self-reflection meetings to set up
structures within projects to continue this function; in others, existing
'structures have been better used. The accumulation of experience is taking
place through the involvement of staff in diScUsion of a number of projects
rather than through on-going analysis=of one program. Continuing analysis of
individual programs and recording of program evolution nay come in time.

The first three meetings were held on an eXperimental basis. At that'
point, about half of the weathers of staff had been involved in self-reflective
Meetings and continuation of the meetings was offered as service to the Centre
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by the Studies and Inquiries section. Despite favourable.comments on the initial
meetings there was a total lack of response to the invitation -- a not altogether

IP surprising outcome in an organisation which has had a record of being unable to
sustain any.system of staff meetings, formal or informal.

In the light of favourable comment from part4cipalits in the initial meetings,
we were reluctant to see a potentially good idea/lapse. We therefdre looked for
issues which seemed to be of importance to CDC end the second author convened
two more meetings, one on small scale grants And one on bibliographies. These
two meetings went particularly well; partly because all the-people at the
meetings Were involved in small scale grants a'tivities and in compiling and
using bibliographies (though in different pro ams) and had not discussed the
topics before, and partly because it was poss ble.for the second author, who
chaired the meetings, to analyse fairly clea ly at the start of the meetinga
what the concepts of.theory, organisation an practice might mean in those areas.

The last three meetings have been at e request of other members of staff,
which represents Something of a breakthrough. It seems that the discussions
are being used.tolspmeextent as preliminary problem solving devices in that
staff are seeking, to clarify their ideas and obtain the views of others in a
non-hierarchical situation before moving into the more formal decision-making
;structures of th Centre. Beyond that, the discussions are serving a felt need
.to exchangeideas on issues and processes common to a number of projects.

i

/

While generally the focus has been those concerns which are under the
control of Centre staff, discussions have ranged into the wider areas of the
function of CD1 as a national organisation, the setting of priorities for the
Centre and CDC/decision-making processes.

t

1

/

The the ry of_self-reflection in an evolving organisation as expounded
earlier in t is-paper seems too igran and too ambitious, to describe the
relatively mxIest activities that h ve taken place in CDC. Yet it still seems
essentially hound. Ideas have evolved and affected the organisation and
practice of Ole Centre. Understanding of what we are about has been enhanced.
The most eff ctive meetings have been those in which specific aspects of
theory, orga1isation and practice have been analysed or in which one level
has been selected out for particular attention. Practice has shown, however,
that there is a need for one person, or a small group of people, to be responsible
for the organ sation of the program of self-reflective meetings.. This person
must generate iêetings (and thus has to be in a position to identify topics
of,general con ern and interest),and respond to requests from'members of staff.
The program nee s to be provided with impetus, and to some extent to be driven,
or in a busy or nisation it will lapse.

\

V REFLECTIONS \

Experience wiih the self-reflective approach suggests that too rigorous an
adherence to its analytic categories (organisation, theory and practice) makes
it cumbersome. If analyses at each level were too detailed, discussion became
rigid, formal and se f-conscious. In order to retain the conviiiiality of
discussion, it was n cessary to relax its analytical strictures and allow
discussion to rove r ther more loosely around the three foci. Discussion also
seemed to be improved when the approach was introduced in such a way s to

encourage exploration of ideas at each level -- these could be refin d as
experience with the ap roach,accumulates.
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-Discussions also seemed to be improved when they began from organisation
and led from there to discussions of practice and theoretical principles. On
-the whole, identifying theoretical principles and analysing theoretical ,questions
remains the'mOst difficult analytical task.

It is clear from the meetings held, however, that they do not provoke the
defensive reactions usually associated with evaluation: these were disc ussions,
often stimulating and insightful ones, between comnunities of individuals who
were concerned with the improvement of programs of common interest and with
their justification. But because the conversations were among constructively
critical colleagues, they were often penetrating.

A major problem is that the meetings have not yet generated well-articulated
justifications across the analytic categories. It is perhaps too early to
expect that. But the records actually collected, while they are suggestive, are
by no meau3 adequate. The approach begins by asserting the value of discussion
and debate; at worst, it may end in a talking-shop. But here, too, there is

. room at least for hope: participants have felt better prepared after self-
reflective meetings to justify their programs publicly (e.g. to meetings of
the CDC Council), and thereis some evidence that they have influenced project or
program documents. This is encouraging, because the approach is predicated on
the idea that justification of a program is not a once-and-for-all matter, and
that it develops along with the program itself.

Higher education institutions already engage in self-reflective activities
of the kind envisaged by the approach. It is unlikely that course-based
self-reflection would be very much more rigorous than was the case for CDC.
It might be possible, however, to improve the rigour of discussion at the
theoretical level -- indeed, higher educationists are often acutely aware of
theoretical issues (as, for example, in debates over students' rights, the
structure of knowledge in disciplines, and the proper pedagogy.in courses).
Whether these concerns can be interrelated, or whether they can be related to
organisation and purely practical considerations remains to be seen.

On the one hand, constraints of time and interest in self-reflection seem
to suggest that the approach, as outlined here, is too comprehensive and too
analytically-detailed to be practical; on the other, it is clear that the
theory and organisation of self-reflection will need to be still further
explicated. It is our hope that it can be modified in the light of its own
principles, and more effective forms for the organisation of self-reflection
discovered. It s perspective offers a coherent approach to analysis of
theoretical issues at stake in a given curriculum, and a way of generating and
synthesising observations of its practice. It may thus contribute to the
process of critical debate about programs among participants in the comnunities
of interest they create.
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APPENDIX : SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLES FOR SELF-REFLECTION

A. The principles in general

- Aim : Improvement: living with sreater awareness and greater
self-control. (Assumptions of autonomy and responsibility
of individuals, free commitment to joint action by fair
negotiatiol between participants and consensus about the
negotiation processes.)

Problem-Sources: Intransigence/inflexibility (stability in the face of
changed circumstances); unbridled proliferation of
alternatives in relatively stable or benign circumstances.

Method; The dialectic; acting in a spirit of experimentation by
thinking critically about real problems (concrete
negation); generating solutions within the limits of
individual ability, the capacity of the organisation,
and the limits of understanding, and trying them out
with an eye to their implications within and across levels.

Criteria: Critical awareness and democratic control.

Content: The work nf the institution conceptualised as an evolving org-
anisation which takes seriously its commitments in organising

work, developing sound theory/rationale and developing
sensible practice.

Context:

B. _Organisation

Democratic society, critical communities, communities
of self-interest.

Aim: Improvement of organisation by making it more authentic
and more appropriate.

Problem-Sources:. Intransigence of present forms of organisation; inflexibility;
proliferation of new ways of working when procedures are
already available; probleus of diminished sense of
participants' control.

Method : Legislation and amendment; forward planning and flexible
implementation in the light of principles and circumstances.
The method is concretely-dev,loped in :

(a) description of predênt organisational structures,
(b) identification of problem in organisation itself

and in relation to theory/rationale and 'practice, and
(c) generation of potential solutions and testing them

within organisation and in relation to theory/
rationale and practice (acting in a spirit of
experimentation).

Criteria:

166

Authentic insights in the organisation of enlightenment,
authentic consensus about the organisation of.the work.
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Content: Strategies, work-plans, blueprints for action, routine
management and control operations, *orking relationships
and structural arrangements (e.g. in organisational
charts),,etc.

Context: Content of institutions, laws, regulatory proceau.7es.

C. Theory/rationale

Aim: 'Improvement of theory/rationale through increased internal
and external consistency; increased intellectual control
'over the work.

Problem-Sourcea: Intransigence of ,present theory/ratijnale; blind COmmitment
of theories, values; proliferation of theoretical statements
or commonsense understandings *ithout systematisation;
incoherence; romanticism; abstraction; irrelevance.,

Method:' ,Conjecture and refutation; argument and research. The
method is concretely'developed,in:

(a) formulation and expression of theory/rationale,
(b) formulation and consideration of issues' through

analysis, research and relationships with organisation
,and practice, and

(c) generation of potential solutions to problems testing
them within theory/rationale (internal consistency
and in relation to organisation and practice (external
consistency).

Criterion: True statements (justified true belief reached through
scientific discourse).

Content: Theoretical_propositions; statements of rationale;
statements of participants' undetstandings, aspirations and
values.

Context:

D. Practice

Context of theory, scientific discoursas, debate,
justification and negation among critical communities.

Aim: Improvement of practice through better adaptation to
working conditions and contexts of action; adaptation to
theory/rationale, and organisatiOn; acting with greater
wisdom and prudence; adaptation to the purposes of
participants and achieving free commitment to the work.

'Problem-Sources: Intransigence and conservatism of present practice;
undisciplined proliferation of alternative ways of
working (without regard for the coherence of the-work);
tendencies to act arbitrarily, purely opportunistically,
or purely reactively.
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Method:

Criterion:

Content:

Trial and
mistakes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

error; learning by doing and learning from
The method is concretely developed in:

recounting and reviewing aCtivities,
identification of problemS, failures, mistakes,
both within practice and in relation to theory/
rationale and organisation, and
generation of potential solutions and testing
them in practice (internal 'coherence) and tn
relation to organisation and theory/rationale .

(external coherence).

Prudent decisions.

Action: the work itself; forms of life and activities of
participantso.

Context: Circumstances and opportunities presented by particular
situations.
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Self selecting mature age students
Allan Pitman
Deakin University

The use of a printed. Counselling Package as the principal mode of information supply to prospective mature age, of f-campus.students
is investigated. Applicants self-select In an open entry scheme in which offers of University places are made in strict order of receipt
of application. No Screening tests are conducted by the institution, but counselling is available. The decision-making rests with the
prospective student, and not with the institution.

A profile of the background characteristics of applicants and the role In their decisions played by the counselling materials provided is .

given. An analysis of that Information seen as important by applicants and possibilities for actingeon this information completes the
paper.

Deakin University was established in 1977 with the express
responsibility to involve itself with the provision of University programs
of study for remote students. In the two Years since, the University has
developed courses leading to Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Arts (Education)
and Bachelor.of Education degrees. A system of study centres has been
established throughout Victoria,.and material is prepared in printed Study
Guides, Books of Readings, audio cassettes and videotape.

Open campus students in the Bachelor of Arts in Humanities and in
Social Science may enter with normal matriculation qualifications or through
an open entry scheme' available to mature age students.

To be eligible for adMission under the'mature age provisions., students
must be 21 years of age or older, with no previous tertiary qualifications
and have not attempted, full time,.the Higher School Certifigate within the.
preceding three years.

The method of entry dfstudents admitted under
is unusUal.in that the selection procedure is shifted
responsibility of the University to being that of ihe
It has been the policy of the institution to.use thie

, open entry scheme,. Consequently, offers of enrolment
enquiry, first offer" basis.

Advertisements'offering.matUre age entry are placed in-newspipers and

weekly magalines in May. Each request for infoimation received is answered
with the Booklet "A Guide to Open Campus Programs". .The 28 page GUide contains

AD factual infOrmation about the UniVersity, structural arrangement's for the
University's open campus operation, degree programs offered,,inforMation about
specific courseh offered.by the various schools, and.information regarding
application procedures. All.prospeCtive students are sent this material, which
cilmtain$ the procedures and requirements for entry by normal means, with

advanced standing, or through the Mature Age Entry Scheme. The closing date
for 'the receiptof the mature age applications is 31 August.

the Mature Age Program
from being the 4

prospective student..
program to initiate an'
are made on a "first
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An,official apilication form is enc.losed. Applicants must list courses
for which enrolment is sofight in order of'preference.

0 Applicants are advised in the Guide (page 24) that:
sa

"AppliCations will-le reviewed early in September and offers of enrolment
made by 21 September. Accompanying the offer Will be a Counselling
Package designed to help students vAnting to return to formal study to:

a clarify that decision
confirm fhatDeakin University is the institution in which they want 41

to enrol.,

Also this.Counselling Package will:

a introduce prospective students to off campus studies and the
resources aVailable to help

b provide some initial information on study techniques.

Mature age applicants will be asked-to work throuah this Counsellina
Packaae and then notify the University if they wish to continue with the
enrolment offer. When this is done an enrolment form and appropriate
information will be provided.

The closing date for enrolments will be 30 NoveMber, 1978.

Usually an off campus student enrols for a part time load which is
anywhere ftom one to five semester units. The number of courses this
represents will vary according to the unit value of courses. For those
enrolling for the first time we recommend a load of two semester unitS
for the year. Experience indicates that adaption to study at University
with the distinct needs of off campus study takes time and therefore it is
best to avoid taking too great a load initially."

-\

The Counselling Package has been written for use.by mature age applicants.
It is distributed to all apPlicants for open campus enrolment, but the present
study is limited to its use by the mature age applicants as described above.

The Package is a 25 page loose leaf document presented in a glossy cover
.and contained in a heavy duty plastic envelope. It consists of three parts:

1. The Personal Touch (pages 3 - 13)

This part containg information about pre-enrolmen: weekenu workshops,
reasons for students discontinping courses, information on how to use the
package; brief enrolment information, comments from students who are presently
on course, names and telephone numbers of staff providiag services, hot line
nunber, addresses.of'study.centres and some background information about staff
directly involved in servicing the open campus operatioa.

2. Making Your Decision to Enrol in an Off Campus Course (pages 14 - 18)

The content here is directed toward encouraging prospective apPlicants to
align th-ir requirements and expectations of courses wich those of the courses
being offered. It is the intent of this part to enable those for whom the
Offered courses are not appropriate to recognise this tnemselvss, and re-
direct their interest to more appropriate institutions and/or modes of study.
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3. Study Techniques (pages,19 - 25)

Information'ranges across findfng time and a place to study, the SQ3R
rea...ing formula and advice on reading techniques and hints on essay writing.
A list of references to books about study methods, reading and library usage
completes the package.

After reading through the Package, applicants must return a postcard
accepting the offer of a place in a particular named course and requesting
enrolment papers, or rejecting the offer. The deadline for enrolment is
30 December.

It should be noted that the above procedure demands four acts of
commitment by applicants over the period leading to enrolment: enquiry,
application for enrolment, request for'enrolment papers and.actual enrol-
ment. This has been deliberate, and the timing has been spaced to enable
each step to be made in the knowledge of m6re information about aspects of
the requirements and demands of embarking on open campuS,study.

i'rocedure

The evaluation of this mode of entry was initiated in May 1978, when
a post hoc study of the first Counselling Package was undertaken. All 211
students enrolled under the Mature Age provisions.were posted a questionnaire .

with stamped reply envelope. Reworded questionnaires were sent to the 22 who

, formally deferred and to the 76 who formally rejected the offer of enrolment.
Responses were received in time for analysis from 100 enrolled, 9 deferred,
students and Q0 who refused the offer. The time available was short, as
the 1979 Counselling Package had a July printing deadline.

The main phase of the evaluation was set in motion in September 1978,
and directed its attention to that cohort offered mature age entrypr 1979.
Two groups of appliaants were interviewed in the weeks immediately prior to
the posting of offers of enrolment-and the Counselling Package. One group
of 35, was resident in North East Victoria, in the region, bounded by

Wangaratta, Kyabram and Albury. The other was in Canberra, a source of an
unusually large number of applicants from one occupational groUp in the
Commonwealth Public Service.

Information gained from these interviews was used in the design of the
questionnaire which was posted to applicants in the week Tollowing the despatch
of the Counselling 13Ackage. Demographic information sought was residential
address, previous highest school:,ng, occupation and age. Motivation for
enquiring was also requested. Evaluation of the package was obtained by asking w

for identification of the most useful and least useful parts, whether a pre-
enrolment workshop was attended and if same was usefulif the Counselling
Package helped in the decision to accept or refuse the enrolment offer, a
page by page assessment of the usefulness of content, and.suggestions for
improvement of the Package.

A reminder letter and quesiionnaire was Posted in late November, and
replies received until the end o! December were included in the analySis. Of

the original 448 questionnaires distributed, replies were.received from 231
prior to, and 111 after the reminder letter. Nine were returned by tno tai

service.
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In the second week, of February &second questionnaire-was-sent to

respondents who had accepted the offer of.enrolment. This was sent out con-
currently with thee firat mailing of course material., and was partly ail attempt

to gauge reaction to its redeipt. This form sought to determine whether the
P

Counselling Package had been used since 1 January, and whether the required
information was contained;, student anticipations regarding coarse content,
level of difficulty and wOrk load. Information needed but not provided by the
University, anticipated changes to way of life and, likely difficulties were

also surveyed. Of the 3b7 sent out, 170 were received in time for inclusion
in the analysis, and seven were returned as indeliverable-

1

There was throughout the study a conscious attemp't to avoid imposing
assumt ons with regard to the anticipated responses of applicants. As a
conseq ence all questions were open ended, and in some cases slightly.
ambigu us. For example, the question."Why did.you enquire about taking an
Off Cam us Course?"ja open to responses ranging from motivation to practical
constra'nts of respondents. The relative perceived strengths of the reasons
for making enquiry should provide some guide for later study.

Results and Discussion:

1. The Preliminary Study : 1978 Cohort.

The focus of the preliminary study was of necessity directed to problems
actually encountered and the ways in which the Counselling. Package might be
modified to avoid encountered difficulties which students had experienced.
The return of 48% in this study was low, and it was not assumed that the
sample was necessarily a reflection of the population. Consequently, the
demographic data was not used.

The students responding to the questionnaire indicated a'bias toward
those attending the November workshops. Of,100 respondents, 61 had attended
workshops and 54 had completed the sample of work prior to enrolling. Eighty "
three were still on course, of-whom 9 had attended a workshop, and 10 had
completed a sample of-work.

There were clear and frequently stated areas of difficulty encountered,
as is indicated in Table 1. Some Students gave several sources of difficulty.

Table 1 : Frequency of occurrence of problems identified by students two
months after commencement of courses (May 1978). 1978 cohort.

172

frequency

study difficulties _87
preparation and vocabulary deficiencies 26
course_material 25
communication 24

library facilities 21

poor self image 21
feelings of isolation 19
structure and fi_:^ncy of tutorials 19
mailingproblems 14
workshops 13
inabtlity to handle level of work
lack of creche facilities 1
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. Study difficulties Stand out clearlir,as being' the most severe and wide-

sPread type of problem. Difficulty in absorbing and analysing material, in

reading suffcient in the time available, organising study time, stttling into

a regular study routine and difficulty in meeting deadlines were the dominant

descriptions in this category.

Difficulty in preparing essays and perpeived vocabulary deficiencies,
.criticisms of some course material (lack of preliminary reading lists, productiqp

quality, lack of actual dates of course progress), communication (particularly in

gauging whether one is copiag staisfactorily) followed.

Lad( of adequate library facilities and difficulties in obtaining books

from the University library, poor_self image (as expressed through fears of

failure, feeling inadequate or inferior to other students), and feelings of

isolation were reported frequently.

The suggested improvements to the Counselling Package pointed to

the need for clearer information apout_the B.A. program's structure of course

content, and standard and quantity of work involved.

One very noticeable aspect of the responses was the tendency to suggest
that there was little or nothing that the University could do to help them.with
their problems. These were frequently seen of being internal, and'only able to
be solved by themselves.!

The Parts of thejackage seen as being most useful and as least Useffil
were sought. The students saw study techniques as by far'the most useful aspect
of the Package. The section dealing with making the decision to enrol was
clearly not seen as the,most important aspect above the rest of the material
w-hen viewed from the pOSition of an enrolled student some eight months after
receipt of the materiel.

This preliminary study served the purpose of identifying some.of the more
gross deficiences in the supply of information and counselling to p

It

spective

students. A number of modifications were.made to the Counselling P kage. At

.this time the project was seen as dealing exclusively with that one piece of
material, and no modifications were made, as a'result of the findings, to the
"Guide to Open CampuS Programs" which had already been prepared.

41 2. The Main Study : 1979 Cohort.

\ ,

2.1 Responses at the time an offer of enrolment was made, October-December

.4 1
1978.

/-
The followingLtables summarise the demographic characteristics of the

, 344 respondents: T e most striking feature of the distribution of residential
addresses ls the hi h proportion of interstate applicants. Except for those
relatively few in the Albury area, they arecclearly remote from the network of
study-centres established by the University throughout Victoria. Every state
is represented in the group, as are both the A.C.T. and Northern Territory:

a

111
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Table 2 : Distribution of Residential Addresses, All Enquirers.
1979 Cohorts

Address Accepted Of" Rejected Offer#'Not Responded Total

Melbourne 132/ 11 31 174,

Metropolitan
Geelong /35 6 31 62
Victorian' 70 12 26 108//

Non-Metropolitan
Interstate/ 70 8 104.

(Dverseas

Totals 307 37 04 448

* includes no decision on of/fer
includes deferrals.

'Previous educational level A respondents accepting the offer of enrolment
as shown in Table 3 suggests a considerable spread of previous formal study
levels. One tundred and twelve, or 38% of the sample, have not had schooling
beyondform 4, whIlst seventy two, or 24% have experienced form 6 level,
certifitation courses of technical college qualification work.

Table 3. Distribution of Respondents by Previous Highest Schooling.

1979 Cohort.

Level of Schooling

Uncertain.and ,

Accepting Offer Reiecting Offer
Men, Womeni Total Men ' Women Total

Primary 3

.1st. form 1 2

2nd form 4 10
3rd form 9- 13'
4th form 25 42
5th form 42 51
6th form. 19 42
Secondary - Undefined 3 3,

Trade Certificate 4- 1

Services qualifica c)ris 3 0
Tech. College Certificates 5 1

Tech. College Diplomas 2 1

,

I 3 1 - i
3 - -

.i
14 2

.

2 4

I 22 1 - 1

67 6 4 10
93 2 4 6

61 3 , 3 6'

6 - - .

5 - -

3
..._

- -

6 - -
3 2 - 2

,

1 3, 4 1 - 1

No information 7 10 17 2 4 6

128 179 307 18 19 37
If the ideology of the.institution is to make. Oniversity studies open to

.people at all levels.of society, then it would appear from the occupational
distribution nf respondents that to date it is.only partly successful. Some

65% of known male occupationS among those accepting offers are in the
professional, managerial or,clerical groups, aware '39% of known female
occupations. Over half of the women accepting offers (55%) are engaged in
home duties.

174.
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Table 4 : Distribution of Respondents by Occupation. 1979 Cohort.

Otcupation Type
Uncertain and

Re.jected Offer Total
Men WoMen

!

Accepted Offer
Men Women Men Women

1 Professional 28 23 6 5 - , 34 28',

2 Managerial 14 5 1 . 15 5

3 Clerical 27 36 3 '- 3. 31

4 Salesmen 3 , 1 ' 1 - 4 1 .
I

5 Rural WOrkers 2 5 3 . .5 5

6 - -
-..

7 Transport Workers 5 . . ,.5

8 Tradesmen 14 - , 14 -

9 Serv. Ind. & Police 2 5 - I ' rt: 6-

10 Armed Forces 3 - ... 3

11 Home Dut. & Ind, Means 8 91 Al'' 8 98

' 12 No information 11 11 3 1 . 14 12

13 Inadequately Described
. .

11 2 1 1 12 . 3

Total 128 179 ,19 19 145 1-97

' The men seeking and accepting enrolment tend to be slightly older than
the women (Table 5), and the fact that they are still it the workforce is
reflected in the ag9histribution as in the occUpational description.

Table 5 : Age Distribution of Respondents:

A4e in Years 'Accepted Offer
Men Women

. Rejected Offer
Men Women

Total
Men Women

21 - 30: -32 56 7 2 39 58

31 - 40:. . 4 6 66 3 8 48 ..74

41 - 50: %;',..... 3 3 29 5 2 37 31

51 - 60: III 14 22 2 5' 16 27

1 61 - 70: 1 3 1 1. 4

.71 - 80:' 1 3 1 3

81 - 901 . 1. - - - 1

.128 179 17 I8 143 197
.v

The use of the Counselling Package was evaluate& in terMs of the

following criteria; assessed by its users.

4 .

1. Was it being used?

2. What parts were seen as being valuable or nct relevant?

3. Did the,Counselling Package help in making the decision to

accept or reject enrolment?

4. What improvewents should be made to it?

The response to'ibe question as to whether the package was being
'read mode it clear that it is overwhelmingly successful if success is
measured on the criterion of being read, with 88% claiming to have read
it iight throOgh.
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In-Order to identify those parts of the package which were of use
to applientiti *elation 2 asked for both the identification of the moSt'
useful parts of the pakage, and for a page by page five point evaluation,
alloWing .for responses 'very useful, fairly useful, not relevant to me,
cannot see the use cf Lt, not read this part', Space %las available for
additional coment. '

Respon0es to the question 'If you can, identify the: most useful
parts, least useful parts' brought the frequencies-of:response shown in
Table 6, for those accepting the ofter of enrolment, and Table 7.for those
rejecting the) offer. A number of respondents named more than one part
to these iteMs.

\

40,
Table 6 : Responses of 1979 Cohort Accepting Offer to Question 2,

part two (November 1978) "If you can, identify the:

'Most Useful parts'

Dia the Counselling The Personal Making Your Study
Package help on Touch Decision Techniques
Deciding? 1 2 3 All None

Yes 40 18 75 16 6

Confirmed 24 . 9 31 . 6

No 40 11 87 16 5

'Least Useful Parts'

Yes 23 25 3 74
Confirmed -- 10 10 1 19

No 38 40 3 51

Table 7 Responses of 1979 Cohort Rejecting Offer .to Question 2,
part*two (November 1978) : "If you can, identify the:

''Most Useful Parts'

Did the Counselling The Personal Making yor 8tudy
Package help on Touch Decision Techniques
Deciding? 1 2 3 All None

Yes 3 3 5 1

Confirmed
No 1 9 3 1

'Least Useful Parts'

Yes 1 1 0 14
Confirmed
No 3 4 1 5

It 4 clear that overwhelmingly-the most valuable part was seen to be
Part 3-Study Techniques. This is true for both those accepting and those
rejeCting the offer-of enrolment. Of the 307 respondents accepting the Offer,
-33% named .Part 1, 12% Part 2.Auld 70% Part.3 asbeing the most useful. The
parts named as. being least useful were.Part.1, by 23% of respondents accepting
thebffer,'Part 2 by 24%, and Part 3 by 2% of suCh-respondents. The

...'--information for those refUsing the offer_is rather weaker, as_a number
provided minimal information.
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A number of characteristics,are noteworthy. The remarkably strong
acceptance of Part 3 among those who claim not to have used the Counselling
Package for decision making is one:eighty-five per cent of such respondents
specified this part as most uteful, if we omit those replying'"all". As

a whole, this group tended to \list parts .1 and 3 together as the most useful

parts. This is consistent witb the intention of part 2. If an applicant
is firm in his mind as to his Course of action, then assistance in decision
making is not likely to be so relevant. This group markedly saw Parts'l and
2 less useful than did the:othere accepting the offer of enrolment. These

latter groups - those helped to Make decisions, and those whose decisiont
were confirmed - were genetally mere conservative in choosing most useful
and least useful parts, although the general pattern as detcribed above
is reflected with one notable variation. The group claiming to have been
helped by the_Counselling i3ackage Al making their decision was much more
inclined to see none of the packageas "least useful" in proportion to
separating specific parts as being SO than were either of the other two
groups. 1

Responses,to the detailed evaluation ratings on a page by page grid
were obtained for respondents accepting the offer, and for those rejecting

the offer. Responses were made on a five point scale, of "very useful",

"fairly useful", "not relevant to me", "cannot see the use of this",
"not read this part". The object of this section was to identify the specific
items which were seen as beihg of value,

Two features stood out very clearlY. For those accepting the offer of
enrolment, Study Tdchniques.were seen as Clearly the most important materials..
The page listing names, addresses and telephone numbers for the Dean of
Students, Administrative Coordinator and Hot Line was equally important.
A secondary peak appeared for the page giving a digest of contents in the
Packages, and making reference to the University Handbook and Information to
Students booklet.

The pattern of responses from thote rejecting the. offer is not greatly
different in its global format, but the emphases within-Parts do differ.
Student comments appear relatively more useful in Part 1. Organizing time
and study.place, and reading seem more important in Part 3.

It should be noted that the number in'this category of respondents is
rather small, and the finer comparisons are Consequently less stable than in
the case of the respondents aCdepting the offer.

The final section of Question 2 asked what way could the Counselling

Package be improved?' Responses for those acCepting the offer of enrolment
are given in Table 8.
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Table 8 1 Responses Lo Question "In what way could the
Padkage be improved?"

Counselling

frequency

Suggested improvements accepting
ofTer

Give more course information 25

Include structures of programs for qua1i4cations 11

Extra infOrmatfon for remote students 6

More speci.fic infOrmation 4

Explain terminology 4

Workload information 3

Include estimates of Typical Weekly. Time Commitment 2

Modify information booklet 2

Reduce emphasis on Part 2 12

Include information about previous students 7

Expand information on essay writing 6

Give a gauge of academic standards 4

Expand study techniques information 4

Include information on how students find time for study 2

Reduce content 13

Bind pages. 13

Put more emphasis on pre-enrolment workshops 4

Include Maps of location and campus of Deakin 3

Unable to criticise package 7

It.is noteworthy that the most common recommendation relates not so much
to the content of the Counselling-Package,)Dut to the content relevant to the
booklet 'A Guide to Open Campus Study'. Tne desire for more information about
individual courses,- and About degree program structures, workload information,
terminology, and desire for other specific informhtion all fall into this
category. So too does the desire of remote students for more information in
respect of their peculiar situation.

. The concern About essay writing, methods and standards, and the
.development of stUdy techniques is reflected in-that cluster requesting less
emphasis on the decision making function, information about previoUs students
and their study habits and requests for more study technique and essay
writing informatiOn. Presentation changes were also relatively frequently-
suggested.

An-option available to applicants was the attendance, for a fee
of $10, at a Workshop-during November. These workshops were scheduled for
Geelong, Melbourne,,Ehepparton and Horsham. AttendanCe is sunuarifed in
Table 9. There is cleArly a strong,association between attendance atOne

1

of thebe worksh thops and e an,decision of'an applict to proceed wit enrolment.
Some respondents replied before the Workshops,' thus explaining the rather'
high 'no answer' frequency for those attending.'
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Table 9 : Attendance at November workshops. 1979 Cohort.

Accepted offer Yes No No Answer Total

Attended November workshop 100 186 ' 4

Use-ful 78 1 21

Rejected offer

Attended November workshop
Useful

290
100

33 3 38
2

In order to obtain an indicator of motivation for undertaking courses
at Deakin, an openly worded question was.phrased: 'Why did you enquire About
taking an Off Campus Course?' This was.done in-an attempt to obtain a set'
of responses as little affected by researchei bias as possible. .An attempt

, was then made to classify the replies, and Table 10 summarises the results,
the number oi 'no responses' in the group rejecting the offer being in part
due to reply being made by letter rather than by completion of the questionnaire.

Table 10 : Responses to Question 5 "Why did you enquire About taking
an Off Campus Course?" 1979 Cohort, November 1978.

Accepted Rejected
Offer Offer

CURIOSITY'

Curiosity
Response to Advertisements

\
PREVIOUS EDUCATIONAL CONTACTS. 9 3

Extension of H.p.c., C.A.E or T.A.F.E. Cou'rses 5.
2

Previous Open UniverSity contact 2

Contact.with Deakin Off Campus students 2 1

PREFERENCE,tFOR OFF CAMPUS STUDY 68 '10

Preferring concept to On Campus 42
Flexibility of time in course 4

Off Campus best suits requireMents 22

TO BECOME MORE EDUCATED 40 10

DESIRE FOR SELF SATISFACTION 50 2

Compensation for earlier labk of opportunities 6 1

Personal satisfaction/goal/achievement 18,,
Self improvement/enrichment 1,5

.Mental stimulation 11 1

ONLY WAY OFDOING A COURSE 39

OUALIFICATIONS : TO GET A DEGREE, < 25

QUALIFICATIONS FOR GETTING A 40B ADVANCEMENT
,

33 4

MISCELLANEOUS 17 , 2

NO RESPONSE 9 10

TOTAL 290 38

182 .74
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2.2 Respo ses at the time of receipt of first course material, February
1979

e questionnaire circulated in February 1979 to the.307 respondents
to the N vember document who accepted enviroment was answered in time for
analysis by 170,.or 55% of respondents. Responses suggest that the

.Counsel ing Package is used by new students as an information source. Table

U. sUmm rises the degree of usage, and the material sought. A number of
respon nts sought more than one type of information.

Table 11 : Responses,to Question 1 'Have you referred to the
Counsellihg Package sinc January l?' February 1979

Yes N = 117 No N = 53

Was information adequately provided?Information sought

tudYing & study techniques
ading teChniques

. W iting essays
Ti cogamitment

Re ources available
Re atters discussed at work

s op
Pres ribed literature

.Gener 1

411

Fre uenc Yes No No comment

63 , 60

11 11

28 27

2 1

17 17

1 1

1 1 111

'27 21 4 2'

* A nuier of respondents gave multiple responses to this item

The time commitment anticipated by the new students reflects the
expeCtation of co rse teams preparing the study.material, who work to the
assumption of 10 t 12 hours per week average commitment.
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Table 12 : sponses to Question 2re. Anticipated weekly time
'

. commitment. Ftbruary 1979

Hours per week \
Attended workshop
Yes,

0 - 7
8 -,14
15 - 21
22 - 28
29 - 35
36 - 42
43 - 48
don't know

1

62

38

2

3

1

0

10

No Total

0 1

33 95

11 49
1 3

0 3

0 1

1* 1

7 17

117 53 170

* undertaking two course each seIiter
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The responses to the query as to information not provided as
summarised in Table 13 should be compared to Table a.

Table 13 : Responses to Question 3. 'Is there any information
which should have been provided, but has'not so been?'
February.1979.

Type of information frequency

'Give more course inf rmation 15:

Give clearer informtion and advice about submitted
work requirement 12

Earlitr aVailability of, and advice about preliminary
reading 10

Give more information About programs and future courses 7

Give clearer advice for starting courses 4

Give more library information 3

Give more information about book availability 3

Give a concise directory of University locations and
tp1pphrnie numbers 3

Give tutOr's identity,earlier 2

Provide a list of students in the course 2

Miscellaneous 10

None slo

There is a clear emphasis, as might be expected, on the requirements '

and content of courses and programs, and University servides' availability.
.Much of this material is in the province of the course teams,.and cogriizance.
should.be taken ofthese problems in respect to the 'Guide to Open Campus
Programsr, 'Information for Students', and.materials in the first course

mailings.

Awareness of new students to changes to their ways of life were
gauged, again by allowing an open response to the question 'What changes in
your way of life do you anticipate as a result of undertaking an pff campus
course?' It is of interest to observe that the summary of responses in

yable displays an overwhelming negative adjustment, if one views reduction
in availability 0 other activities in this way.

Table 14 : Responses ta Question 4. 'What

life do:irou anticipate as a result
off campus course?' February 1979.

Difficulty

4

changes in
of .undertaking

your way of
an

Frequency

Less leisure time'. 45

Reduced social life
Reduced time for tamily and home"- includes likely

44

conflict in 4 8

Less community.involvement 3

Adjusting to a disciplined study routine 33

None 15

Nery little 8

Increased knowledge 9

Enrichment and mental stimulation 9

Increased Awareness, broader outlook 6

Increase in effective articulation 5

Better job Prospects 4

:Miscellaneous 12
181
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'It iS not unexpected that the difficulties. anticipated to sone
extent reflect those to the previous question. Table 15 is self explanatory.
Perhaps,one of the most concerning.aspects concerns the elaborations
provided for respontes classified as 'effects on.family life'. Several
state.that they anticipate conflict with spouses

Table 15 : ,Responses to Question .5. 'What difficulties do you

anticiPate?' February 1979.

Difficulty Frequency

Time allocation 56

Study routine and techniques (including problems in
getting started), 37

Essay and assignment writing (inclUding gauging depth
of work required) 34

Effebts on family life 17

Isolation 11

Obtaining Reference materials (including library
facilities) 11

Being Able to cope with load 9

Maintaining Concentration 9

Maintaining Motivation 7

Reduction in social life 6

Lack of Confidence 5

Meeting deadlines 3

Receipt of materials 3

Self discipline 2

'Interaction of beliefs and content 2'

Content, 2

Uncertainty of future study directions 1

Possible address changes 1

Initial frustration 1

Few 1

None 17

Summary : Future Directions

It is cleat thpt counselling is important in enabling applicants to
reach decisions conSonont with their interests. The greatest concern to

4these people is in regard to their capacity to write appropriate assessable
work, and to study effectively.

Future investigation will attempt to identify those skills.and techniques
which staff assume students bring with them, and set these against-those asSumed
by prospective students, and.those actually used by.students.

It has been tooeatly to date to study the patterns in early attrition.
One line of useful investigation should lead to the trialling of short (five
to-six week) skill development courses prior to commencement of courses. By

such means early attrition may be reduced both by moving it forward to the
enrolment point for some, and by reducing early frustration for those students
proceeding to studies.
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Student Attitudes at a New
and an Old University

J.S. Western
University of Queensland

Ernest Roe

University of Queensland
c

This paper looks at the attitudes held by incoming students In the faculties of Arts, Commerce and Economics and Science at the
University of Queensland and compares them with attitudes held by Incoming ttudents In the schools of Humanities, Modern Asian
Studies, Australian Environmental Studies and Science at Griffith University. It then examines attitudes of these groups of students at
the completion of their three-year pass degrees. The pattern af courseS at the University of Queensland and Griffith University are sub.
stantially different. Queensland Univertity has a traditional discIpline-based departmental structure while Griffith University is inten-
tionally Inter-disciplinary and problem oriented.

The paper addresses itself to the extent to which exposure to these different structures produce different patterns of attitude change.

Paper available from authors
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Non-Formal_ Activities
Roger Landbeck

. Griffith University

The Non Formal Activities took place from 10 am to 5 pm on Sunday 13th May.
They were designed to run in parallel with the discussion groups on Aduli
Education in the norning and to provide the complete Programme in the afternoon.

The activities were,designed to provide opportunities foi members to
present and discuss topics in an informal way. Thus 'work in progress' could be
explained either to a small interest group or through.posters. In the event
the response was poor, only 1 poster being suhmitted'and some activities had to
be cancelled.

However, a good deal of interest was aroused by the workshop run by Dietrich
Brandt on interaction in small groups. The Williams Committee 'Teach-In' also
drew reasonable numbers. Another popular event was the bUsh_walk to Griffith
University which provided opportunities for people to chat informally and
exchange information.

Short reports of Ihe actiVities are*given below.

1. Poster ' - "Student and Staff Views of the Goals and Teaching Methods
of Tertiary Education".David Watkins Educational Research

+

Unit, University of New England. A reportof this study
is available from the author.

2. Workshop 'Improving COmmunication in Small Groups' piesented by
Dietrich Brandt, HDZ Aachen, West Germany.

During the first ten minutes of the workshop 9 volunteers discussed the
topic 'Multiculturism' which Dietrich Brandt videotaped. The remainder of the
participants (about 15 people) sat around the outside of the group as observers.
The rest of ;he workshop was devoted to exploring the interactions that had
occurred through videotape, opinions of the participants ind the external

. observers. The principles that emerged were,skilfully and sensitively drawn out
by Dietrich who summarised them on the board.

Following a.break another group was formed to repeat the exercise while the
original group concluded their discussion. I found that the last half hour was
particularly valuable as group members became more open with one another resulting
in a very profitable discussion:* .

Roger Landbeck

' 3, Workshop 'Educational Consatancy in Practice' run by Dave Bend and
Rod MacDonald.

The workshop commencedWith
;

an apology for the absence of one of the leaders.
I am sure We all felt his spirit amongst us. A round of introductions followed
during which each participant introduced his/herself to the group.

IRD.
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Davfd gave an introductory talk in which he explained the stages through
Itwich the relationships between the consultant and'the.client may develop. They

were:

(1) Initial contact
(2) Defining the relationship and the problem
(3) Selecting a method or procedure
(4) Gathering.data
(5) Reporting
(6) Further action and implementation
(7) Termination.

,

A discussion was then held on whether these stages were chronologically,
ordered or a list of processes. ft was finally decided that the stages were not
necessarily in chronological order.

wt.

David then outlined a possible structure for the remainder of the workshop.
This involved'dividing into small groups selecting one or mire of the above stages
and working through the following phases:

Describe incidents and examples of problematic situations relating
to4the stage(s) beiu discussed.

Identifying,critical issues, and questions which should be asked
at that stage.

Read a discussion paper prepared by Dave and Rod on the stage
being discussed.

Produce a checklist of questions for consultantS at that stage.

One member from each subgroup to report to another sutikroup on
that subgroupsdiscussion.

In the event phase two of the small group discuision was found to be of such
value,,that more time was spent on'it than previously allocated. The final phase ,

changed to a group discussion on each sUbgroups discussion. A most valuable
outcome of the'workshop was the opportunity the structure of the workshop gave

q.to participants to recount and reflect their oWn personal experiences. Dave and
Rod are to be congratulated for initiating and conducting a most useful, worthwhile
tind enjoyable workshop.

0 a

Michael Prosser
'Griffith University

4. Discussion 7 Teach in on William: Committee Report

'Bill Hall (Director, Mount Gravatt CAE), Dick Johnson (ANU), Roger Swain
(TAFE, South Australia) ach gave a brief talk setting out their view of the
Williams Committee Report and its implications... ,This was'Nllowed by general
discussion.
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5. Film - "Never Too Late" - Mature age unmatriculated students at
the University of New South Wales and discussion led by John Powell

The session, Which was attended by about fifteen conference participants,
opened withithe screening of the film Never Too Late, a thirty-minute documentary
promotional film about the University of New South Wales's relatively new
programne for mature age, unmatriculated students. 'The film is to be used for
the first time as part of a one-day sessi5ln to be put on by the University for
prospective applicants to next year's pro ramme.

After the screening, the group moved into quite an active discussion of
both the programme itself and the effect of the film on prospective applicants
viewing it. The history, aims, success, implications, etc orthe programme
were inquired about and discussed by the group, with some members sharing
their experiences of similar programmes for mature age and/or unmatriculated
studehts at other institutions. The group was also very interested in the
characteristics and experienCes of the students who had been involved in the
programme, the representativeness of the st,udents described in the film, and
the possible relationship between the intended and actual effects of the film
on different kinds of students.?

The whole group, including those members associated with.the production of the
film, seemed to find the session interesting, constructive and thought::-provoking
and many were still discussing some of the issue raised by the session on their
way down the hill to lunch.

Cherie Basilie
Griffith University

6. Discussion - "Prior knowledge and Student Performance in 1st Year
Chemistry at Tertiary Level

To investigate the relationship between prior knowledge of chemistry
and performance in chemistry subjects at first year level, commencing students
were given a forty-itet "readiness" test of basic chemicalStnowledge and
principles. A further study required a group of secoRdary school teachers
and a group of lecturing staff to rate the fest items on a 1 (very difticult)
to 5 ( very easy) scale. ComparisonNof teachers and lecturers ratings of items
'with student performance-lo-the reagnegs test indicated that (a) areas found
most difficult by students are basic formula construction and recogffition,
basic equation wriiting and redox reactions, (b) students found items in basic
chemistry more difficult than perceived by,bdth teadhing staff at schools and''
tertiary lecturing staff, (c) lecturing staff appeared to pte.the items

41
closer to Student performance than did sebondary teaching sthff. Correlation
studies between scores in test items and performance in first semester chemistry
subjects showed that a large Majority (50%) of significant correlations
occured fol.' items associated with areas of basic chemistiy in which students
performed poorly in the "readiness" test.

In vieN of the findings, a number of future studies are suggested. It

would seem apPropriate to develop a diagnostic fest of basic chemical knowledge
and skills.to administered to tirst-year degree students. This diagnostic
program would be supported by the development of suitable CAI maCeial tor
remedial courses.. Present studies are in this direction.

Don Litster and Serge Kokot
u ensland Institute of TechnOlogy

V37-
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ARE STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF.TEACHING OF ANY VALUE?.

Neil Paget ,

Monash University

The intention during this session was to focus on some of the bases
for evaluating teaching (or courses) at posttsecondary level and to
e*plore the implications of thevarious deciions which may be made for
the use and interpretation,of information from students.

It was-accepted that th0 function'of eValuation is to provide
relevant data to some decision-makers with respect to some project, i.e.
data hey will!uSe fOr decision-making. Evaluation will often be /
required\for one of two major reasicTs - to improve the instructional
process or,..to make decisions for 'administrative' purposes, often
related toitenUre, promotion or appointments. The diagram below
illustrates the different pathways each choice offers:

EVALUATION OF COURSE/TEACHING

'\1

IMPROVING INSTRUCT ON ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

SELECT APPROPRIATE

FACTORS

SPECIFIC INVORMATION

ABOUT STRENGTHS

AND WEAKNESSES IN

THEBE AREAS

SAMPLE FACTORS

GENERAL IMPRESSICN

TEACHER/COURSE

ttIt is apparent at the,information required to make decisions in one
area will be completely inadequate, and inappropriate for decision-Making
in the other area. Ihese differences are summarized in the table below:

IMPLICATIONS FOR: IMPROVING INSTRUCTICN ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

Questions Specific General

Responses Diagnostic Descriptive

. Analysis Particular Additive/Comparative



Discussion focussed on the recogn tion of the need for evaluation

instruments,to be designed to take accoUnt of the fundamental purpoSe of
the evaluOion process. Student evaluations are often criticized for their
doubtful reliability and validity, bUt as one (of many) sources of data
they have a useful role to play. Teachers and educational consultants have
a responsibility to ensure that both the reliability and validity of
student evaluationsaxe'imiximized.

A coMprehensive bibliography en 'Evaluation of Teaching' was
distributed to participants,. and a computerized bibliographic system for
producing.such -bibliographies was described. Further information on both

'is available on request.

Otfier Activities

The following activities were either cancelled or had very small
numbers attending. Those interested in these topics are invited to the
organisensdirectly.

1) Plagiarism - what is it and what can be done about in tertiary
education. Dianne Samson, Educational Projects Officer, ESTR,./
Murdoch University, Murdoch, Western Australia, 6153.

2) 'involving Students in Planning, Teaching and Evaluating Their
Own Courses' Merv'Fogarty, Department of Teacher Education,
North Brisbane CAE, Kedron,Imeensland, 4031.

3) The Use of Programmable CalcUlators as control devices in
'cOMputer' managed learning.'' Derrick Unwin, ERDU, Queensland
Institute of Technology, Queensland, 4000.

(';
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